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ABSTRACT 
The thesis presents the stratigraphic, sedimentational, 
deformational and metaitiorphic history of the Proterozoic 
sequence exposed in the Kadana Reservoir and adjacent area, 
2 An area of about 500 km was mapped in parts of Banswara and 
Diangarpur districts, Rajasthan and Panchmahals District, 
Gujarat, falling between North Latitudes 23*^ 15' to 23^30* 
and Bast Longitudes 73°45' to 74°15', The area forms western 
part of the indiaft^  i'hield,' '^ rid is included in Survey of India 
toposheet nos;-46 E/15 and.-1/3, 
Lithoiogically the rocks of the area corrprise quartz-
chlorite schist," chlorite phyiiite, ultramafics, meta-
protoquartzite, meta-siltstone^ meta-subgraywacke, quartzite, 
meta-conglomerate, and garnetiferous schists.Stratigraphically 
the metasedimentary sequence, of the area was mapped as 
southern extension of the Aravalli rocks exposed in Udaipur, 
The present study has established that the sequence is 
younger than the type Aravalli rocks of Udaipur Group and 
succeeds it with structural discordance. Following the code 
of stratigraphic nomenclature in India the metasedimentary 
sequence of the Kadana Reservoir area has been assigned to 
Lunavada Group, Based on lithological homogeneity, strike 
persistance and local relationship of superposition the rocks 
of the Lunavada Group have been separated into Wardia,Nahali, 
Bhawanpura, Chandanwara, Bhukia and Kadana formations in 
descending order of antiquity. The inliers of older 
metainorphics of Udaipur Group and associated ultramaf ics 
have been assigned to Vareth Formation and Rakhabdev 
Ultramafic Suite,respectively. 
The Lunavada sedimentation took place in a successor 
basin post-tectonic to the orogenic phase of the Aravalli 
Supergroup, The elastics were derived from the newly risen 
tectonic lands of Aravallis. The clastogenes were debouched 
as fans at the mouth of youthful rivers along an active 
margin, Tectonism along active margin controlled dispersal 
and migration of fans,along strand of Lunavada basin. The 
dominance of finer elastics in the Lxonavada sequence is 
suggestive of rudimentary morphogeny in the Aravalli land. 
The dynamics of sedimentation was controlled by winds, waves, 
tides and currents ranging from normal to stormy conditions, 
The sequence has fining upward succession and sedimentary 
structures characteristic of tidal environment. The bedding 
characteristics, internal organisation and rhythm of 
sedimentation are suggestive of cyclic sedimentation 
corresponding to traction current dominated tidal mollasse, 
The mineralogenic population, dominance of sand and 
intermediate quartz content in the arenaceous clastogenes 
suggest a recycled orogen provenance and sedimentation along 
an active margin for the Lunavada Group. 
The Lunavada rocks were subjected to defornation and 
metamorphism in near surface conditions at low P and T level, 
In the regional tectonochronology of the western part^ of the 
Indian Shield, the structural evolution of the area correspond 
to AD, and AD, deformative episodes of the Aravalli Tectonic 
System. The structural fabric comprise AP*' , ^ ^3' ^ ^'3' ^ 4 
folds; AS"^/ ASg/ AS' / AS^ foliations and A C " ^ , ^(by A/i'3 
and A^' . lineations. The fabric was evolved in four separate 
deforrnational phases; first, second and third phases correspond 
to AD- and fourth phase to AD. deformative episodes, 
The first phase led to development of AP"- folds, 
AS** foliation and A/^'' lineation. The Reformation was 
dominently under shearing stress generated by creep of the 
sedimentaiy pile down the palaeoslope, initiated by seismic 
impulses along an active margin, 
The second phase of deformation led to development of 
AP- folds, AS- foliation and A/3>3 lineation. The deformation 
was controlled by flexural-slip mechanism under compressive 
stress environment, The<A'']^  and<f~-2 trajectories were 
horizontally disposed, .•::s-- ^  possibly acted in WNW-ESB 
direction. 
The third deformative phase resulted in the development 
of AP'2 folds, AS' foliation and A/'l' lineation. The 
deformation was initiated in a flexural-slip regime; with the 
progression of deformation the flexure was replaced by shear 
mechanism, which led to the development of AS'^ crenulation 
foliation, The^ ;^—u trajectory of AP'^ folds coincided with 
i\ ^  strain direction of AP^ folds. The release of the elastic 
component of the flattening strain of the second deformative 
phase led to sub-vertically disposed^s—- trajectoiry during 
the third deformative phase. 
The fourth deformative phase led to the development of 
AP. folds, AS. foliation and hfi . lineation. The deformation 
took place in near surface conpressive stress environment with 
horizontally disposed^5—^ trajectory, acting in NNE-SSW 
direction. The corrpetent beds underwent deformation by 
f lexural-slip mechanism and the enclosing incortpetent medium 
accommodated the shear by slip folding, 
The metamorphic recrystallisation took place in five 
phases. The M^, M^ / M- and M, phases,tectonically and 
temporally corresponding to the four deformative phases, 
Mc phase is post-Aravalli represented by static recrystalli-
sation of chlorite-lll and garnet controlled by geoisothernal 
rise around 0,9 h.y, 
M- phase is manifested by elongation of quartz and 
rotation of sericite in (\ i rKn P-'-^"® ^ ^ strain by pure shear, 
lithostatic stress facilitated plastic deforitHtion, 
M2 phase resulted in recrystallisation of quartz; 
chlorite-I, muscovite and actinolite crystallised at the 
expense of existing mineral population, Biotite-I co-existed 
with chlorite-I, 
During M, phase garnet developed at the expense of 
chlorite-l and quartz by shearing stress which acted under 
lithostatic environment, Chlorite~II developed from biotite by 
retrograde metamorphism, 
The M. phase manifested itself by flattening, elongation 
and microfracturing of quartz and rotation of sericite along 
AS. foliation. 
The lithospheric heating of the northwestern part of 
the Indian Shield around 0.9 b.y, led to Mg phase of 
metamorphism in the Lunavada Group of rocks which resulted 
in static recrystallisation of chlorite-III and garnet in the 
area. 
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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
LOCATION : 
The Kadana Reservoir area extends from the southern 
part of the Rajasthan State to the northern part of Gujarat 
State of India. Geographically, it occupies the western part 
of the Indian Shield and lies v/ithin the administrative 
boundaries of Banswara^ Dungarpur and Udaipur districts 
of Rajasthan and Panchmahals district of Gujarat, For the 
2 present study, a total area of about 500 km , between North 
latitudes 23^15' to 23°30' and East longitudes73^45' to 
74°15' , falling within the Survey of India toposheet Nos. 
46 E/15 and 46 1/3, was selected for detailed field 
investigations including survey and mapping (Pig. 1), 
COMMUNICATION AND ACCESSIBILITY % 
The area has a well-linked network of all-weather 
metalled roads connecting the main towns of Rajasthan and 
Gujarat, The area being situated about 800 km south-west of 
Delhi, is approachable from Delhi through the National 
Highway No. 8 via Kherwara, From Kherwara, the metalled 
road that connects the National Highway No. 8 with the 
Ajmer-Ratlam State Highway, passes through the towns of 
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Dungarpxir and Banswara which are the approach points to the 
right and left banks of the Kadana Reservoir in the area, 
The nearest rail-head in the area is Lunavada, which 
is approachable from Delhi via Godhra by the Delhi-Ahmadabad 
Broad Guage Railway, From Godhra, Lunavada is connected by 
a Narrow Guage Railway, The area is also approachable from 
Jaipur by the Jaipur-Ahmadabad Meter Guage Railway via 
Dungarpur, which is the nearest rail-head for the northern 
part of the Kadana Reservoir area, 
CLIMATE : 
The region falls v/ithin the semi-arid zone of western 
India, it has the influence of three major climatic changes 
in a year viz., winter, summer and rainy seasons. The 
winter lasts from November to March, vrhen the atmosphere 
remains clear and mostly djr/. From April to June, till 
before the onset of the monsoon it remains hot and dry and 
is largely swept by the westerly winds. The summer months 
of April and May are extremely hot and inhospitable. The 
rainy season lasts from July to October, The annual rainfall 
varies from 90 cm to 100 cm and most of vrhich is received 
between July and August through the south-west monsoon, 
Climatically, the area is included in the monsoon belt of 
India, 
FAUNA AND FLORA : 
Most of the varieties of wildlife of the area have 
vanished with urbanization accompanied by accelarated forest 
clearance. However, the carnivorous animals like panther, 
leopard, hyena, wolf and rarely, tiger could be found in 
the protected forests. Jackals and liares are the more common 
wildlife. Pigeon, peacock, crow, dove, crane and patridge 
are the more common aves to be found in the area. The 
patridges dwelling in the bushy hills of the Kadana 
Reservoir area are most delicious table birds. Domesticated 
animals like buffalowes, cows, bullocks, camels, horses, 
donkeys, sheep, goats and dogs are commonly seen within 
the villages. Local ponds and perennial nalas in the area 
have some varieties of fishes, 
The vegetation in the area is rather poor and shrubby. 
At places patches of teak (Tectona qrandis), mahua (Madhuca 
indica), salar forests with wild creeper and grassy under-
growths are present in the reserve forest areas. The trees 
like those of mango (Manganifera indica), mahua (M, Indica), 
nim (Azadirachta indica), tamrind (TamrIndus indica), ber 
(Zizyphus jujuba), banyan (F.icus bengal en sis), Pipal (Ficus 
£.?i:.iSi9.§^ /^ seraal (Salmplia malheria), dhak (Bhutea f rondos a) 
and bamboo (Dendraclamus ,strictus) are generally grown near 
the villages as a part of social forestry programme, 
PHYSIOGRAPHX- : 
The study area (Pig. 2) within the Mahi -Silver Basin 
may be classified into the following four major geomprpho-
logical units j-
1. The table land of the Deccan Traps, 
2. The rolling plains of the Aravalli rocks, 
3, The structural hills of Aravalli quartzites, 
4, The alluvial tract of the Mahi river. 
The Table Land of the Deccan Traps : 
In the south-eastern part of the area, south of the 
Aravalli hilly tract and rising above the Aravalli rolling 
plains to an elevation of 320 m, is the table land of the 
Deccan Traps, made up of basaltic lava flows* The morpho-
tectonics of the table land are largely controlled by joint 
patterns of the bed rocks. The top of the table land is flat 
corresponding to a planation surface of 320 in. The unit is 
characterised by steep scarp faces with nick points around 
280 m elevation, which represents the litho*contacts of the 
Deccan Trap basalts with the underlying Aravalli metasedi-
ments. The unconformity beta'/een them is represented by the 
280 m contour. The unconformity possibly represents a 
palaeo-planation surface in the area, 
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The Rolling Plains of the Aravalli Rocks : 
The Aravalli rocks, composed generally of svibgraywackes, 
meta-protoquartzite, phyllites, slate, meta-siltstone and 
garnetiferous quartzi-biotite schist form gently rolling to 
almost flat plain. The plain is usually covered by a thin 
veneer of soil. The solid geology occasionally crops out 
from beneath the alluvium as ruv/ares whose trend is generally 
determined by local penetrative planar tectonic anisotropy. 
The planar homogeneity of the erosional surface has been 
modified by the development of the sub-dendritic drainage 
netv7ork, whose morphotectonics is controlled by the locally 
prominent planar tectonic elements. 
The Structural Hills of Aravalli Quartzites : 
The drear monotony of the Aravalli rolling plains in 
the area is piJnctuated by some winding linear hogbacks formed 
of the Aravalli quartzites, which appear as subvertical 
monoliths overlooking the plains. These hillocks, which are 
the manifestations of the structural pattern of the rocks 
provide dependable markers for interpreting geomorphic 
signatures in terms of structure and stratigraphy of the 
formations composing them. They are composed of quartzites 
and form flat-topped structural hills which reflect 
planation surface corresponding to 280 m elevation, 
h 
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The Alluvial Tract of the Mahi River : 
To the west of Kadana and on either banks of the Mahi 
river, the thick pile of alluvium accumulated between Kadana 
and Lunavada, represents. an oldar aggraded flood-plain of the 
Mahi river. The surface of the alluvial plain lies at a 
general elevation of 110 m above M.S.L. Subsequent 
rejuvenation of the Mahi has dissected parts of the older 
flood-plain. The alluvial sediments are composed of medium 
to fine grained sand and silt mixed with locally deposited 
coarser sand, gravel and pebbles, which are supposed to be 
the common flood plain deposits. The depositional character-
istics of the sediments comprising this geomorphic unit are 
found within the fluvial regime {Iqbaluddin, 1977). 
The clastogenes within the size range of medium to 
fine grained sand and silt are dominent, coarse sand, 
gravel and pebbles occur as subordinate clastogenic 
constituents in the flood plain deposits. 
DRAINAGE : 
The area is commanded by a part of the Mahi drainage 
basin, which is bounded by the Ganges Basin in the northeast, 
the Sabarmati Basin in the northwest, the Karjan Basin in 
the southwest and the Narmada Basin in the south (Fig. 3). 
9 
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The regional slope of the area controls the southwesterly 
drainage of the Mahi basin. The s\ib-basin drainage is 
Controlled by the major structural trends and the formational 
contacts, 
The Mahi and its tributaries, the Anas and the Chibota 
rivers, which are the main arteries of drainage in the area, 
generally follov; the regional slope. These are fed by 
innumerable smaller tributary streams, v/hose drainage trends 
are determined by the local structural, topographical and 
lithological set-up. The first order channels are generally 
joint-controlled, whereas most of the channels of second and 
third orders are influenced by the local topography. The Anas 
and the Chibota rivers constitute the fourth order and the 
Mahi, fifth order drainage channels. Their tributaries are 
mostly ephemeral. The Mahi, the Anas and the Chibota rivers 
are perennial, but in unusually drier months they are 
reduced to mere puddles with little surface run-off, 
PURPOSE OF STUDY : 
The Governments of Rajasthan and Gujarat States with 
the assistance of the Government of India, have launched a 
project for the multipurpose development of the Mahi Basin. 
This involved construction of several dams for river control, 
development of irrigation and generation of power in the area 
(Pig, 4), With the completion of Kadana Dam the proposed 
11 
FIG.4 
1^ 
Kadana Reservoir is expectetj to submerge under water, an 
2 
area of about 500 )an upstreams of the dam. Recent 
excavations made at the Kadana Dam site have brought to 
light a number of features of geological interest. They 
drew attention of the author to have a closer look at the 
excavation sites for an immediate study and research, which 
involved a systematic geological survey and mapping of the 
area and investigations on sedimentation, lithology, 
stratigraphy, structure and metamorphism of the rocks 
exposed in the area. The ultimate objective of the 
investigation was to provide data relevant to the 
evaluation of the seismotectonic status of the reservoir 
area and tightness of the basin periphery, which however, 
does not come under the perview of this investigation. 
SUBJECT AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY : 
The stratigraphy, sedimentation and tectonic history 
of the rocks encountered in the Kadana Reservoir and adjacent 
areas and their temporal and geological relationship with 
the Aravalli sequence of Rajasthan and Gujarat form the 
main theme of the present study. 
In persuance to the purpose of the present study, 
scope of the work had to be extended beyond the limits 
of the reservoir area, as an understanding of the regional 
1 
stratigraphy-cum-structural set-up was considered to be 
essential. The present investigation has brought to light 
many nev; and interesting data and inforroations relating 
to the stratigraphic and structural framework of Precambrian 
metasedimentary formations encountered in parts of Rajasthan 
and Gujarat, 
METHODOLCXJY ; 
The methodology and techniques adopted in course of 
the present study are mostly those which are usually 
applicable to geological survey of the area and pertinent 
laboratory investigations for probing the stratigraphy,, 
structural and petrographic fabric of the different units 
of Kadana Reservoir area were followed for interpreting 
the geotectonic environment and temporal relationship of 
the sequence with the rest of Aravdlli rocks of Rajasthan 
and Gujarat. 
Field and laboratory methods adopted in the present 
study are enumerated as follows 5-
Geological Survey and Field Observations ; 
1, Reconnaisance traverses were taken for developing 
local and regional perspective in the Kadana Project area, 
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The general lithostratigraphic characters of the individual 
units, their structural fabric and distribution of lithounits 
in time and space were the targets of this investigation 
prior to irapping of the submergence and adjacent areas. 
2, Lithological and structural maps of the area falling 
vrithin parts of Survey of India toposheet Nos, 46 E/15 and 
46 1/3 on a scale of 1 ? 63,360 were prexoared following the 
usual method adopted by the Geological Survey of India, The 
important features like the formational boundaries, attitudes 
and orientation of primary and secondary structural elements, 
Sedimentary characteristics of the lithounits, nature and 
locations of the fault, shear zones, etc., were carefully 
recorded. Representative hand specimens of rocks encountered 
were systematically collected in addition to their chip 
samples from the different geological formations, 
For plotting of field data, hachured Survey of India 
one-inch toposheets and photostat enlargement of h'* to a 
mile toposheet to 1 ; 63,360 scale were used as baae maps 
for the area lying in parts of toposheet Nos, 46 E/15 and 
46 1/3 respectively, 
Laboratory Investigations ; 
1, Thin section studies of the rocks were carried out 
for th^irpetrographic identification including clastogenic 
and tectonic micrestructures and for establishing the 
relationship between deformation and metamorphism of the 
Various rocks, under study. 
2, Photomicrographs were taken of some of the thin 
sections of rocks showing important textures, fabrics and 
tectonic anisotropy, 
3, St3ructural data collected during the field work were 
screened sub-area wise, tabulated and plotted on stereonets 
for the preparation of stereograms and synoptic diagrams, 
4, In the final map, line symbols have been used for the 
presentation of different lithounit, bedding characteristics 
and some of their structural elements. 
5, Stereomodel study of the area was carried out for 
air-photo mapping of major fracture systems in the area, 
A REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK : 
The area was first geologically surveyed by Daru, D,N. 
Of the Geological Survey of India between 1907 and 1914, 
Death prevented the publication of Daru's work. The author 
had an access to his unpublished original maps, which formed 
a basis for the synthesis presented by Gupta and 'Milkerjee 
(1938). The metasedimentary sequence, exposed in the former 
princely states of Kadana, Santrampur, Lunavada, Banswara 
and Dungarpur, was included in the 'Aravalli System' by 
lo 
Daru (1907-1914), He referred the rocks located in the area 
southeast of Kushalgarh as 'transitional stage between 
quartzite and phyllite'. 
The low grade metamorphites exposed south of the 
Kadana Reservoir area, around Rajgad and separated from 
the main expanse of the Aravallis by the Godhra Pluton were 
designated as Rajgad shales by Rama Rao (1931)« 
The first detailed account of the geology of the area 
was given by Gupta and Mukerjee (1938) based partly on the 
synthesis of Daru's work and partly on geological surveys 
conducted by them between 1931 and 1935 in the then Bombay 
Presidency.Th^'' recognised three main divisions in the 
Precambrian sequence of south Rajasthan and north Gujarat, 
namely the Banded Gneissic Complex, Aravalli System and Delhi 
System and presented their stratigraphic sequence (Table 1) 
as follows ?-
Table - 1 ; LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY OF SOUTHERN RAJASTHAN AND 
NORTH GUJARAT (Gupta and Mukerjee, 1938). 
Algonkian Delhi System s Alwar quartzites 
Erosional Unconformity — 
(Composite gneisses, phyllites, 
(slates and schists with quartzitic 
(intercalations, 
Archaean ^^IZt}}^ (Limestone 
•^  (Basal quartzite Intrusive quartz 
(and conglomerate veins,pegmatites, 
granite, 
epidiorites 
(amphibolites), 
Erosional Unconformity 
Pre-Aravallis (Banded Gneissic Complex) 
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In their report (Gupta and Mukerjee, 1938) the 
gneisses and miginatites of Banswara were classified under 
the Pre-Aravalli rocks, and the metasediments exposed around 
Bhukia, Kadana, Santrampur, Lunavada and Devgad Baria, were 
mapped as phyllites and micaceous schist of Aravalli System, 
The quartzites forming the prominent ridges around Kadana, 
Santrampur, Lunavada and Devgad Baria were considered as 
intercalations in the Aravalli phyllites and schists. The 
low grade metamorphites of Kadana and Santrampur area were 
not separated from the more metamorphosed Aravalli rocks of 
adjacent areas of Banswara and Dungarpur though they remarked 
that •in Southern Rajputana States instances have been 
noticed where the phyllitic or slaty formations have 
gradually passed through a kind of knotted schist into 
biotite-garnet-quartz schist*. The gneisses exposed south 
of Devgad Baria were equated v/ith the Mixed Gneisses recorded 
from the southern part of Central Mewar (Gupta, 1934), The 
granite exposed around Godhra was considered to be post-
Delhi intrusive, Gupta and Mukerjee (1938) further observed 
'Its mode of occurrence and association with the Aravallis 
are clearly indicative of the fact that it has at no stage 
been involved in the tectonic movements responsible for the 
folding of the ancient sedimentaries', 
The earliest authors to refer about the deformation and 
isograd variations in the rocks of the area, under study, 
were also Gupta and Mukerjee (1938), The disposition of the 
IS 
lenticular patches of 'conglomeratic quartzites* in the 
Aravalli rocks of Banswara and Jambughoda was explained 
by invoking the possibility that they might represent 
truncated anticlinal crests. The variations in the 
argillaceous rocks from 'soft siliceous shales' to 
micaceous schists through slates and phyllites with well 
pronounced foliation were recorded as isograd changes. The 
schists were often found to be studded with small garnet 
porphyroblasts. Though they have not delineated the isograd 
variations from shale to schist in a regular way, yet their 
account of the argillaceous rocks brought out clearly that 
the regional deformation was responsible for the metamorphism. 
Krishnan (1953) while discussing the tectonic trend 
lines in the Archaeans of India mentioned about the splaying 
of the northeast - southwest Aravalli strike in Gujarat and 
considered the rocks of the area to be laterally linked with 
the Dharwars underneath the intervening Deccan Trap terrain. 
On the basis of southeasterly and easterly trends in the 
Aravallis of Gujarat, he also suggested their possible 
continuation with the Satpura trends. In the absence of 
sufficient supporting data in this critical area regarding 
spatial continuity of the Aravallis with the Satpura trends 
in the Central India, Krishnan (1953), however, did not 
press his argument but suggested the possibility that the 
anomalous trends of the Aravallis in north Gujarat migHt be 
the result of superposition of ENE-WSW Satpura trends over 
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the northeast - southwest strike of the Aravallis in the 
area. 
Rasul (1963) recorded some exposures of older 
metamorphic rocks from the Champaner Basin, Gujarat south 
of the Kadana Reservoir area and considered them to be 
the Southern extension of the Aravallis supporting an 
earlier view of Fermor (1909) and V^ e^st (1934). 
Jamusaria and Merh (1967) studied the deformational 
history of the .Jaban conglomerate belonging to the 
Champaner series of district Panch Mahals, Gujarat. They 
recorded selective elongation of the phenoclasts in the 
direction of fold axes, development of cleavage in the 
matrix and preferred orientation of flat phyllites and 
marble fragments parallel to the schistosity in the matrix, 
The deformation as conceived by these authors for the Jaban 
conglomerate involved shearing and slipping normal to fold 
axes in the direction of tectonic transport along the 
schistosity planes during the structural evolution of the 
Champaners. The^ ' also considered that as a result of 
metamorphism (related to the regional deformation) the 
*hetrogenous (graywacke) matrix of the original rock has 
been transformed into an assemblage of blotite-(chlorite)-
rmiscovite-<sericite)-qijartz-plagiociase, while the arkosic 
matrix of the original rock has been transformed intxj an 
asserrtolage contaiTiing quartz, muscovite, sericite asxd 
microcline in varying proportions *» Thus, according to thera 
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the isograd had reached the green-schist fades during the 
regional metamorphism of the Champaners. 
The Rajgad shales, occurring adjacent to the area of 
present study, have been studied in some detail by Sathe 
(1967) who recognised two phases of metamorphism in these 
rocks, viz., (1) lev/ grade corresponding to quartz-albita-
epidote-biotite and quartz-albite-epidote-almandine 
subfacies of the greenschist facies. This metamorphism is 
regional and related to the regional defornation of the 
argillites which resulted in the development of foliation in 
the metasediments, and (2) controlled by the intrusions of 
granite, pegmatites and quartz veins v/hichwere considered to 
be post-tectonic to the regional deformation in the Rajgad 
'shales'. The intrusions produced small contact aureoles 
and local thermal effects at the contacts, resulting in the 
rise of isograd in the metasediments up to the homblende-
hornfels facies. Thus, Sathe (1967) assigned regional 
metamorphism to garnet grade and tiermal to hornblende-
hornfels facies with slight metasomatic effects in the 
Aravalli rocks of Rajgad. 
Gopinath et al, (1977) have studied in greater detail 
the structural history of the Champaners and the Aravallis 
of Devgad Baria which form the southern extension of the 
area, understudy. They recognised three defornetive phases 
in the Champaners. The tight, sometimes over-turned to 
isoclinal folding in ihe Champaner rocks along ENE-WSW to 
2. 
ESE-WNW trending axial traces, southwest of Jarnbughoda, 
have baen attributed to F. folding phase. They found that 
the F folds are open, steeply inclined and moderately 
plunging to westnorthwest and that the trend of ftieir axial 
trace is WNW-ESE to East-West, The P folds were found to 
be open with steep northerly plunge and north-south 
trending axial traces, which were observed in the area 
around Pani Mines, Gopinath et al_. (1977) have assigned the 
P- phase to pre-Champaner and F^ to post-Champaner folding, 
They have also considered the F- folds as cross folds 
associated with post-Champaner deformation. 
The intrusive granite around Godhra, which according 
to Gupta and Mukerjee (193 8) 'has at no stage been involved 
in the tectonic movements responsible for the folding of the 
ancient sedimentaries' was considered as syntectonic to the 
F fold movement by Gopinath et ajL. (1977), It has been 
dated as 950 m,y. by Gopalan et al., (197 9), corresponding 
to Erinpura phase of magmatic activity in western part of 
the Indian Shield. 
Chapter I I 
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STRATIGRAPHY AND LITHOLOGY 
GENERAL STATEMENT s 
The p r e d o m i n a n t g roup of u n f o s i l l i f e r o u s m e t a -
s e d i m e n t a r y r o c k s , which i s o c c a s i o n a l l y a s s o c i a t ^ d n 
w i t h some l o c a l i s e d and i s o l a t e d o u t c r o p s of u l t r a m a f i c s , 
p e g m a t i t e s , q u a r t z v e i n s , and b a s i c l a v a f lows c o n s t i t u t e s 
t h e h a r d r o c k s of t h e Kadana R e s e r v o i r a r e a . The m e t a -
s e d i m e n t s and u l t r a m a f i c s have been a s s i g n e d t o t h e 
A r a v a l l i S u p e r g r o u p of P r o t e r o z o i c age i n t h e w e s t e r n 
p a r t of t h e I n d i a n S h i e l d . The p e g m a t i t e and q u a r t z v e i n s 
h a v e been r a t h e r v a g u e l y r e f e r r e d t o a s d i s c o r d a n t p o s t -
A r a v a l l i i n t r u s i v e s . The b a s i c l a v a f lows b e l o n g t o t h e 
Deccan T r a p p h a s e of v u l c a n i c i t y . The A r a v a l l i m e t a s e d i m e n t s 
of t h e a r e a c o m p r i s e ma in ly of p a r a - a m p h i b o l i t e , a m p h i b o l e -
c j u a r t z i t e , p e t r o m i c t i c and o l i g o m i c t i c m e t a - c o n g l o m e r a t e s , 
q u a r t z i t e , me t a - subg raywacke , m e t a - p r o t o q u a r t z i t e , m e t a -
s i l t s t o n e , q u a r t z - c h l o r i t e - s e r i c i t e s c h i s t , q u a r t z - b i o t i t e -
c h l o r i t e - s c h i s t , g a r n e t i f e r o u s - q u a r t z - b i o t i t e - s e r i c i t e 
s c h i s t and som.e a l t e r e d u l t r a m a f i c s , 
The o u t c r o p d e n s i t y v a r i e s from a b o u t 50% i n t h e a r e a 
o c c u p i e d p r e d o m i n e n t l y by m e t a - p r o t o q u a r t z i t e and m e t a -
subgraywacke t o a b o u t 5 - 10% in t h e a r e a o c c u p i e d 
p r e d o m i n e n t l y by t h e s c h i s t s . G e n e r a l l y , t h e g u a r t z i t e s 
h a v e a h i g h o u t c r o p d e n s i t y of 80 - 90%. 
2.^  
Stratigraphically, the Aravalli metasediments of the 
area have been assigned to the Udalpur Group and Lunavada 
Group and the associated ultramafics to the Rakhabdev 
Ultramafic Suite of the Aravalli Supergroup, The meta-
sedimentary rocks are composed largely of biotite, sericifee, 
chlorite, quartz, garnet and actinolite corresponding to 
the quartz-albite-epidote-biotite subfacies of the green-
schist facies. On the other hand the ultramafic rocks are 
predominently composed of serpentine, talc, chlorite and 
dolomite. 
NOMENCLATURE OF THE LITHOUNITS : 
The nomenclature adopted for defining the various 
rock units in this work is basically petro-genetic. The 
flowage of minerals in the metamorphic rocks is not 
generally conspicuous to the unaided eye, though it is 
apparent under magnification. The rocks in which schistosity 
defined by the preferred orientation of the associated 
minerals has developed at the outcrop level, have been 
referred to as schists and amphibolites, and those, in 
which lepidoblastic character is not discernible to the 
unaided eye but there is some evidence of recrystallization, 
a prefix 'meta* has been added to the nomenclature of the 
parent sedimentary rock. Thus for example the subgraywacke, . 
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protoquartzite and siltstone have been described as 
meta-subgraywacke, meta-protoquartzite and meta-siltstone 
respectively, 
SUCCESSION ; 
The code of s tratigraphic nomenclature adopted by the 
Geological Survey of India (1971), has been followed in the 
present work. Based on the predominance of schist, meta-
subgraywacke, meta-protoquartzite and quartzite; grades of 
metamorphism; local relationship of superposition and strike 
continuity of the different lithounits, an attempt has been 
made to re-establish the lithostratigraphic succession of 
the rocks of Kadana Reservoir area. The lithostratigraphic 
sequence of the study area falling in parts of the 
Rajasthan and Gujarat states are presented along with their 
relative stratigraphic positions in Table-2 and their 
spatial distribution has been shown in Fig. 5. 
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CORRELATION j 
The individual rock formations with no outcrop 
Continuity have been stratigraphically correlated on the 
basis of their positions in the structural set-up and 
relative order of superposition, 
The Vareth Formation, characterised by the dominance 
of chlorite in the rocks, presence of planar tectonic 
anisotropy (AS^), a characteristic feature of the Jharol 
And Udaipur groups of the Aravalli Supergroup and physical 
continuity of the formation with the rocks of Udaipur Group 
in the north, it has been assigned the oldest position in 
the rock sequence under ,study. 
The ultrawaapic rocks occurring as intrusive bodies 
in the Vareth Formation have been included in the sequence 
as coeval to the Rakhabdev Ultramafic Suite due to the 
presence of AS- foliation in the ultramafics (1981). 
The stratigraphic correlation between the Chandarwara 
and Kadana Foanietions is determined by the fact that the 
Vareth Formation forms the core of an anticlinal structure 
and the Chandanwara and Kadana formations from the eastern 
and western limbs of the anticline. The ChandarR^ ara and 
Kadana formations overlie the Vareth Formation with an 
eroslonal unconformity and represent sedimentation on the 
same stratigraphic level. The Bhukia Formation which succeeds 
/ 
to the upper part of the Kadana Formation in Gujarat,' 
th3 Chandanwara Formation in Rajasthan is possible''coeval 
2V 
The position of the intrusive quartz and pegmatite 
veins in the above formations is rather uncertain. The 
basalts^on the basis of their lithological homogeneity and 
altimetric correlation with the train expanse of Deccan Traps 
in Banswara^are being considered as coeval to the Deccan 
Trap phase of Vulcanicity in the area. 
LITH0LCX3ICAL DESCRIPTION : 
Aravalli Supergroug 
A thick pile of stratified clastogenic, volcanogenic, 
chemogenic and organogenic rock assemblages that belong to 
the green schist facies of regional metamorphism and rast 
over the Bhilwara Supergroup with the first order 
unconformity are classified as the Aravalli Supergroup, 
This assemblage of metasediments together with the 
associated igneous activity falls within the time span, 
from 2.5 b,y. to 2 b,y. The rocks of the Aravalli Supergroup 
have been classified into Debari, Udaipur, Kankroli, Bari 
Lake, Dovda, Nathdwara, Jharol, Lunavada and Champaner 
groups; on the basis of their lithostratigraphic 
association, structural and metamorphic history and 
tectono-environmental setting (1981). 
f 2o 
Udaipur Group : 
The Udaipur Group of rocks includes thick flysch 
like coarse to fine grained sediments together with some 
minor intercalatory layers of chemogenlc /bio~chemogenic 
origin, that represent the main depositional episode during 
the geosynclinal phase of the Aravalli Geological Cycle. 
On the basis of lithological similarity, strike continuity, 
mappability and deformational pattern, the rocks of the 
froup have been divided into Sabina, Balicha^ Eklingarh, 
Nimachmata, Banswara, Mandli, Baroi Magra and Zawar 
formations in the type area of Udaipur (1981). In Gujarat, 
the Udaipur Group is represented by the Vareth Formation, 
which is equivalent to the Banswara Formation of the Udaipur 
Group of the type area. 
!^^.?**\ ?.9.^ ."E^ i££l s- The Vareth Formation has been named 
after the hamlet, Vareth, where it is typically developed 
and represented by phyllites and schists that generally 
crop out on flat-topped linear strike ridges. The type 
section of the formation is exposed on the left bank of 
the Mahi river at Vareth, where it comprises quartz^ 
chlorite-sericite schist and chlorite-phyllite. The 
contact between the Vareth Formation and the Bhawanpura 
Formation of the Lunavada Group is an isograd and the 
structural fence between ASj and AS- foliations of the 
2 J 
Aravallis. Geomorphologically, the contact finds an 
expression in the north-south stretch of the Walai nala, 
near its confluence with the Mahi river. The rocks belonging 
to the formation occurs as an inlier, occupying the core of 
an AF- anticline which is traceable from Rath Moti in the 
north to Timla in the south. In the north, it grades into 
the Banswara Formation of the Udaipur Group as seen in the 
Dungarpur tract of Rajasthan, Its contacts with the Kadana 
Formation in the west, and Ghandanwara Formation in the 
east are apparently gradational. But on careful observation 
the change from Vareth to Ghandanwara and Kadana formations 
may be discerned on the basis of the pre-dominance of 
chlorite in the Vareth Formation and the structural 
discordance between the beddings of Vareth and the 
overlying Kadana and Ghandanwara foritations, 
The quartz-chlorite-sericite schist of the formation 
is grey to greenish grey, fine-grained and occasionally with 
a silky sheen. It is composed predominently of quartz, 
chlorite and sericite. Magnetite is subordinate but 
distributed as discrete grains throughout the rock. The 
schistosity is penetrative and pervasive. It is defined 
by the preferred orientation of chlorite and sericite 
arranged parallel to the planar tectonic anisotropy. In 
the adjacent area of Dungarpur, the rock has been mapped 
as chlorite-phyllite (Rakshit, 1968). The formation 
is separated from the younger Ghandanwara and Kadana 
30 
formations of the Lunavada Group on the basis of its 
Porphyroblastic character and discernible flowage. 
Rakhabdev Ultramafic Suite j 
The ultramafic rocks that occur around Dad are 
represented by excellent exposures along t'-e Kochri-Rath 
Moti cart-tract, about 2 km west of Kochri. They belong to 
Rakhabdev Ultramafic Suits and represent its southern 
extension. The stratigraphic position of the suite has been 
recently fixed to be pre-Lunavada Group (1981). 
The ultramafics occur as concordant intrusives in 
the quartz-chlorite-sericite schist of the Vareth 
Formation at Dad and are co-folded with the associated 
sediments, forming a prominant NNW - SSE trending synformal 
ridge. The suite is represented by the following lithologic 
sub-units ;-
Talc-chlorite schist 
Serpentinite 
Carbonate rock. 
The above sub-units that occur generally as bands 
and patches are closely associated and grade into one 
another both along and across their strikes. All the 
Sub-units have been incirded in the map as a single 
stratigraphic tinit because none of them is iiK3ivi<3ually 
mappable. 
Talc Chlorite Schist j- The talc-chlorite schist is 
typically a fine-grained and dark 
green coloured rock in v/hich magnetite occurs commonly 
as discrete grains measuring 2 - 5 mm in diameter. It is 
commonly encountered along the valley, west of Kochri, 
between two ridges formed of serpentinite. 
Carbonate Rock :- The carbonate rock, represented by 
dolomitic marble occurs at some places 
in association with talc-chlorite-schist in the form of 
lenses (10 m x 3 m) and irregvilar patches (1 m to 2 m). 
The weathered surface of the rock appears to be rusty brown 
in colour and harshly etched due to chemical weathering, 
However, the colour of the fresh rock is greyish white, 
The marble is coarse-grained and coitposed largely of 
calcite' and dolomite with sub-ordinate amounts of talc 
tremolite, chlorite, serpentine and magnetite. Magnetite 
is almost ubiquitous in the rock and was reported to be 
nickliferous (Mathur, 1965). Occasionally, the rock has 
a sheared appearance and shows profuse development of talc. 
Serpentinite ; The seirpentinite, which is usually 
distinguished by its bottle-green colour and 
fine-grained texture; occurs as discontinuous patches or 
bands in close association with the talc-chlorite schist 
and the carbonate rock. The individual bands varying in 
32 
thickness from 2 m to 4 m are sometimes traceable along 
their strike up to a maximum distance of 30 m, 
Lunavada Group : 
The rocks of the Upper Aravallis in southern 
Rajasthan and northern Gujarat, which were earlier included 
in the Jharol Group of the Aravalli Supergroup (1977), have 
now been redesignated by the present author as Lunavada 
Group and distinguished from the Jharol Group on the basis 
of their lithology, structural set-up and geotectonic. 
environment. The Lunavada Group of rocks is made up of 
phyllites, meta-siltstone, meta-protoquartzite, meta-
subgraywacke, gametiferous-mica-schist, quartzite, 
meta-conglomerates, and a few locally traceable manganiferous 
bands and phosphatic stromatolitic dolomite. The rocks have 
generally undergone regional metamorphism corresponding 
to the green-schist facies. The sequence also exhibits 
structural discordance with the underlying Udaipur and 
Jharol groups, 
BASE OF LUNA/ADA GROUP s 
The basal sequence of the Lunavada Group is present 
in the Banswara and Dungarpur districts of. southern 
3o 
Rajasthan (outside the study area. Pig. 6). The sequence 
comprises alternating bands of meta-siltsone and meta-
psaininopelite. The finer meta-clastics, occurring as 
cyclothems, overlie the older rocks of the Udaipur Group, 
The basal contact of the Lunavada Group was examined at 
Jardo, Mor, 3 km north of Sagwara and 2 km east of Antari. 
In these sections the basal beds of the Lunavada Group 
show stratigraphic and structural discordance with the 
underlying beds. The Lunavada Group is temporally 
post-tectonic to AD2 deformation of the Aravalli Tectonic 
System and the Lunavada rocks show angular unconformity 
with the AS2 ( axial plane foliation of the APj folds ).The 
spatial and stratigraphic relation of the base of Lunavada 
Group with the underlying Udaipur Group in the sections 
that have been examined are presented to facilitate 
appreciation of the geotectonic evolution of Lunavada 
Group in space and time. 
Jardo section : 
The sequence encountered along a roughly east-west 
section, from Borawat in the east to Jardo in the west, 
has been classified as follovrs s-
3'i 
1 r ..i-iv;^v^>;^>?;^^<^-J$ 
- i C l L I • 
O^ O lO 20Km 
*'* V 'J "^^u'tfty and <ith»f» 
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Table - 3 t LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC SEQUENCE OF ARAVALLI ROCKS 
AT JARDO, BANSWARA DISTRICT^ RAJASTHAN, INDIA, 
Jardo 7i Meta-silts tone, meta-psaiwnopelite 
6. Dolomitic marble 
Si Cligomictic conglomerate 
4. Dolomitic marble 
3. Chloritic phyllite and carbonaceous 
phyllite 
2, Oligomictic conglomerate 
Borawat 1« Granite gneiss, amphibolite and schist. 
The granite gneiss, amphibolite and schist (unit 1) 
in Jardo section have been classified with Mixed Gneisses 
of Rajasthan (Kedar Narain et al^ ., 1972). The sequence of 
conglomerate, rrarble and phyllite (unit 2 to 6) have been 
included in the Udaipur Group and the meta-siltstone, 
meta-psartmopelite (unit 7) in the Lunavada Group of the 
Aravalli Supergroup in the prasent study. 
The discordance of Udaipur Group of rocks (unit 2 to 6) 
with the overlying sequence of Lunavada Group (unit 7) is 
quite conspicuous by (i) the angular relation between the 
beddings of the two groups (ii) morphological variation 
of the penetrative foliation as seen in the two sequences 
and (iii) their lithological hetrogeneity, 
The rocks of the Udaipur Group are folded into 
steeply inclined and gently plunging folds. Over the folded^  
Si o 
and eroded surface of Udaipur meta-sediments the rocks of 
the Lunavada Group rest with an angular unconformity 
(Fig. 7 c). The penetrative foliation (AS2) in the Udaipur 
meta-sediments,which is developed as flow cleavage is 
defined by the preferred orientation of sericite, chlorite 
and biotite and elongation of quartz along AS_ while in the 
rocks of the overlying Lunavada Group the ASp foliation is 
absent and AS. foliation is present as penetrative fracture 
cleavage (Fig. 7 c), Texturally, the mineralogenic 
population of Lunavada Group is clastic while that of 
Udaipur Group is porphyroblastic, indicating break in their 
stratigraphic and metamorphic evolution. 
Mpr Section : 
Along the road section from Bansv/ara to Garhi, the 
contact between the Lunavada Group and the underlying older 
sequence of the Udaipur Group was encountered at Khera 
Rohinia about 1 km ESE of Mor. The Udaipur Group in the 
section comprise Mixed Gneisses (Gupta and Mukherjee,1930) 
overlain by dolomitic marble with thin intercalations of 
quartz-sericite-biotite schist. The planar tectonic 
anisotropy in the schist is parallel to the bedding of 
dolomitic marble. It strikes N7()°W - S70°E and dips 
65°/S20°W, The Lunavada meta-sediments occurring south 
of the dolomitic marble band are represented by 
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Fig. 7 
SYNOPTIC GEOMETRY OF 
STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS IN 
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ANTARI 
iC) 
quartz-biotite-chlorite-sericite schist in which the 
bedding planes are distinct though the schistosity is 
dominant. The bedding planes strike WNW - ESE and dip at 
2 0*^  _ 45° / SSW. The dip^rientations of the two groups 
indicate angular discordance between them {Fig» 7 a)# 
Compositionally, the Lunavada matasediments (the 
lowest members) in this section show a close approximation 
to the flysch sequence of Udaipur Group in a sense that the 
cihloritic rftaterial is present in the lowest members of the 
Lunavada Group. The arenaceous nature and angular 
discordance of the Lunavada metasediments indicate that 
they are younger in age than the underlying Udaipur sequence 
of dolomitic marble and guartz-sericite-biotite schist. The 
compositional similarity between the lowest beds of Lunavada 
Group and the flysch of the Aravallis may be taken as an 
indication of gradually shifting sedimentation from the 
trench to tha successor basin of Lunavada during the 
epeirogenic phase of tha Aravalli Geological Cycle, 
Sagwara - Od Section : 
In V^is section the contact between the Lt^ navada 
Group appears about 0,5 km north of Bhim Dhani, on the 
Sagv/ara - Od cart track. The Lunavada Group of rocks, which 
are exposed at Sagwara comprise quartzite, meta-siltstone, 
meta-semipelite and meta-psammopelite with the finer 
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elastics approxiitating quartz-sericite-biotite schisti The 
bedding of the Lunavada metasediments at Sagwara strikes 
N70°w - S7 0°E and dips 40° - 50° / S2 0°W. It is superposed 
by a well"developed cleavage set, transitional between 
fracture and flow cleavage, which strike WNi>r - ESE and dip 
60 - 65 SSW. Both the cleavage and bedding planes are 
discernible in the finer elastics of Lunavada Group, 
Towards the north on way from Sagwara to Od, the 
Lunavada rock sequence is followed by th3 gametiferous-
quartz-biotite-sericite schist of Udaipur Group, Though the 
passage appears to be concordant, a careful observation of 
the contact, north of Bhim Dhani exhibits structural 
discordance between the underlying schist of the Udaipur 
Group and the overlying metasediments of the Lunavada 
Group, The garnetiferous-quartz-sericite schist of the 
Udaipur Group is characterised by the development of AS_ 
foliation that appears as flow cleavage> defined by the 
lepidoblastic structure of biotite, which is oriented 
parallel to the fissility of AS plane. It strikes N70°W -
S7C°E, and dips 35° / S2 0°W. The deformed AS cleavage and 
the puckered biotite in the rock gave rise to a well-
developed crenulation cleavage which is pervasive and 
penetrative in the contact zone of Lunavada and Udaipur 
groups. In the regional tectonic context, it is defined 
as AS-, related to AD- deformative episode of the Aravallis. 
The development of sericite and garnet in the Udaipur Group 
4ii 
of rocks is post-tectonic to AS, cleavage and syntectonic to 
AS3, along which sericite shows preferred orientation* The 
contact betvfeen the garnetiferous-quartz-biotite-isericite 
schist of the Udaipur Group and the quart3-biotite-.sericite 
schist of the Lunavada Group iiS characterised by an angular 
discordance between AS, (earliest recognisible planar tectonic 
ariisotropy in the Udaipur metasediments at Bhim Dhani) and 
AS^ (the first cleavage of the Lunavada Group, Fig. 7 b ) , 
Though thS isograde change is gradual» the depositional and 
feectdhic break in thd two groups 1ft SagWara - Od sectiotl is 
rather certain^ 
Antari Section ; 
The area around Antari has been investigated for 
ground truth collection with some detailed information on the 
structural elements and their mutual spatial and temporal 
relationship between the Lunaoada Group and the underlying 
Udaipur Group^lies about 2 km east of Antari. A ster«o-rto4tl 
study of the Lunavada and Udaipur groups between Sagwara «nd 
Antari indicated structural discordance between the photo 
dips of the WIW - ESE trending northeastern limb of the 
Warbodnia synforra and the phyll^tes of the Udaipur Group, 
The Udaipur phyliites show roughly north-south strike in 
-Conformity with the structural trends of the Rakhabdev 
Ultramafic Suite of Dungarpur (Figr. 7 d). This structural 
discordance happens to be most strong evidence in support 
of the presence of an angular unconformity between the 
flysch and the molasse, that led to the separation of 
Lunavada Group from the older sequences of Aravalli rocks 
in southern Rajasthan and north Gujarat, 
The chlorite-phyllite rock of the Udaipur Group is 
well-exposed in the Antari -pala, east of Antari. The rock 
becomes sbhistose with the dominance of sericite at some 
places. Its planar tectonic anisotropy is defined by the 
preferred orientation of chlorite and sericite parallel to 
the schistosity. The rocks of the Udaipur Group are 
characterised by development of AF. folds, which are 
root-less and refolded by AF2 folds. The AF. folds are 
moderately plunging and steeply inclined (Fig, 8 b), The 
foliation planes of the folds strike N20°W - S20^B and 
dip 70° / S70°W and A A lineat ions have moderateri to steep 
plunges towards NNW to NW direction (Pig. 8 a). At the 
confluence of Antari nala with the nala from Padro Moran, 
north of hilliz:^ 935, the AF folds together with AS, 
schistosity are found to be deformed by steeply 'inclined 
and gently plunging AFj folds (Fig. 8 b),The axial plane of 
the AF_ folds strikes north-south to NNW - SSE and dips 
^ '\ . 
70° - 80° / west to WSW (Pig. 7 d). Due to the superposition 
of AF over AFj folds the-jitter has suffered rotation and 
acquired nearly reclined to reclined geometry (Fig, 8b) with 
AF axial plane striking N15°W - S15°E and dipping 35° /S75°W. 
The plunge of A/^ varies from 30° to 35° / S85°W (Fig. 7 d), 
:(^ 
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In cont ras t t o ths s t ruc tu ra l framework of the 
Udaipur Group as described above,the rocks of the Lunavada 
Group a t the contact vrith the Udaipur Group exhibi t rec l ined 
i^ yftfottft (AF-* Warbddfiia syn£6rm') plunging 60° / S20°W with 
ax ia l birientatioft i»50°K - SSO'^ E, and dip, 62° / 540*^ 1^  
(Fig. 7 d ) . The s t ruc tu ra l discordance is evident in the 
iphot6*-dips and s t ruc tu ra l a t t i t udes as recorded on the 
ground ffem east of Antari (Fig. 1 d i n s e t ) . The discordance 
between the two formations i s cjonBpicuous in Antari section# 
I t i s therefore evident t h a t the Lunavada Group i s pos t -
t ec ton ic to AD dafornation; and the f i r s t deformation 
a f fec t ing the group being AD_» The lowest beds of the 
Lunavada Group which r e s t with angular discordance o^er 
the p h y l l i t e s of the Udaipur Group, con?>rise meta-
subgraywackes, meta-semipelites and meta - s i l t s tone . They 
are followed;sequentially by the qua r t z i t e , which defines 
the geometrical ou t l ine of the Warbodnia synform. The 
con t r a s t in t he isograd between the Lunavada and Udaipur 
groups, east of the hillzli 935, i s su f f i c ien t ly c l e a r , 
In sura, i t einerges as follows : -
1, The Lunavada rocks have dis t iBCt s t r u c t u r a l 
discordance with the underlying Udaipur Group of rocks -
which had remained a pos i t ive area tSuring the <iepositio*5 
of Lunavada Group, 
2, The t h e a t r e of sediraentati'on ;mig3:ated frora the wes-t 
towards the south af te r the AD„ deforroative ^ i s o d a o£ the 
Arava l l i Tectonic System was :over, 
4o 
3, The sedimentation of the Lunavada commenced with the 
transgression of marine deposits like shales, siltstones 
and petromict sandstones over the emerging tectonic land, 
The basal conglomerates which are characteristic of 
unconformities, are significantly absent at the base of the 
Lunavada Group. 
4^ ; 
STRATIGRAPHY AND LITHOUJGY OF THE LUNAVADA GROUP OF ROCKS 
An a t t e m p t h a s been made t o s t u d y t h e l i t h o l o g i c a l 
c h a r a c t e r s of t h e d i f f e r e n t l i t h o - u n i t s of t h e Lunavada 
Group of r o c k s and t h e i r mutua l s t r a t i g r a p h i c a l and 
s t r i i c t u r a l r e l a t i o n s , 
T a b l e - 4 s GENERALISED STRATIGRAPHIC SUCCESSION OP 
LITHOUNITS OF LUNAVADA GROUP. 
Rank Dominant Litho^ljogy 
7 , Bhukia F o r m a t i o n M e t a - p r o t o q u a r t z i t e s Kcc^ii^cc FovmrvoJ-iOvv 
6 , Chandanwara Meta-subgrayv/acke ' s>ji3 c j ^ ^ i^c^o<e 
F o r m a t i o n 
5 , Bhawanpura F o r m a t i o n Q u a r t z - c h l o r i t e - s e r i c i t e s c h i s t 
4 , N a h a l i F o r m a t i o n Q u a r t z i t e and g c - i r n e t i f e r o u s - q u a r t z -
s e r i c i t e - b i o t i t s s c h i s t 
3 , Wardia F o r m a t i o n G a r n e t i f e r o u s - q u a r t z - b i o t i t e -
s e r i c i t e s c h i s t w i t h i n t e r c a l a t i o n s 
of p a r a - a m p h i b o l i t e , a m p h i b o l e 
q u a r t z i t e and i n j e c t i o n s of pegmatite 
2 , Wagidora F o r m a t i o n Meta -subgraywacke and q u a r t z -
b i o t i t e - s e r i c i t e s c h i s t 
1 , K a l i n j h a r a M e t a - s u b g r a y w a c k e s , m a n g a n i f e r o u s . 
p h y l l i t e s , m e t a - s e m i - p e l i t e , p e t r o -
m i c t i c c o n g l o m e r a t e and q u a r t z -
b i o t i t e - s e r i c i t e s c h i s t . 
Unconformity —*— 
U d a i p u r Group 
4u 
All the fonnations except those of Wagidora and 
Kalinjhara(that have not bean encountered in the study area) 
are described in detail as follows j-
The Wardia Formation was nanvsd after the hamlet 
Wardia, where it is exposed in a number of quarry sections 
excavated f ~ mining roof slabs. The rocks of the fornnatiort 
were encountered between Wardia and Khokarwa with a poor 
outcrop density of 5%, The rocks crop out as ruwares frort 
beneath the soil and rubble cover. The thickness of the 
weathered blanket of soil and rubble varies from a few cJm 
to 4 m. The rock outcrops, which are mostly exposed In nala 
sections and in raised ground, do not reflect any definite 
pattern, 
The formation comprises an interstratified sequence 
of garnetiferous-quartz-biotite-sericite schist and quarts-
biotite-sericita schist with some intercalations of para-
amphibolite^ quartzite and conglomerate lenses. The 
pegmatite veins which are characteristic of this formatioc, 
could be used locaiiy as a parameter for strati§raJE>Hic 
separation of the forma.L,ion from the overlying and underlying 
lithounits. The schists occur repeatedly and the conglomerate 
and quartzite bands are too thin to be represented on the 
scale of the map. Therefore, the entire assemblage of thd 
4C 
rocXs characterised by garnet, biotite, and actinolite 
have been mapped as one litho-stratigraphic unit. 
The separation of the Wardia Formation from the 
overlying Nahali Porrtation, appears to be arbitraa^ r in the 
absence of any marker horizon. The intra-formational contact 
is likely to be interpreted as an Isograd but a careful 
mapping revealed a distinct structural discordance between 
theti/o. The first deformation of the Wardia Formation led to 
the formation of gently plunging, gently to moderately 
inclined rootless mesocopic folds (AP" ) with strong axial 
plane schistosity (AS*' ) developed parallel to the bedding 
attitude of the overlying Nahali Formation, It may, however, 
be stated here that these early folds of Lunavada Group are 
genetically related to gravity tectonics (gravity glide) 
pari passu with sedimentation in a constantly sinking basin, 
Moreover, the structural discordance between the Wardia 
and the Nahali formations has been considered as local 
2 
because they are limited to an area of about 10 km (within 
the study area). The rock units belonging to the Wardia 
Formation are described as follows j-
Quartz-Sericite-Biotite-Schist : 
The quartz-sericite-biotite schist happens to be the 
most dominant rock unit of the formation. The rock which 
appears in shades of grey and green, is generally fine-to 
4V 
medium-grained. Quartz, s e r i c i t e and b i o t i t e are the 
dominant mineral assemblages in which quart? and s e r i c i t e 
show preferred or ien ta t ion along the planar tec tonic 
anisotropy. Bio t i t e occurs as large automorphic 
porphyroblasts . The sch i s tos i ty being penet ra t ive has 
o b l i t e r a t e d the bedding by superposi t ion. The sch i s tos i ty 
planes are puckered and along the hinges of the puckers 
b i o t i t e flakes are concentrated. 
Locally, the sch i s t is garnetiferous with a s ize 
va r i a t i on from less than a mm to about 5 mm, the common 
range being 1 mm to 2 mm. The garnet if erous-quartz-sericit^^" 
b i o t i t e s ch i s t and the q u a r t z - s e r i c i t e - b i o t i t e s ch i s t are 
int imately interbanded, the individual band being 1 m to 2 ir 
t h i ck . Due to repe t i t ion of these two sub-units ne i ther 
could they be mapped separately nor any isograd could be 
d is t inguished along t h e i r contact . 
Amphibole Quartai te : 
At places within the sch i s t occurring a t Wardia, 
the re are concordant non-schistose bands of para-amphiboli 
grading to amphibole q^iartzite. The bands vary in thicknes, 
from 4 cm to 1 m. The gradation of para-anrphibolite to 
anphibole quar tz i t e is somewhat conspicuous between Wardif 
and h i l l , £i 834. The rock i s grey in colour and composed 
predominently of medium to fine-grained quartz and large 
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accicular porphyroblasts of actinolite. Garnet is the common 
accessory mineral. The contact between para-amphibolite 
bands and the intervening schist is generally sharp, 
Oligomictic Conglomerate s 
Some lenses of oligomictic conglomerate occur as 
intercalations in the schist particularly towards the top 
of the sequence between Tamatia and Wardia. The lenses are 
usually 1 m to 2 m thick and 3 m to 5 m long. The phenoclasts 
are composed essentially of dirty brown to greyish white 
coloured and medium grained sericitic quartzite (with a few 
grains of biotite). They vary in size from 5 mm to 2 cm and 
are set in a coarse grained matrix of quartz, sericite and 
biotite. The contact of the conglomerate with the underlying 
schist is gradational and often marked by the presence of 
quartzite which appears sericitic and schistose at the base. 
Towards east, at Tairetia the quartzite is followed by 
quartz-sericite-biotite schist. An interesting feature of 
this schist is that here biotite is porphyroblastic. 
Quartzite ; 
Locally the quartzite occurs in the form of^medium 
to .Jcoarse-grained lenses, composed of quartz and ser ic i t ized 
orthoclase and as intercalations v/ithin the quartz-biot i te-
43 
sericite schist of Wardia Formationt Near Sangolai a 50 cm 
thick quartzite band shows excellent preservation of cross-
bedding> the attitude of which indicates overturning of the 
sequence and younglng of the beds towards the northeast. 
Nahali Forrnatign j 
The Nahali Foirmation has been named after the Nahali 
village where an inter-stratified sequence of quartzite and 
garnet if .^ rous caiartz-sericite-biotite schist with 
intercalations of congloiperate and pebbly quartzite occurs, 
The formation was traced between the Jalana and the Anas 
river (south of Nahali), It may be distinguished from the 
underlying Wardia Forrration by its lower grade of metamorphism, 
and from the overlying Bhawanpura Formation by its 
predominance of quartz and the presence of coarser elastics. 
Its contacts with the underlying and overlying forrtations 
were found to be gradational. 
The proportion of the coarser elastics in the rocks 
decreases from east to west across their strike directions 
between Julana and Nal. The basal beds of the formation, 
however, exhibits an increase in finer elastics along tha 
strike as well, south of lat. 23^28'. The formation 
conrprises of the following units j-
50 
Quartzite (Quartz-arenite) : 
The quartzite which occurs as separate bands 
interstratified with the schist, indicates facies change 
along the strike of the metasediments. The thickness of the 
individual bands seldom exceeds 4 m. Occasionally, there are 
some small lenses of conglomerate which grade into pebbly 
quartzite and quartzite. Because of the closer lithological 
alternation and frequent facies changes it has not been 
possible to map the quartz~arenite, schist and conglomerate 
separately. The entire rock sequence has bjen mapped as a 
single lithounit. 
The quartz-arenite is prominantly displayed in the 
area between Julana and the hill ^"^ 811. It happens to be a 
typical unit of the Nahali Foimiation, which serves as field 
guide for its differentiation from the underlying as also 
the overlying rock formations. It crops out as ruwares, 
seldom exceeding 100 m in length, 15 m in width and 1 m to 
2 m in height. The trend of its outcrops is guided by the 
local strike of its bedding. 
The quartz-arenite is grey to greyish green in 
Colour, medium grained and constituted predominently of 
quartz and biotite. Magnetite, muscovite, orthoclase and 
garnet occur as accassory minerals. Quartz which constitutes 
about 80% to 90% of the rock is subrounded, Biotite, being 
second in order of abundance in the rock, varies from 5% 
to 10% in quantity. It is allogenic and isotropically 
J. 
distributed throughout the fabric of the rock* Magnetite 
occurring as discrete grains of broken cubes#preferentially 
Concentrated along the coarse grained quartz .arenlte 
layers. Feldspar grains are usually confined to Coarse to 
very coarse grained quartz-arenite layers. In weathered 
Surface it is flesh coloured but white on freshly broken 
surface* Muscovite, is rare, it is usually rounded in 
outline and distributed generally along medium grained 
c^attz arenite bands* Garnet occurs as translucent 
subirsuhded porphytoblasts (?) in medium grained quarts 
Arenite bands. Lenticles of claystone sometimes, measuring 
4 cm to 5 cm in thickness and 10 cm to 25 cm in length 
occur in the quartz arenite beds, west of Julana. 
Porphyroblasts of garnet occur profusely in the claystone 
lenticles. 
There is a prominent outcrop of quartz arenite, 
west of Nahali, where the rock occurs as boulders showing 
foliation weathering. The trend of the outcrop is largely 
controlled by the strike of the beds. The rock^  is grey in 
colour^ medium-grained and composed of 905^  of quartz, 
4% biotite and the rest is represented by sericite along with 
a few grains of tourmaline and magnetite. Bedding plane is 
defined by biotite concentration, Biotite rich lamellae 
are interspread at 1 cm to 4 cm intervals. The rock 
e 
show low angle planar cross s t r a t i f i c a t i o n with f©resets 
measuring 1 cm in the a - c plane, 
Conglomerate t 
The quartz-arenite encloses some lenses of 
conglomerate. The lenses vary from 50 cm to 1 m in thickness 
and range up to 100 m in length. The conglomerate lenses 
with ill-defined boundaries generally merge into quartz-
arenite through transitional zones of pebbly quartz-arenite 
beds. In areas, where the conglomerate is present as channel 
fill^ its contact with quartz arenite is sharply defined. 
The phenoclasts comprising quartzo-feldspathic rock, 
foliated granite, granite gneiss, artphibolite, amphibole 
schist, dolomite and quartz-biotite .schist are embedded in 
a coarse to very coarse grained nBtrix of quartz-arenite. 
The shape of phenoclasts varies from bladed to equiaxial. 
Those having foliation are generally bladed while those of 
granite, quartzite and quartzo-feldspathic rock are equiaxial, 
The conglomerate exhibits disrupted framework and anisotropic 
fabric where phenoclasts are bladed. The equiaxial phenoclasts 
are isotropic in distribution, locally, their distribution 
density defines the bedding, 
A 50 cm thick and about 50 cm wide channel fill was 
located in the quartz-arenite at a place 15 m N40^ of the 
left abutment of the Bhatar tank. This conglomerate outcrop, 
though very small and apparently insignificant, is all the 
more very interesting because it provides a key to the source 
of biotite in the clastic debris of the area. The 
phenoclasts comprise dark green biotite schist, grey 
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quartz-sericite-biotlte schist# vein quartz* fine grained 
amphibolite and greyish white, medium graine<i quartz its* 
The size of phenoclasts varies from 5 mm to 2 cm, though 
the clasts measuring from 5 mm to 1 cm are most common. 
They show disrupted framework^ loose packing^ isotropic 
fabric and a'^re set in a very coarse gritty matrix of quartz 
with biotite and feldspar. The composition of this 
conglomerate suggests a mixed provenance, comprising 
pegmatite and/or porphyritic granite and schists for the 
rocks of the area. 
Locally, northwest of Julana, intercalations of 
gravelly to pebbly quartzite (arenite) occur within the 
quartz-arenita beds. The size of the gravels ranges from 
3 mm to 5 mm. Opacfue and translucent quartz and feldspar 
Constitute the framework. 
Quartz-Sericite Schist ; 
Some outcrops of quartz-sericite--biotite schist were 
located south of Bhatar. The rock is greyish in colour^ 
fine grained and made up predominently of quartz, sericite 
and biotite. Stratification is defined by quartzose and 
sericite layers and'unit of stratification is 1 mm to 1.6 mrri 
thick. Quartz and sericite occur as salt and pepper 
aggregate. The sericite exhibits preferred orientation 
along the foliation of th2 rock. Biotite occurs as large 
5'. 
irregular flakes. The schist has low outcrop density and 
its spatial spread is expressed by tlie distribution of 
agricultural fields in the area, 
Bhawanpura Formation : 
The Bhav/anpura Formation is typically developed near 
the village Bhawanpura, It comprises a heterogenous and 
inter-stratified sequence of quartz-chlorite^sericite schist, 
meta-protoquartzite and meta-subgraywacke. The formation has 
been traced from Govindpura to west of Simlia, forming an 
uneven rolling topography. Its outcrop density is poor 
(5% to 10%) and the exposures are more common in nala 
sections and road cuttings in the area around Simlia, 
The contact of Bhawanpura Formation with the overlying 
Chandanwara Formation is conformable. Near the contact the 
schist becomes more quartzose and approximates argillite and 
meta*SLltstone in its lithology. The boundary between 
meta-jiltstone of Bhawanpura Formation and meta-subgraywackes 
of Chandanwara Formation is gradational and could be placed 
roughly along the water divide. between the localities, 
Bhawanpura and Pesiawara, The formation comprise of the 
following units :-
Quartz-Chlorite-Serlcite Schist i 
The foliation and badcling planes in the greenish to 
olive green coloured and fine-grained quartz-ehlorite-
sericite schist are almost parallely disposed. The sheet 
minerals show preferred orientation along the foliation and 
their distribution density defines the bedding. Relatively 
fresh rock exposures that hav« a phyllitic silky sheen are 
COi'Vtposed predominently of quartz and chlorite with some 
irdnute cubes of magnetite which are iaotropically 
distributed throughout the rock mass. In the area west 
of Bhawanpura, the schist is puckered. The axial planes 
of these puckers are defined by sub-horizontal foliation, 
which is locally developed as a penetrative slaty cleavage 
and superposed over the prominent foliation of the schist, 
as a result of this superimposed deformation at outcrop 
level the rock has been metamorphosed to slate, 
The area provides an exanple of retrogression from 
schist to slate, with progressive tectonic deformation. 
Meta-Subgraywacke : • 
The meta-subgraywacke occurs in the form of 
intercalatory bands within the schist of the Bhawanpura 
Formation. It is subdued green in colour, medium to fine 
grained and conprises predominently of quartz (50 - 6<394), 
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chlorite (15 - 20%), sericlte (10%) and biotite (8 - 10%). 
Magnetite cxicurs as an accessory opaque mineral. The 
meta-subgraywacke intercalations are common near the 
contact of Bhawanpura Formation with the overlying 
Chandanwara Formation. The thickness of the individual 
bands of meta-subgraywacke varies from a few centimeters 
to about one meter. 
Meta-Protoquartzite : 
Occurring in close association with the meta-
subgraywacke, are some bands of meta-protoquartzite about 
2 km west of Bhawanpura, It is greenish in colour, fine-
grained and made up of quartz, muscovite, biotite, chlorite 
and magnetite. Bedding is massive and lacks internal 
organisation, A characteristic feature of this lithounit 
is the presence of a higher proportion of muscovite and 
larger size of the grains than recorded elsewhere in the 
area. Biotite and chlorite diminish both in proportion 
and size in the meta-protoquartzite. Very fine-grained 
magnetite occurs as an accessory mineral, 
Chandanwara Fonration : 
An interstratified sequence of meta-subgraywacke, 
meta-protoquartzite, quartz-chlorite-schist and quartzite 
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has been mapped as Chandalr^ waira rormaticft* Bamgd after the 
ChancJanwara Fort, in tha neighbourhood of which a 
representative section of the forroation is axposedi It 
is Separable from the underlying schistose Bhawanpura 
Formation arid overlying quartzose Bhukia Formation by 
the preponderance of meta-subgraywacke which constitutes 
60 - 70% of the sequence. 
The formation that has beeh tfaded In the study area 
It 
from Arthuna in the y^ ferth to Ghanewa iii the eouth-^ f^ tma an 
uneven rolling landscape with patchy outcrops. The rocks 
belonging to the formation are susceptible to easy 
weathering and they have given rise to a ragolith cover 
through which, at places, relatively harder bands of 
meta-subgraywacke and meta-protoquartzite crop out as 
ruwares rising seldom more than four metejrs above the 
regolith cover. 
The different bands of meta-subgraywacke, 
meta-protoquartzite, quartz-sericite-chlorite schist, and 
quartzite (quartz-arenite) are closely interstratified, 
Individually, the bands vary in thickness from a few 
centimeters to about two meters and exhibit rapid 
ii-thologicai changes both along and across the strike of . 
the bands. In the northwestern part of the area around 
the hamlet. Dad, the rocks of the Chandanwara Pormation 
become predominentiy pelitic with quartz-chlorite-sericite 
schist forming the greater part of the sequence between 
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Dad and Salakari villages. Here the outcrop density is about 
5%, Good rock exposures are found in nala sections and on the 
ridge slopes. The rock types composing the Chandanwara 
Fomtnation are described as follows :-
Meta-Subgraywacke ; 
The meta-subgraywacke generally appears subdued green 
in colour. It is fine to medium grained and composed 
predominently of quartz, sericite and biotite. Magnetite 
is the common and tourmaline occurs as accessory mineral, 
Locally, the rock has a calcareous cement. In hand specimen 
and at the outcrop level, it is characterised by the general 
paucity of any internal organisation with massive bedding, 
though at places a sort of grading is discernible which is 
defined by the presence of biotite on the surface of bed, 
Thickness of the individual bands varies from one meter to 
two meters, 
In the area around the temple complex of Arthuna 
the rock has undergone perceptible change in texture and 
composition. Here the isolated outcrops of meta-sxibgraywacke 
are extremely weathered and appears earthy in colour. The 
rock has an admixture of medium to fine grained quartz, 
saricite and biotite. Magnetite is locally present as an 
accessory mineral. Among the sheet minerals specially, 
sericite shows preferred orientation defining foliation 
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parallel to bedding; The bedding foliation shows minor 
local puckering and the axial plane cleavage of these 
puckers is locally penetrative at the outcrop level. In 
a few rock outcrops the schist shows the presence of 
garnet porphyroblastsi which on weathered outcrops appear 
rusty brown in colour. 
Quartzite j 
The quartz-arenite, occurring as intercalatiijJis withir 
the schistose rocks of Chandanwara Formation around Salakari, 
forms a prominent horizon in the area south and east of 
« 
Khedapada, The rock makes up lofty ridges which, from a 
distance appear as vertical monoliths forming the major 
topographic landmarks of the area. In the area around Simlia, 
the quartzite serves as a nerker horizon defining tha 
geometry of Bhana Simla syncline and the Mingarh anticline 
with minor folds in between, and also as a datum for local 
stratigraphic correlation. Therefore, in the area around 
Simlia, the rock has been mapped as a separate unit within 
the Chandanwara Foinreition. 
The .quartzite is greyish white in colour and composed 
Predominantly of quarts (95 - 98%), which is medium grained, 
well-sorted and unimodal. Serieite and nagnefcita sire l;he 
accessory minerals. Because of intense deformation ali tii& 
prinary sedimentary features (textural and st|ructural> have 
been obliterated at riKsst of the localities. However, at 
places, viz., west of Vagdara Muvada along the Walai nala 
and in the closure of Bhana Simal synfbrm,^ east of Kiar 
Moti, the bedding planes in the rocks are well-preservedi 
The isolated outcrops of quartzite occurring south of 
Vagdara Muvada and north of Simlia are the outliers of the 
quartzite of Chandanwara Foriration. The contact of quartzite 
with the underlying meta-sediments of Bhav/anpura Portnation 
is conformable as seen in sone of the key sections near 
Simlia, Vagdara Muvada and Wagdhari, In these localities 
the contact exhibits low rolling dips in conformity with the 
underlying rocks. The spatial distribution of the outliers 
of quartzite in the area around Wagdhari suggests that once 
the quartzite formed a thin blanket over the rocks of 
Bhawanpura Formation, Due to weathering and erosion the 
blanket has been removed leaving behind outliers, which in 
isolation appear incongrous in the environmental setting 
of the rock of Bhawanpura Formation, 
In the eastern part of the area around Pesiawara and 
south of Narpura, the quartzite does not form a raappable 
unit as it occurs as 1 cm to 20 cm thick layers,interstrati-
f ied with meta-s-ubgraywaCke, Around Narpura the quartzite 
exhibits a gradational contact at the subface and a 
sharp contact at the superface with associated meta-
subgraywacke. The quartz arenite is buff to grey in 
colour, fine grained and composed predominently of 
rounded to sub-rounded grains of quartz 
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with magnetite and b i o t i t e occurring a? acclosBoriesi 
Generally, the base of the quar tz -areni te layers has 
g rea te r concentration of b io t i t e* Perhape the rock 
represent 15 the residual pro4uct8 of the subgraywacke 
from which the sheet minerals have been winnowed out . This 
inference is chiefly based on the s imi l a r i ty of the grain 
s i z e , general shape and overal l composition of the 
subgrayv/acke and quartz a r e n i t e . The superface of the quartz 
a r e n i t e beds have some iitiprints of wave r ipp les which suggest 
t h a t probably the winnowing of the sheet minerals Vf^ s 
f a c i l i t a t e d by wave ac t ion under shallow water condi t ions . 
Meta-Protoc[uart2ite j 
The meta-protoquartzite occurs as i n t e r s t r a t i f i e d 
bands within the meta-sedimentary sequence of Chandanwara 
Formation. The individual bands, being less than a meter to 
about 4 m thick, are character ised by t h e i r uniformity of 
th ickness , l a t e r a l pers is tance and low l e n t i c u l a r i t y index 
of the beds. Because of t he i r harder consistancy t^ese bands 
form low s t r i k e ridges seldom r i s i ng more than two meters 
above the general ground l e v e l . The bast sect ion exposing 
the meta-protoquartstite i s located in the area between the 
ruined fo r t .of Govindpura and the Pat ia hamlet along the l e f t 
bank of the Anas r i v e r . The rock i s greyish green in colour^. 
f ine grained and conposed promit«ntly of quartz , se r ic i t f i / 
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chlorite and biotite. Magnetite is the cormon accessory 
mineral. The rock is finely laminated and the bedding 
laminae are defined by colour variation in shades of 
green and also by compositional variations manifested as 
alternations of quartzose, chlorite and sericite lamellae, 
The percentage of meta-protoquarteite Increases in the 
Chandanwara Formation towards .the top of the sequence, as 
seen near Patia, where it becomes a prominent unit* Around 
Patia, it is physically difficult to distinguish the 
Chandanwara Formation from the overlying Bhukia Formation 
with which the former shows a gradatlonal contact, 
Quartz-Sericite-Chlorite Schist t 
The quartz-sericite-chlorite schist, which shows a 
subdued green colour, is fine-grained and composed 
predominently of quartz, sericite and chlorite. Magn§tite 
occurs as discrete cxobes and at places, as granular 
aggregates in the rock. The sheet minerals show preferred 
orientation and define the foliation of the rock. The 
schistosity is penetrative in the rocks of the formation 
and constitutes the plane of fissility in the lithounit. 
In the area between Kochri and Dad, chlorite is prominent 
in the rock. South of Dad, the proportion of chlorite 
decreases and sericite becomes the dominant sheet mineral 
as seen in the area around Salakari. 
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Towards the base of Chandanwara Formation and near 
i t s contact with Bhawanpura Formation the qua r t z - ch lo r i t e -
s e r i c i t e s ch i s t becomes the prominent rock. The s ch i s t i s 
greyish green in colour, fine-grained and composed of 
quar tz , c h l o r i t e , s e r i c i t e and magnetite. The sch i s tos i ty 
i s well-developed and shows para l le l i sm with the be^dding* 
Near Kajalju the sch i s t shows typica l sillcy sheen, 1?he 
f o l i a t i o n of the c h l o r i t e - s e r i c i t e sch i s t near the base of 
the Chandanwara Formation a . h ib i t s para l le l i sm with the 
bedding jJlane as seen in Govindpura Fort artd Kajalju> 
whereas in the northwestern pa r t of the area, towards the 
top of the sequence, t he sch i s tos i ty i s present as ax ia l 
plane fo l i a t ion cut t ing across the s t r a t i f i c a t i o n . The above 
morphological inhomogeneity in the planar t ec ton ic anisotropi 
of the sch i s t has not been taken as parameter for separat ion 
of the s c h i s t into separate l i t houn i t s in the present study„ 
The s c h i s t s s p a t i a l l y associated with the rocks of 
Chandanwara Formation, on the basis of t h e i r pe t ro -
mineralogical homogeneity have been considered as s ingle 
1 i t ho - s t r a t i g r aph ic un i t wi thin the Chandanwara Formation, 
Bhukia Fprmat\on s 
The ;,aukia Formation has been named after the 
Bhukia village. It is composed predominently of protoquartzi 
v/ith intercalations of meta-subgraywacke, quartz-sericite 
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schist^ meta-siltstone and quartzite. The formation has been 
traced from Arthuna through Bhukla to Kochri. The outcrop 
density of the formation is about 25% to 30%. Its distributir 
is patchy and expressed as uneven rolling topography. The 
rock types cornprising the Bhukia Formation are described 
as follows :-
Meta-Protoquartzite : 
The meta-protoquartzite is the predominent rock type 
of the formation and is almost ubiquitously distributed in it 
It is subdued green in colour, fine-grained and coitposed 
predominently of quartz, sericite and biotite. Magnetite 
occurs as discrete grains. Bedding is prominent and defined 
by colour and compositional laminations, which are roanifeste'-" 
by alterations of quartzose and micaceous lamellae. General 
biotite does not show any preferred orientation but at places 
its distribution density defines the bedding. The rock is 
convnonly cross-bedded. Occasionally, there are also some 
ripple marks, convolute laminations, flame structures, load 
casts, etc. in the rock. 
Meta-S\ibgraywacke ; 
The meta-subgraywacke occurs as 1 - 2 cm thick 
intercalations in meta-protoquartzite. The bands exhibit 
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low l e n t i c u l a r i t y and are character ised by t h e i r unifoinmity 
of thickness and s t r i k e pers i s tance . The rock shows sharp 
contac t a t the sxib-face and gradational contact a t super-
face with the underlying quartz a ren i t e and oVerlying 
meta-protoC[uartzite l aye r s . From a dis tance the outcrops 
of these l&minated (a l t e ra t ions o£ meta-protoquartzita 
and metawsubgraywacke) rocks have a deceptive look of 
v a r v l t e . The meta-si:ibgraywackes are subdued green in 
coloU^i medium to ooarae grained and composed predominantly 
of ^ a r t z , c h l o r i t e , s e r i c i t e and b i o t i t e . Magnetite is 
Common and occasionally tourmaline occurs as an accessory 
mineral . 
Quairtz-Sericite Sch is t : 
Locally, -ttie pro toquar tz i te and subgraywacke a r e 
f o l i a t e d and appear as s ch i s t s e . g . in t he ar©a around Wane" 
Panchlora, Arthuxia, Vavdi, Choti Wast^, e t c I t is^ however, 
a l oca l i^ eaaoweftWEi aad does not form airy d i s t i n c t 
st3catigraj:^ic hori«ott s ince within s i x t o e i ^ t meters, 
s tx ike-wise the s c h i s t grades into> meta-|>roto«yiartzite 
ajftd aaeta-^subgraywackev 
Tb& scfeist i s wa<Se tip' predoraineatly of qastx:tz 3Xi& 
s e r i e i t e , . tfegnetite aaad b i o t i t e a r e oommoit and stafcoxdinat© 
in aaiouiiit,. At placea* around Paasj^Jlora ansd W&m^, chLocite 
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is also present. The planar tectonic anisotropy is defined 
by the preferred orientation of sheet minerals and slight 
elongation of quartz grains, 
Meta-Siltstone : 
Towards the base of the Bhukia Forrration, some lenses 
of finer clastic material occur in the size range of silt, 
At places they are 1 m to 4 m thick and 3 m to 25 m long 
and form isolated outcrops. The outcrops of the rock were 
encountered near Ubapan, Ghikli and Vavdi. It is greyish 
green in colour, very fine-grained and made up predominently 
of quartz and a little of sericite, 
Quartzite : 
The rocks of the Bhukia Formation have some minor 
intercalations of quartzite occurring between Vavdi and 
Kochri, 
The quartzite is greyish white in colour, medium 
grained unimodal and constituted predominently of quartz, 
Sericite is common and magnetite occurs as discrete grains. 
A 25 m thick band of quartzite defining the contact between 
Bhukia and Ghandanwara formations has been traced from south 
of Udadia to southwest of Randhor over a strike length of 
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about 3.5 km. It is regarded as a irarker horizon. There 
is another prominent quartzite band 1 km southeast of 
Udadia that occurs as an intercalation within the rocks 
of Bhukia Formation, 
Kadana Formation : 
The Kadana Formation is typically developed in 
Kadana village, located on the left bank of the Mahi river, 
It is composed of an alternating sequence of quartzite and 
meta-subgraywacke with partings of meta-semi-pelite and 
meta-siltstone. They have been traced from Santrampur in 
south to Kairvai in north occurring as natural fortification 
separating the former princely states of Kadana and Sant. 
The alternating sequence of bands of harder quartz arenite 
and soft subgraywacke gave rise to rib and furrow topography 
in the basal part of the forimtion. Towards the top of the 
formation subgraywacke and semi-pelite are the dominant 
rock types. The subgraywacke and semi-pel ite t^.ii- have been 
regionally deformed to quartz-sericite schist. The bands of 
quartzite form prominent ridges whereas the intervening 
valleys are made up of subgraywackes and semi-pelites, 
The rock types belonging to the formation^ are described 
as follows s-
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Quartzite : 
The quartzite is greyish white in colour, medium 
graiped and well-bedd€d. It is composed predominently of 
quartz (90 - 95%) with a little of sericite, magnetite and 
tourmaline. Thickness of the individual quartz-arenite bands 
varies from about 2 m to 100 m in the section examined 
between, Pithapur labour camp and Kadana colony. The 
quartzite occurring west of Kadana colony is hued pinkish 
to rusty brown, commonly along its joints and fractures* 
The quartz-arenite b^ rnds towards its subfaee contacts with 
subgraywacke bands show sligh|ly higher prppprtaLon of the 
sheet minerals, Biotite is common in tb© basal giiartzite 
sequence of Kadana Formation, A significant fact which is 
brought to relief with clarity near the basal contacts of 
•quartz arenite bands and subgraywaekes, Is the similarity in 
shape and size of quartz grains (medium $rain, equant) of the 
two rock types and difference in the degree of sphericity 
and roundness. Visually the attrJLbutfS of sphericity and 
roundness in the quartz arenite are higher than in the 
associated subgraywacke. Individually, the bands show 
remarkable persistance in strike continuity which could be . 
traced up^to 15 km to 2 0 km. The outcrops show sinuous 
pattern due to superposed deformation. In the 0»aarry hill 
of Kadana Dam eddy marks, whirl halls and rill marks have 
been preserved in the quartzite as bedding plane . 
inhomogeneities. The eddy marks of Kadana area are the oldest 
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xecord€)f eddy currents p^reserved in the Precanibrian 
sequences of t?he world (Iqbaluddin e t a_l., 197g). 
Meta-Subgraywacke : 
The metar.6\ibgraywacke is greenish in colour^ medium 
grained and generally soft and friable. It is conposed of 
quartz (60 .» 70JO^ sericite, chlorite and biotite are 
s\ibordinate in amount. Magnetite occurs as an accessory 
mineral, A few coarse, lithic fragments of phyllites 
( 1mm - 2 mm) and white feldspar are found in the 
meta-subgraywacke occurring as intercalations in the 
quartzite bands of the basal sequence of the formation, 
The rock is loosely packed, the sheet minerals are generally 
isotropic in orientation; locally in the neighbourhood of 
Kadana the rock has been cemented by carbonate matetial, 
The metar-subgraywacke exhibits well-preserved bedding, 
which is generally massive and structurelesis, except at 
places where it is cross-stratified, 
Meta-Semipelite and Meta-Siltstone : 
In the Kadana as well as in the neighbouring areas, 
thin intercalations of meta-semipelifce and meta-siltstone 
occur in close association with meta-subgraywacke. The 
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individual layers varies in thickness from 1 cm to about 
20 cm. The sequence is well exposed on the right bank of 
Mahi river in the Kadana dam site area. The repetition 
of the rock types indicates cyclic sedimentation at the 
time of deposition of the sequence. Locally in Kiar Nani, 
the finer elastics are present as mud flow conglomerate 
with olistoliths, comprising fragments of subgraywackes 
(some showing disharmonic folds) distributed isotropically 
in structureless pelitic matrix. The deformation of 
subgraywacke fragments, obliteration of internal 
organisation and the presence of undeformed beds at 
the top are indicative of sliding process (Pi, 10 b) 
during the sedimentational history of these rocks, 
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Chaptet III 
SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES AND SEDIMENTATION 
For a proper understanding of the developiflent ©f the 
theatjie of Lunavada sedimentation; some studies of the 
sedimentajry structures, external form of beds, internal 
organisation, fabric, composition and texture of sediments, 
and rhythm of sedimentation were carried out. Scalar and 
vector properties of the sediments are treated under two 
different sub-heads, viz., (i) sedimentary structures and(li) 
(sedimentation. Under the former, morphology of the 
sedimentary structures and their spatial and temporal 
distribution have been described. The latter includes study 
of clastic modes, mineralog«ftio populations of clastogenes 
and attributes of appositional fabric of the clastogenes 
of the Lunavada Group. Based on these an attempt has baeii 
made to evolve a model for the dynamics of sedimentation 
jand the tectonic framework of the basin of sedimentation 
during the deposition of the Lunavada Group, 
SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES i 
Most of the primary features of the sedimentary 
sequence of Lunavada Group determined by velocity, direction 
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of depositional currents, rate of sediment supply and 
relation of the surface of deposition to the profile of 
equilUncium were studied at the outcrop level. The ^ edimentary 
rocks of the Lunavada Group were subjected to poly-
metamorphism to such an extent that appositional textures 
and fabrics have generally been obliterated. However, in 
certain parts of the Kadana Reservoir area, they have 
preserved their original bedding characteristics so well 
that their form, \init of stratification, internal 
organisation and external inhomogenities provide significant 
evidences for an understanding the tectonic framework 
of the basin and dynamics of sedimentation of the Lunavada 
Group. The primary sedimentary structures have been grouped 
under three categories following PettiJohn and Pottar (1964), 
a. Bedding 
b. Bedding Plane markings and irregularities 
c. Bedding deformed by penecontemporaneous processes, 
a. Bedding : 
Bedding is the dominant element and is ubiquitous in 
almost all the rock types in the area. On the basis of the 
external form, followig M^kee and Weir (1953), the beddings 
have been differentiated as laminated, very thin, thick and 
flaser bedding. On the basis of internal organisation and 
structures, bedding has been distinguished into massive 
and cross bedding. — 
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i. Laminated Bedding : 
It is characterised by unequal thickness, lateral 
uniformity and continuity of beds and is defined by 
Compositional and colour laminations and gfrains-size 
variations in the quartzose and micaceous laminae in the 
rocks of BhawanpuiaL, Chandanwara, Bhukia and Kadana 
formations. The unit of bedding varies from 1 mm to 1 cm 
but the laminae between 2 mrri to 5 mm are by far the most 
Common in the rocks of the area (PI, 1, Pigs, a & b), 
Laminated bedding is characteristic in the rocks of 
Shergarh synp&rw.* 
ii. Very thin Bedding j 
This is not very common in the area and is 
characterised by subequal thickness, lateral continuity 
and uniformity of beds. Like laminated bedding it is 
defined by colour, composition and grain size variations 
between the adjacent layers. The unit of bedding varies 
from 1 cm to 5 cm (PI. 3, Fig. b). This type of bedding 
is identifiable in the subgraywackes of Bhawanpnra 
Chandanwara and Bhukia fornations, and in quartz arenite, 
subgraywackes and semipelites of Kadana Fornation. At 
places, the intercalatory quartz arenite layers of 
Chandanwara and Bhukia formations exhibit very thin bedding, 
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iil. Thin Bedding : 
This is characterised by xinequal thickness, 
lateral variability and continuity of beds. It is the 
characteristic primary structure seen in the quartz 
arenite beds of Kadapa Formation and the quartzite of 
Chandanwara Formation, It is generally defined by its grain 
size variation in the quartz arenite layers occasionally 
by colour variations in shades of grey. The thickness of 
bedding varies from 5 - 60cm (PI. 2, Fig. a). In the 
subgraywackes of Chandanwara Formation, it is occasionally 
seen near Lalpura and Pesiawara, where the unit of bedding 
is 12 cm thick. In the subgraywacke, semipelite and siltstone 
layers of Kadana Formation in the Kadana Dam area and on the 
right bank of Mahi river downstream of the dam, some layers 
show thin bedding with units varying from 5 cm to 10 cm in 
thickness, 
iv. Thick Bedding : 
Thick bedding is rather of rare occurrence and seen 
in che quartz arenite bands of Kadana Formation, It is 
generally developed in beds which are seemingly massive 
and the successive layers are defined by bedding joints. 
The unit of bedding Varies in thickness from 60 cm to 120 cms, 
The units having thickness between 60 cm and 80 cm are common 
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(PI, 2, Fig. a) e.g. in the quarry hill of Kadana Dam and 
in the Mahi river section southeast of Salakari, 
V. Massive Bedding : 
Both the very thinly to thinly bedded subgraywackes, 
and the thickly bedded quartz arenite which are seemingly 
without any internal organisation^ have been considered as 
massive (Pi, 1, Fig. b; PI. 2, Fig. a), 
vi, Flaser Bedding (Pettijohn & Potter, 1964) : 
Flaser bedding has been identified as lenticles of 
silt-sized grains composed predominently of quartz, which 
are intercalated within the fine grained meta-protoquartzite, 
in the rocks of Bhukia Formation. Flaser beds are 8 cm to 
15 cm in length and occur in close association with wave 
deformed sediments, e.g. at 2 km west of Chandanwara Port 
(PI. 2, Fig. b). 
vii. Cross-Bedding (Otto, 1938) : 
Cross-bedding is common in the rocks of the area, 
specially in the metaprotoquartzite bands. Morphologically 
the cross-beds can be classified into (a) trough^ (b) planer 
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and (c) ripple drift types. They occur in isolation as well 
in conjugate arrangement, the latter appears in the form of 
festoon and herringbone type of structures, 
Trough Tyge :- Trough type of cross-bedding is most prevalent 
in the study area. The foreset laminae are defined by 
compositional^ c;;.l grain size and colour variations. 
Individual cross-beds varies in thickness from 5 mm to 4 cm, 
The thickness of the cross bedded units is proportional to 
the grain size of the rocks. In the rocks with very fine 
sand to silt size grains it is generally 5 mm to 1 cm and 
in the medium grained rocks it is 1 cm to 4 cm. Angle of the 
foreset beds with bedding varies from 8*^  to 20 . Generally, 
this angle ranges from 8*^  to 12*^  in the fine grained rocks 
(very fine sand to silt size) and 10 to 20 in medium 
grained rocks. The length of foreset beds varies from 3 cm 
to about 35 cm, in a - c section, but their common range is 
3 cm to 10 cm. The longer sets are confined to the medium 
grained quartz arenite layers. The foreset laminae in a - c 
sections in the cross beds of the area are generally 
straight and as a result in a - c plane the trough type 
cross beds stimulate planar cross beds. Their true nature 
is revealed in b - c sections where the trough geometry 
is well-developed. In the meta-protoquartzite the troughs are 
shallow; b-axes vary from 2 cm to 6 cm and c-axes from 
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5 mm to 1 cm. But at places the c-axis is up to 2 cm to 5 cm 
and the troughs become deep, such as found in the rocks near 
Kanavada, 
There is an excellent festoon structure in the Mahi 
river section near Kanavada (PI, 1, Fig, a), 
Locally these cross-beds are arranged in co-sets, 
With foreset and backset beds showing opposite directions 
of a-axes dip aaimuth. The reversal in the current directions 
in the immediately succeeding beds is perhaps due to the 
advancing and retreating waves. Occasionally, south of 
Devara, south of Narpura and near the spot height A315, 
the criss-crossed arrangement of foreset and backset beds 
form herrigbone structure (PI, 3, Pig. a), 
Planar Type :- The planar type cross-bedding is not common 
in the area. The foresets occur as a tabular sheet with a 
flat top and flat base resulting in near identical angular 
relationship of foreset with bedding at the subface and 
superface. The planar type of cross-beds in the area are 
generally isolated. The ccoss-beds varies in thickness from 
1 Cm to 2 cm, the length of foreset varies from 4 cm to 6 cm 
and the average acute angle with bedding is 14 ; rarely 
occurring as torrential foresets (PI. 4, Fig. a). These are 
present at places in the rocks of Bhukia Formation in 
Shergarh syn^birm*. f^M^BnA^ 
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Torrential planar cross-beds have be^n recorded from 
1.5 km southeast of Narpura. The unit of cross-beds varies 
from 20 cm to 25 cm, dip of foreset is 30 . The length of 
foresets vary from 30 cm to 40 cm and their thickness<.-3 from 
5 cm to 10 cm. An interesting feature of these cross-beds is 
the presence of trough type cross beds within these planar 
foresets, showing oppsoing directions of currents (PI, 3, 
Fig. a). Each planar foreset represents torrential current 
(storm tide?) and the associated trough type cross-beds 
within the individual planar foreset represent retreating 
tide. The c-axes of trough type backsets that have low 
dip (10°) and short length of 5 cm to 8 cm (in b - c section) 
are suggestive of sluggish nature of retreating waves. 
Ripple drift cross-beds (MeKee, 1938) :- They are developed 
at places in the meta-protoquartzite layers of Bhukia 
Formation. The cross lamination in the rocks is developed 
due to wave deformation at the sediment water interface, 
They appear as rippled layers of sediments sandwitched 
between the underformed layers. The bedding unit of ripple 
drift cross-beds varies from 2 cm to 5 cm in thickness and 
5 cm to 10 cm in wave length (PI, 3, Fig, b). Good exposures 
of ripple drift cross laminations were encountered about 
2 km eastsoutheast of Kotra in a 10 m thick zone, 
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b. Bedding plane markings and Irregularities : 
i. Ripple Marks j 
Ripple marks which are common in the quartz arenite 
layers, are found at places in the siltstone and meta-
protoquartzite as oscillation and current ripple marks. 
Oscillation ripple marks (Bucher, 1919) :- The ripple marks 
are found in the finer grained metasediments of the Bhukia 
and Kadana formations. They are symmetric with rounded and 
rectilinear crests. The half wave lengths vary from 4 cm to 
10 cm and amplitude from 5 mm to 1 cm. The ripple index shows 
variation from 4 to 10, They are typically developed in the 
area around Chikli and Vagdara Muvada as ripples with 
parallel crests on the bedding surface, 
At places, the rippled surfaces that include several 
laminae with flat underlying and overlying beds are similar 
to "wave bedding", 
Current ripple marks (^f sand v/ave, Lane^ 1947) :- They are 
generally found in the quartz arenite layers of the different 
formations. The ripple profiles are asymmetric, and the 
ripple surfaces show steeper slopes (20° to 30 ) in the 
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current direction and low inclination (8° - 15°) opposite to 
the current. The half wave lengths of the current ripple 
marks vary from 4 cm to 10 cm and airplitude from 8 mm to 
1,5 cm. Ripple index varies from 4 to 6. CuJCTenrtripple 
marks are often encountered around Kanela, Pesiawara, 
Davera, Piplara, Ghikli, etc. The ripple crests are 
generally rounded on account of the erosional action of 
(interference) waves (PI. 4, Pig. b). The strike of ripple 
crests is usually sinuous due to interfering ripple patterns. 
ii. Scour Pill Channel (cf Channel Cast, Mc Iver, 1961) t 
At places the rocks of Shergarh synf.<9riK»!L have shallow 
scour trough. The scour channels are defined by contrast in 
the texture of the channel and the fill and by the 
unconforimble contacts between them (PI, 4, Pig, a). The 
scour fill channels have been recorded from 1,5 km southeast 
of Manpura and west of Saranpur, The scour channels have 
b-axes 4 cm to 6 cm and c-axes 10 cm to 15 cm, southeast 
of Manpura. West of Saranpur the channels are slightly 
larger with b-axes 25 cm to 30 cm and c-axes 10 cm to 15 cm. 
The scour and fill channels west of Saranpur are polycyclic. 
iii, Eddy Marks and Whirl Balls : 
Well preserved eddy marks are observed in quartz 
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arenite layers of Kadana Formation at Kadana Dam. These are 
preserved as crown of spiral ribs, 8 cm to 16 cm diameter 
with whirl balls in the centre of the crown (Iqbaluddin 
et al., 1978). The distance between the spiral ribs is 2 mm 
near the whirl ball and about 5 mm near the periphery of 
the crown. The spirals in the crowns are clockwise as well 
as anticlockwise in orientation, indicate opposing direction 
of eddies (PI. 7, Figs, a & b). Whirl balls comprising 
slightly coarse grained quartz than the rock itself 
exhibit axes disposed sub-vertically to the bedding planes, 
The isolated nature of the crowns and whirl balls indicate 
that vortex of the eddies remained stationary at the time 
of formation of these structures. 
iv. Rill Marks (Shrock, 1948) : 
On the bedding surface of the quartz arenite of 
Kadana Formation, exposed in the quarry hill of Kadana 
Dam, there are some rill marks showing dendritic patterns 
formed by current trails, bifurcating upstream in the close 
association with eddy marks and whirl ball (Pl. 6, Fig. b), 
The direction of current trails as interpreted from the rill 
pattern shows azimuthal variations in random directions. 
This pattern of current trails can be produced by eddy 
currents. By dessipation of energy the vortex will be lost 
and currents will follow random orientation in a localised 
area (see Iqbaluddin et al., 1978), 
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Flute casts (Crowell, 1955) :- Near Nani Vareth, on the left 
bank of Mahi river, the flute 
casts are well-developed. They are found at the base of fine 
grained quartz arenite layers, which occur interstratified 
with meta-semipelite and meta-siltstone bands of Kadana 
Formation, Their shape is subconical with one end being 
rounded and at times bulbous and the other, thins out and is 
followed by the rounded and bulbous end of the next cast 
(Pl, 8 , Fig. b). In conjugate forms they appear to have an 
imbricate arrangement. As inferred from cross-beds, seen in 
the same layers, the rounded bulbous ends mark the up current 
ends of the flute casts. The length of individual flute cast 
varies from 3 cm. to 5 cm. They generally occur as conjugate 
forms but a few isolated flute casts were also seen in the 
area. 
Large hypoglyphes are recorded from the experimental 
tunnel on the quarry hill, Kadana Dam from the quartz arenite 
beds of Kadana Formation. They measure 1 m to 2 m in length 
and about a meter in width (at the base). Their shape is 
slightly rounded and conical at one end, the other end 
flaring out and merging with the bedding plane. They occur in 
conjugate form and show a crude imbrication in their 
arrangement. These hypoglyphes are considered to be 
m§ga-flute casts, 
V. Hftlroglyphes (Fuchs, 189§ in PettiJohn & Potter, 1964) : 
In the rocks of the Vareth and Kadana forinations 
exceellent preservation of different types of sole structures 
has been observed. Some hieroglyphes were recorded from the 
area. On the basis of their morphology and origin the 
heiroglyphes have been identified as groove casts, flute 
casts, prod casts and load casts. In a few cases epiglyphes 
corresponding to the hypoglyphes have also been observed, 
(a) Hypoglyphes (Vassoevich, 1953) s-
Groove cast and striation casts(Shrock,1948;Pettijohn,1957):-
They occur as ca6ts of straight linear depressions at the base 
of the quartz arenite bads of Kadana Formation on the left 
bank of Mahi river. The casts have uniform cross-sections and 
sharpCi^ -eS-bs (PI, 8, Fig. a)„ The width of the groovy casts 
varies from 2 mm to about 1 cm and height of the crests, from 
1 mm to 5 mm. The length of the groove casts is generally 
short and varies from 5 cm to 35 cm. The groove casts of short 
length on the base of quartz arenite, .occur as striation 
casts, 
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Torose load casts (Crowell, 1955) :- Some elongated load casts 
which pinch and swell 
along their strike trend, are recorded in the quartz arenite 
bands of Kadana Formation on the right bank of Mahi river, 
near the abutment of the dam. Individual segments are 1 m to 
1,5 m long, with rounded down current terminations (PI, 5, 
Fig. b), 
Load casts (Kuenen, 1953) i- Sole marks of differing geometry, 
oblong, pentagonal, circular,etc. 
which do not conform to any definite pattern and formed 
presumably as a result of differential settlement of the 
underlying sediments due to superincumbent load have been 
included under load casts for descriptive purpose. Excellent 
development of load casts is seen in the quartz arenite beds 
of Kadana Formation around Kadana Dam. The size of these load 
casts varies from a few centimeters to about 60 cm and their 
shape ranges from oblong to circular (PI. 9, Fig, a), 
^» Spiglyphes (Vassoevich, 1953) :- They are not very common 
as the underlying layers, being softer, are generally 
removed by weathering processes. In the quartz arenite bed 
of Kadana Formation, near the intake well of the Kadana 
water supply scheme, moulds of load casts are well-developed. 
8 o 
They are sub-circular in shape. Their diameter varies from 
30 cm to 60 cm and depth, from 10 cm to 25 cm. They occur 
as isolated structures and lack any directional property. 
Perhaps they have been formed due to variation in the 
hydroplastic behaviour of the quartz arenite layers under 
impact of superincumbent load (PI. 9, Fig. b). 
Reverse load casts :- Reverse load casts are seen in the rocks 
of Chandanwara Formation, 1,5 km 
southeast of Narpura. They are defined by plumes of quartz 
arenite penetrating the more hydroplastic meta-siltstone and 
meta-subgraywaCkec layers (PI. 10, Fig, a). They are reverse 
of the flame structures, the tnae nature of these structures 
has been possible to establish because of the occurrence 
cross-bedding in the upper beds, which suggest normal super-
position. The reason for reversal of hydroplastic behaviour of 
rocks involved in defining reverse load casts in the area is 
not fully understood. A plausible explanation could be that 
quartz arenite behaved like quick-sand and thus became more 
hydroplastic than the overlying beds (Igbaluddin, 1978 a), 
c. Bedding deformed by penecontemporaneous process t-
(Flame structure(Walton, 1956) ;- The rocks of Kadana and 
Bhukia formations show flame 
8o 
structures. The flame is defined by the finer grained and 
more hydroplastic argillaceous beds, which penetrate 
relatively coarser quartz arenlte layers. The flames measure 
two centimeters to four centimeters in amplitude and are 
generally skewed. The directions of skewness of the flame 
do not show any distinct pattern. At one place in the Anas 
river near Khuta the parallelism between a-axis dip aaimuth 
and skewness of flame is seen but at other places there is no 
such directional correlation e.g. on the right bank of Mahi 
river near Kadana Dam t^ rhere some flames are skewed and some 
are near upright (PI. 1^ , Fig. a). In the Kadana Dam area the 
skew direction of flames and a-axis orientation of cross-beds 
are roughly at right angles, and in this area the skewness 
of the flames cannot be attributed to the palaeoslope control, 
Olistoliths :«. Interstratif ied within the rocks of Vareth and 
Kadana formations near Kiar Nani and around 
Kadana Dam areas some olistoliths occur. They comprise 
fragments of subgraywackes (few are dishomonically folded), 
isotropically distributed in structureless pelitic matrix, 
The deformation of subgraywacke fragments, isotropic internal 
organisation of olistoliths and presence of undeformed beds 
at the top are suggestive of the sliding process (PI, 10, 
Pig. b; PI. 11, Fig. b). 
Seismite (Seilachar, 1969) : 
The semipelites of the Bhukia Fornation exposed on the 
left bank of Anas river 2,5 km west of Chandanwara Fort, show 
intraformational micro-faults in a 25 cm wide zone over a 
strike length of one meter. The beds have been interpreted as 
seismites by Iqbaluddin (1978 b). The seismite grades to wave 
disturbed rocks along its strike direction. Soupy zone and 
Segmented zone of the fault graded, seismites as described by 
Seilacher (1969) are recognisable in outcrop (PI. 11, Fig, a), 
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Soupy zone s- It is characterised by indistinct lamination 
near the base and structureless admixture of quartz and sheet 
minerals towards the top. In the proximity of the faults -^^  . 
having 10 cm to 15 cm vertical extension flocculation has 
obliterated the earlier depositional structures, 
Segmented zone :- The zone represents coherent layers at the 
sediment water interface and slightly below. The zone is 
characterised by micro-faults which extend vertically from 
2 mm to 15 cm, showing vertical displacement of 1 mm to 5 mm 
and exhibit step-fault pattern. In some of the layers, the 
faults cut across both subface and superface of the beds, 
but in a few layers they are confined to the subface while 
the superface of the bed remains unaffected. The step-faults 
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are both of normal and reverse types, and their fault planes 
dip towards the southwest, 
Undisturbed sediments j- This zone represents undeformed 
laminations and a sort of micro-unconformity exists between 
the Soupy Zone and Undisturbed Sediments, 
SEDIMENTATION i 
From the lithology of the Lunavada Group of rocks^ 
which are composed of conglomerate, quartz arenite, 
subgraywacke, protoquartzite, semi-pelite, pelite and 
siltstone, it appears that the group has heterolithic facies 
(see Schwarzacher, 1964) representing sedimentary oscillations. 
To bring out the rhythm and dynamics of sedimentation vertical 
profiles of clastic modes, vectoral attributes of appositional 
fabric and mineralogenic populations of the clastogenes were 
analysed. 
Attributes of the current generated fabric were studied 
to bring out deposltional environment during the Lunavada 
sedimentation, 
Clastic modes were studied in representative vertical 
sections from various formational units at the outcrop level 
to bring out order and pattern from an apparently heterolithic 
disordered assemblage, for evaluation of the facies and 
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evolving a model for dynamics of sedimentation. 
The minerallogenic populations of the clastogenes 
were studied in an attempt to identify the tectonic milieu 
of the provenance of the Lunavada Group. 
Convergence of signatures of clastic modes, current 
generated fabric and minerallogenic population of the 
clastogenes has led to the development of an interpretative 
model for the facies and morphology of the theatre of 
Lunavada sedimentation, 
Depositional Environment ; 
The sedimentary structures preserved as bedding plane 
inhomogeneities and internal organisation served as guides to 
interpret the rocks of the Kadana reservoir area as tidalite 
deposited mostly under shallow tide-dominated environment, 
The development of co-set bedding in the rocks 
(Pi, 3, Pig, a) is suggestive of tidal ci:rrent bed load 
transport with bipolar reversal of flov/ direction (see 
Klein, 1970 a, 1975; Reineck, 1963 in Klein, 1975). 
The multi-modal frequency distribution of set 
thickness of cross-beds and development of reactivation 
surfaces (Pi, 3, Pig. a & b; PI. 4, Fig, a) have been 
interpreted as time-velocity asymmetry of tidal current 
bed load transport (see Klein, 1970 b; Klein, 1975 a & b; 
Reading & Walker, 1966; Banks, 1970). 
Current ripples with variable crestal orientation 
have been recorded from the rocks of Chandanwara and Bhtikia 
formations (PI. 4, Fig, b) at places occurring as interference 
ripples. These are suggestive of flow model corresponding to 
sudden changes in flow directions at extremely shallow depths 
of less than 2 meters (see Klein, 1975 b)„ 
The ubiquitous development of tidal bedding (PI, 1, 
Pig. b) ripple drift cross lamination and wavy bedding .^ i.. 
(PI, 3, Fig. b) in the area are suggestive of alternation of 
and 
tidal current bedload transport with suspension/deposition 
during slack water periods (see Klein, 1971; Barnes and 
Klein, 1975), The flaser bedding recorded in the Lunavada 
rocks (PI, 2, Pig. b) is the characteristic of tidal 
environment (see Klein, 1971; Reineck and Wunderlich, 1968), 
and it represents tidal slack-water mud deposition (Klein, 
1975 a, 1975 b; Barnes and Klein, 1975), 
The channel scour and fill (PI, 6, Fig, a) as seen in 
the rocks west of Saranpur, possibly represents the tidal 
channel back-filled by tidal current bed load transport 
(see Carter, 1975). 
Sole structures recorded from the rocks of the Lunavada 
Group (PI. 5, Pig. a; PI, 9, Fig. a) possibly represent 
differential compaction and loading due to rapid deposition 
in a tidal environment (see IClein, 1975"a), 
The rocks of the Kadana Formation represent 
development of whirl balls, eddy marks and rill marks 
0^ 
(PI. 6, Pig. b; PI. 7, Pigs, a & b). Iqbaluddin et al. 
(1978) have suggested flow model controlled by eddy 
currents for the generation of these bedding plane 
inhonogeneities. The development of eddy curtrents possibly 
took place by beach obstruction to the tidal waves, as it 
is taking place today in Cambay along the Gogha beach of 
Bhavanagar. 
Sedimentary Facies : 
A premium has been provided by the preservation of 
appositional fabric, internal organisation and external 
inhomogeneities of beds in the interpretation of the 
sedimentary facies of the Lunavada Group, 
Modal Distribution of Clastogenes : 
The thickness of the lithologic units was determined. 
The clastic modes in terms of their sand and sheet mineral 
percentages together with the morphology of the sedimentary 
structures were studied in linear section at the outcrrop 
level. Graphic representation of the linear litho-logs has 
been attenpted by adopting pattern for the basic rock-types; 
clastic modes have been recorded in terms of sand and sheet 
mineral percentage in the lithounits based on visual 
estimation at the outcrop level and internal organisation 
and external inhomogen6te.es of bedding in the sedimentary 
units have been shown by the line symbols. The orthogonal 
thickness of the sedimentary units is presented along 
abscissa and clastic modes along the ordinates. The 
progression or regression of the sand percentage within a 
unit is manifested by slants, suggesting gradational contacts, 
Sharp litho-contacts have been shown by uniform clastic modes 
between the subface and superface of the individual units. 
The modal distribution of the clastogenes of the 
Bhawanpura, Chandanwara and Bhukia formations of the Lunavada 
Group (Figs, 9, 10, 11, 12, & 13) suggest that the formations 
represent hetrolithic facies. 
Cyclic Pattern in Lunavada Sedimentation : 
The apparently heterolithic facies of the Lunavada 
Group represents fining upwards of the sequence (Figs. 9, 10, 
11, 12, 5c 13). A close analysis of the lithologs suggests 
that sedimentation exhibits rhythmicity of pattern, though 
frequently punctuated due to fluctuations in the dynamics 
of tidal sedimentation. The development of each sedimentary 
Cycle in the area is initiated by a 'grainy cycle' which ends 
up in a muddy sequence towards the top. Each cycle begins 
with dirty sandstones (subgraywackes and protoquartzite) and 
end in finer elastics (seraipelite, siltstone or miidstone) 
with quartz arenite occurring in between the two end members, 
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Based on the above sequential pattern an interpretative model 
of 'Ideal Modal Cyclothem' (see Beerbower, 1964) has been 
conceived for the Lunavada Group, comprising :-
Semipelite, siltstone, mudstone 
Quartz arenite 
Subgraywacke, protoquartzite, 
Genesis of the Ideal Modal Cyclothem of Lunavada Group s 
The Lunavada clastogenes with poly-modal and multi-
mineral ic populations have been conceived to have been 
debouched by the major drainage channels in the basin as 
cones with distal fanning. These were reworked by waves 
as evident by ripple drift cross laminations, flaser bedding 
and co-set cross bedding, etc., possibly in a tidal 
environment (see Singh, 1980; Reineck, 1975; Klein, 1971, 
19^2, 1975; Reineck and Wunder^iah, 1968; I^Kee, 1957; 
Carter, 1975). Each grainy cycle was initiated by the flood 
currents, which deposited the clastogenes in layered 
sequence of dirty arenites (subgraywackes and protoquartzite), 
The succession of low energy impulses of flood and ebb 
currents winnowed the sheet minerals (biotite, chlorite and 
sericite) from the superface of the dirty arenite beds, 
Homogeneity in the grain size of quartz in the underlying 
sequences of subgraywackes and protoquartzite and overlying 
beds of quartz arenite, occasional preservation of ripple 
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drift and co-set cross-bedding and gradational contact 
along sub-face and sharp litho-contact along the superface 
of the quartz arenite give credence to the concept that 
quartz arenite beds in the Ideal Modal Gyclothem of the 
Lunavada Group represent a:-^^ product of washing of the 
dirty arenites by wave action. Due to v/ave turbulance the 
finer elastics remained in suspension. Lowering of the 
energy level of the waves tovj^ ards the close of the cycle 
led to the deposition of finer elastics (semipelite, silt-
stone, and imidstone)» Temporally each cycle represents 
period between two successive high energy flood current 
followed by low energy impulses with ^ Progressively wanning 
wave fronts. 
In the Lunavada rocks the rhythm of sedimentation is 
frequently punctuated, the punctuations are exhibited as 
omission of finer elastics, quartz arenite or dirty arenites 
of the Ideal Modal Cyclothem (Figs. 10, 12 & 13). The 
variations in the cyclicity of the lithounits are clastic 
signatures of the inhomogeneities in the wave dynamics. The 
ideal wave dynamics was possibly frequently disturbed by 
meteorological factors without any change in the tectonic 
milieu of the basin, during the evolution of the Lunavada 
Group. 
Minerallogenic Population & Tectonic Milieu of the 
Lunavada Glastoqenes : 
Recrystallisation of clastogenic association and 
accompanying strain due to stresses and thermal regimes 
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that have affected the Lunavada metasediments has put to a 
discount ability to interpret the textural signatures of the 
rocks in terms of tectonic setting of the provenance and 
basin of sedimentation of the Lunavada Group, Therefore, in 
the present study enphasis has been given to the minerallogenic 
populations of the clastogenes. The rational behind the study 
has been that quartz-poor rocks are volcano-sedimentary, 
derived from island arcs and sediments with intermediate 
quartz content are diagonostic of active continental 
margins (see Crook, 1974; Schwab, 1975; Dickinson and 
Suezek, 1979). 
In the area of present study, recrystallisation and 
bulk strain has not significantly altered quartz content 
of the clastogenes. The sericite in the metasedimentary 
sequence reflects abundance of feldspars in the provenance 
and the allogenic material; biotite is mostly clastic, 
Therefore, for the purpose of analytical rigour the bulk 
composition of the metasedimentary sequence has been 
generalised into three groups, namely, quartz, sericite 
and biotite with other ferromagnesians. The percentages 
of the three set of minerallogenic populations were plotted 
in triangular co-ordinate diagram to identify the field of 
the clastogenic populations. For a meaningful appreciation 
of the minerallogenic analysis of the lithounits, clastogenic 
population with textural homogeneity were plotted separately 
Pigs. 14 & 15 and Pig. 16 presents minerallogenic 
cowposition of the different lithounits of the Lunavada Group. 
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The quartz, sericite and ferromagnesian plots 
(Figs, 14, 15 & 16) reflect the tectonic setting of the 
provenance in as much as sericite and ferromagnesian 
percentages in the sequence reflect the minerallogenic 
composition of the source rocks. The field of the finer 
elastics (meta-siltstone), schist,slate and phyllites) 
reflect intermediate quartz and low ferromagnesian pe 
percentage in the mineral population. The OSPm plots of the 
minerallogenic population of the different lithounits 
exhibits general paucity of ferromagnesian v?ith higher 
quartz percentage in the quartzite and intermediate 
percentage of quartz in argillites and poorly washed 
arenites and schists derived from them. The poorly washed 
arenites conform with the field of recycled orogen 
provenance (Fig. 15) delineated for QFL plots by 
Dickinson and Suezek (1979). The arenites constitutes 
the dominant clastic conponent in the Lunavada sequence 
(Fig. 17). 
The dominance of the sand and intermediate quartz 
content in the clastic debris of the sequence suggest that 
the provenance was characterised by an active margin 
(Dickinson and Suezek, 1979), Paucity of the coarser 
elastics in the sequence (Fig, 17) suggest that relief 
in the provenance was lev; (see 1981). 
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PETROGRAPHY AND METAMORPHISM OF LUNAVADA GROUP 
PETROGRAPHY ; 
The siltstone, semi-pelite, protoquartzite^subgraywacke, 
quartz arenite and conglomerate composing the Lunavada Group 
of Kadana Reservoir area^ represent heterolithic f'^ '^ les (see 
Schwarzacher, 1964), They exhibit varying degrees of 
recrystallisation. The lithotypes in the present study have 
been classified on the basis of mineral assemblages/texture 
of the parent rocks^ and the state of recrystallisation into J-
1. Quartz arenite / quartzite 
2. Meta-s ilts.tone / meta-semipelite 
3. Meta-protoquartzite 
4 . Meta-s\ibgraywacke 
5. Quartz-chlorite-sericite schist / quartz-sericite 
schist 
6. Granetiferous-quartz-serlcite-biotite schist 
7. Actinolite quartzite 
Quartzite : 
V, 1^" " 
The quartzite exhibits mozaic texture defined by 
equidimensional quartz grains, Biotite, sericite, ehlorite, 
lOu 
magnetite, feldspar, sphene, epidote, magnetite and garnet 
occur as accessory minerals within the granoblastic moz*ic 
of quartz (PI. 12, Fig, a), 
Quartz : 
Xenoblastic porphyroblasts of quartz occur in the 
size range of 0,25 mm to 0,08 mm, and comprise nearly 80-85% 
of the rock. The granoblasts shovr sutured contacts, undiilose 
extinction and strain shadows. A few grains have inclusions 
of sericite and chlorite sherds, 
Biotite : 
It is quite common and o^ icurs as irregularly 
distributed flakes measuring 0,2 mm to 0.48 mm. It exhibits 
pleochroism in shadeis of light brown to dark brown. In a fevr 
grains/ quartz and sericite inclusions have been observed, 
though mostly biotite appear ^ s clear large grains occurring 
as allogenic constituent. The jbiotite with inclusions of 
quartz and sericite is later and has been assigneek as 
biotite-2, 
Garnet : 
It occurs as large porphyroblasts measuring up to 
10 J 
0,8 mm in size. The crystal outlines are not very sharp 
(PI. 12, Pig, b), locally embayment of garnet occur in 
biotite. Inclusions of quartz are present, which are in 
structural, harmony with the framework of the quartzite, 
suggesting that garnet is post-kinematic to AD- and perhaps 
the last mineral to crystallise during the metamorphic 
evolution. 
Sericite : 
It occurs as sherds in intergranular space showing 
low second order polarisation colours. It constitutes about 
4% of the rock. 
Chlorite : 
It occurs as flakes in close association with the 
chaotic mass of sericite, forming about 1% of the rock. 
The chlorite appears to be related to the AD. deformation, 
the inference is base<i on the cross cutting relationship 
of elongation direction of chlorite and quartz grains (whose 
fabric is controlled by AD_ deformation), 
Accessories ; 
Sericitised feldspar grains measuring 0,8 mm, sphene 
and epidote occur as granular aggregates, 
liO 
Meta~Siltstone : 
It exhibits clastogenic texture, comprising 
predominantly of silt-sized grains of quartz set in a calcite 
cement. The framework is disrupted, packing is loose and the 
clasts are angular to siibangular. No penetrative planar 
tectonic anisotropy is discernible (PI, Ig, Fig, a), 
Quartz s 
It constitutes about 60% of the rock. The clasts are 
predominantly silt sized with few grains in the size range of 
very fine sand. The clastic grain boundaries are defined by 
dusty material along the grain margins. The quartz grains have 
some inclusions of sericite and dusty material. The margins 
of quartz grains are serrated in contact with calcite. The 
grains exhibit undulose extinction, 
Sericite : 
It occurs in the intergranular spaces of quartz and 
constitutes about 20?S of the rock. It is ab'f ine that it is 
difficult to make out the geometry of the individual sherds 
and their fabric relation. It is recognisable in the rock by 
the optical response of the aggregate and its low second 
order interference colours. 
Ill 
Calcite : 
It constitutes cementing material and also veinlets 
filling the micro-fractures in the rock. 
Accessories : 
Pew grains of orthoclase and sphene occur as 
accessory. 
Meta-Protocruartzite : 
It prominently exhibits bedding defined by 
compositional variation of quartzose and micaceous lamellae 
(PI, 13, Fig. b). The foliation is prominently developed in 
micaceous laminae defined by the preferred orientation of 
quartz and sericite. The grains lie within the size range of 
Sand to silt. The framework is loosely packed and the voids 
are filled by a matrix of sheet minerals (sericite and 
chlorite) and fine grain qxiartz. The intergranular spaces 
are filled by calcite. 
Quartz : 
I t cons t i tu tes about 70-85% of the rock and form the 
framework. The grains are sub-angular to s\±i-rounded in shape 
and fine grained in size (0,04 mm to 0.07 mm). They have 
sutured outlines and floating contacts, Undulose extinction 
and strain shadows are common, A.'few grains have inclusions 
of sericite and fine dusty material. • 
Sericite 5 
It occurs as colourless small wisps oriented parallel 
to the AS- foliation. It constitute about 7% of the rock and 
its distribution density defines the bedding. The flakes 
exhibit upper second order interference colours. 
Chlorite ; 
It occurs as flakes and xenoblastic porphyroblasts 
in the intergranular spaces in close association with 
sericite forming about 5% of the rock. Along the cleavages 
in some of chlorite flakes biotite-2 is present. The 
xenoblastic porphyroblasts represent chlorite-2 
(PI. 13, Fig. b). 
Biotite : 
It is isotropically distributed in the rock. The 
porphyroblasts have rugged terminations, with inclusions of 
quartz, sericite and chlorite. It is strongly pleochroic from 
o 
light greenish brown to green brown. The biotite is 
referable to two generations. The allogenic biotite has 
been designated as biotite-1 and recrystallised biotite, 
as biotite-2 (PI. 14, Fig. a). 
Accessories : 
Limonite and calcite occur as xenoblastic aggregates 
having inclusions of quartz and sericite. Magnetite occurs 
as discrete grains. There are also few grains of apatite and 
tourmaline in the rock. 
Meta-S-ubqraywacke i 
The rock shows 'salt and pepper* aggregate, 
predominantly composed of quartz, chlorite and sericite, 
and exhibits well-developed bedding and foliation. Bedding 
is defined by grain size and compositional variations 
between quartzose and chlorite and sericite rich laminae, 
The foliation is penetrative and is defined,by preferred 
orientation of chlorite and sericite and selective elongation 
of quartz grains (PI. 14, Fig. a). The rock has an assemblage 
of quartz, chlorite, sericite, biotite, magnetite and calcite 
with few grains of tourmaline and apatite, 
I I . 
Quartz t 
It constitutes 60-65% of the rock and forms the 
framework of the rock. The grains are subrounded and 
generally equant in the quartzose laminae exhibiting 
tangential and sutured contacts. In the micaceous laminae 
the quartz grains are slightly elongated parallel to the 
foliation of the rock (PI. 14, Fig. a). At places the 
grain boundaries are defined by coating of iron oxide along 
the quartz grains. 
Sericite s 
It occurs as small flakes parallel to AS^ foliation. 
It is 10-15% and together with chlorite constitute the 
matrix of the rock. 
Chlorite s 
Chlorite occurs in two generations forming 8-10% of 
the rock. The chlorite-I is present as sherds defining the 
AS- foliation in the rock and occur in close association 
with sericite forming the matrix of the rock. It is 
moderately pleochroic (x = almost colourless, z = green). 
Chlorite-III is post-tectonic to AS- foliation 
occurring as idioblastic and xenoblastic porphyroblasts with 
llo 
rugged terminations. It exhibits straight trail of quartz 
and sericite inclusions which define the AS^ foliation. The 
straight trail of inclusions in structural harmony with the 
foliation of the rock suggests static growth of chlorite, 
Biotite J 
It occurs as isotropically distributed porphyroblasts 
forming about 5-^ of the rock. There are two generations 
of biotite. 
Biotite-I occurs as irregular flakes isotropically 
distributed in the rock with respect to the foliation. The 
quartzose lamellae, have higher concentration of biotite 
flakes. It is pleochroic in shades of light brown to 
dark brown, 
Biotite-II occurs as large porphyroblasts with 
rugged termination (PI, 14, Fig. b). The porphyroblasts 
exhibit a sort of seive structure formed by the inclusions 
of quartz and sericite, 
Calcite i 
In some of the sections calcite occurs in the 
intergranular spaces as xenoblastic aggregate, 
l ie 
Accessories : 
Magnetite occurs as fine grains distributed throughout 
the rock, Limonite occurs in the intergranular spaces. There 
are also a few grains of tourmaline, apatite and feldspar 
in the rock. 
Quartz-Chlorite-Sericite Schist : 
The rock exhibits 'salt and pepper' aggregate of 
quartz, sericite and chlorite. Three distinct planes of 
mechanical inhomogeneity are present in the rock, namely 
(i) bedding, defined by compositional lamination of quartzose 
and sericite laminae, (ii) AS^ foliation defined by 
elongation of quartz grains and preferred orientation of 
sericite and chlorite flakes and (iii) AS. foliation defined 
by the preferred orientation of chlorite and biotite flakes 
at an angle of 15° to AS^ foliation (PI. 15, Fig. a). 
Quartz s 
It constitutes 65-1CFA of the rock and occurs as silt 
sized (0,04 mm to 0,05 mm) sub-angular to sxibrounded grains, 
which are at places slightly elongated in the X iX 2 P-'-^*^® ^^ 
strain (PI, 15, Fig, a) parallel to AS^ foliation. The 
elongated grains exhibit strain shadows and undulose 
extinction, 
11 
Chlorite t 
It constitutes 2 0-25% of the rock and occurs as pale 
green flakes exhibiting faint pleochroism and first order 
polarisation colours. The flakes exhibit preferred 
orientation parallel to AS~ foliation. 
Some of the chlorite flakes are oriented at acute 
angle of 10°-15° to AS_ foliation, defining AS. foliation 
(PI. 15, Fig. a). 
Sericite : 
rt occurs in close association with chlorite as fine 
sherds exhibiting second order polarisation colours. It 
constitutes 5-8% of the rock and ejsjiibits preferred 
orientation parallel to the AS- foliation. 
Accessories : 
Magnetite (1-2%) is distributed as disereet grains 
throughout the rock, a few are idioblastic in character. 
A few grains of biotite have been observed in close 
association with chlorite oriented along AS- foliation, 
Tourmaline and sphene occur as isolated clastic grains 
with rounded outlines, 
lit) 
Quartz-Serlclte Schist s 
The rock exhibit 'salt and pepper' aggregate of 
II 
quartz and sericite. The bedding and AS„ foliation in the 
II 
rock exhibit parallelism. The AS- foliation is defined by 
preferred orientation of sericite and slight elongation of 
quartz grains and bedding is manifested by compositional 
variation of quartz and sericite rich lamellae. 
Quartz : 
It constitutes 70-8C5^  of the rock and occursas equant 
to slightly elongated grains within the size range of 
0,03 mm to 0,08 mm. The grains have irregular boundary 
outlines and show sutured contacts. The elongated grains 
exhibit undulose extinction. 
Sericite : 
as 
It occurs^ small flakes coirprising 2 0-28% of the 
rock. The flakes exhibit preferred arrangement along the 
AS^ foliation and their distribution density defines the 
bedding, 
Accessories : 
Magnetite occursas discreet grains. Chlorite occurs as 
119 
xenoblastic porphyroblasts having preferred arrangement 
II 
along the AS~ foliation, Tlie porphyroblasts have inclusions 
of quartz and sericite which occur as straight trails 
Suggesting static recrystallisation. The chlorite 
porphyroblasts occur as basal sections. The porphyroblasts 
are moderately pleochroic (x = yellow green, z = green), 
showing anamolous blue interference colours. 
Gametiferous-Quartz-Sericite-Biotite Schist : 
The rock exhibit two distinct planes of fissility, 
namely bedding and AS- foliation. The bedding is defined 
by compositional and grain size variations. The AS^ foliation 
is manifested by elongation of quartz grains and preferred 
arrangement of sericite flakes parallel to the foliation 
plane (PI. 16, Fig, a). It comprises chiefly of quartz, 
sericite, biotite and garnet, 
Quartz : 
I t cons t i tu tes 5 0-60% of the rock, the grains are in 
the s ize range of 0,032 mm to 0,08 mm and have elongated 
and sutured contac ts . The grains are elongated p a r a l l e l 
t o AS^ fo l i a t ion and exhibi t s t r a i n shadoxvs. 
i:?o 
Sericite : 
It occurs as sherds measuring 0,03 mm to 0,06 mm in 
length showing preferred orientation of their longer axes 
parallel to AS_ foliation. It constitutes about 4C% of the 
rock a : ; 1-y and occurs in close association with quartz 
grains, 
Biotite ! 
It occurs as large grains measuring 0,16 mm to 
0,48 mm constituting 5-7% of the rock. Biotite occur in 
two generations, 
Biotite-I is detrital, occurring as large grains with 
irregular outlines. The grains are free from inclusions and 
are arranged at angles to AS- foliation. The grains being 
large in size have escaped recrystallisation but have 
recorded imprints of strain as strain shadows and fracturing 
of clasts (PI, 16, Fig, b). At places AS^ foliation 
terminates against the clastic boundaries of biotite~I, 
The grains exhibit well developed cleavage and exhibit 
pleochroism in shades of brown, the polarisation colours 
are generally masked by the body colour of biotite-I, 
Biotite-II occurs as large porphyroblasts with rugged 
terminations. The porphyroblasts exhibit inclusions of quartz 
and sericite. The inclusions are present as straight trails 
121 
exhibiting continuity between Si - Se relationship. The 
boundary outlines of the biotite-II are generally 
xenoblastic and diffused (PI. 17, Fig. a), 
Garnet s 
It occurs as large idioblastlc porphyroblasts up to 
0.88 nun in size. It constitutes about 2%. of the rock. The 
garnet is relatively fresh and pale in colour. The rock 
I 
exhibitsAS„ puckering defined by the folding of AS^ 
foliation. The garnet porphyroblasts show sigmoidal trails 
of inclusions (guartz and sericite) passing smoothly into 
AS- foliation. The structural continuity of Si - Se 
relationship suggest that the garnet is syn-kinematic 
with AF^ folding in the area (PI, 16, Fig. a). The garnet 
is fractured. The fracturing of garnet is possibly related 
to AF folding in the area, 
Accessories : 
Opague iron oxides are distributed throughout 
the field of sections as granular mass. Sphene is present 
as minor accessory forming idioblastic porphyroblasts in 
close association with biotite, 
122 
Actinolite Quartzite s 
The quartzite exhibit grano-blastic mozaic of quartz 
with accicular and prismatic porphyroblasts of actinolite, 
sericitised feldspar and garnet are common; chlorite, 
sericite, epidote and magnetite are present as accessories, 
The bedding plane foliation is crudely defined by preferred 
orientation of prismatic porphyroblasts of actinolite and 
flaky minerals (PI. 17, Fig, b), 
Quartz s 
It forms about 7 0% of the rock and occurs in • 
two distinct size classes (i) small grain quartz measuring 
0,048 mm to 0,08 mm and (ii) large grain quartz measuring 
0,16 mm to 0,224 mm. These have been designated as quartz-I 
and quartz-II for descriptive purpose (petrographic evidence 
is not conclusive if quartz-I and quartz-II are simply 
clastic variants or represent two generations of quartz in 
the rock). 
Quartz-I occur as small grains, elongated in the 
direction of AS^ foliation at acute angle to bedding, 
The grains are strained and have elongated and 8U%UX«d 
Contacts. 
Quartz-II occur as clear large grains, equant in 
shape. The grains occur in layers defining the bedding. 
123 
Locally quartz-II is surrounding the actinolite 
porphyroblasts with sharp contacts, 
Actinolite t 
It occur as accicular and prismatic porphyroblasts, 
The porphyroblasts are large in size measuring up to 
0,64 mm. The prismatic porphyroblasts exhibit edge-wise 
elongation parallel to the AS_ foliation. The accicular 
porphyroblasts lack any preferred fabric. Inclusions of 
quartz-I and quartz-II are present in actinolite, Quartz-II 
shows serrated and embayed grain contacts with actinolite 
porphyroblasts, Pleochroism is in shades of pale green 
to green. 
Feldspar : 
It occurs as subrounded grains in a highly altered 
state, at places giving rise to chaotic mass of sericite. 
Garnet ; 
It occurs as idloblastic and xenoblastic 
porphyroblasts measuring up to 1,5 mm, with inclusions 
of quartz and sericite. The inclusions occur as straight 
trail, the Si — Se relationship suggest that the gairnet 
in the rock represent static growth after the development 
l^^s 
of AS- foliation. Large porphyroblasts exhibit fracturing 
Possibly related to AF folding. 
Accessories : 
Chlorite occurs as snail flakes exhibiting faint 
pleochroism and anamolous first order colours. Sericite occur 
as alteration product after feldspar at places flakes show 
preferred orientation parallel to AS_ foliation, Epidote and 
magnetite occur as discreet grains, 
METAMORPHISM : 
The petrographic study of the clastogenic assemblage of 
the Lunavada Group in the area has revealed that the clastic 
textures and allogenic mineral population of the clastogenes 
bave undergone deformation and recrystallisation. From the 
mineral composition of the tectonites, it appears that there 
has not been much change in the bulk composition of parent 
rocks. 
Temporal sequence of the formational units and their 
mineralogenic populations exhibit distinct pattern in the 
distribution of index mineralsCchlorite, biotite, garnet) of 
the Barrovian zones (Table - 5). The distribution of the 
mineral assemblages suggests two distinct zones, namely garnet 
zone and chlorite-biotite zone. From Table-5 it will appear 
that the stratigraphic contact between Nahali and Bhawanpura 
formations is an isograd, 
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Metamorphic Fades s 
There are diversities of opinion about mineral 
assemblages and stabilities which define fades boundaries 
(Eskola, 1939; Ramberg, 1949, 1952; Fyfe, Turner and 
Verhoogen, 1958; Turner and Verhcogen, 1962; Turner, 1968; 
Winkler, 1965, 1976). 
The mineral assemblage of the area comprise :-
I. Garnet Zone t 
Garnet + quartz + biotite + chlorite + epidote 
Garnet + quartz + actinolite + chlorite 
II. C^lorite-biotite Zone ; 
Quartz + sericite + biotite + chlorite 
Quartz + sericite + biotite 
The rocks of the Wardia and Nahali formations 
(Table - 5) correspond to quartz, albite, epidote, almandine 
subfacies and those of Bhawanpura, Chandanwara, Bhukia and 
Kadana formations to quartz, albite, muscovite, chlorite 
subfacies of the green schist fades (see Turner, 1S58). 
In Grubenmann-Niggli system the rocks of the two zones 
represent a transition between epizone and mesozone of 
metamorphism. 
Ik 
The spatial and stratigraphic zonation of the 
mineralo-genic populations can be useful parameters as 
guide for variations in P - T levels during the metamorphic 
evolution of the sediments (see Shaw, 1956; Carmichael, 1969, 
1970; Das, 1968; Sarkar, 1982). However, some workers feel 
that zonation often depends upon th^ variation in the bulk 
composition of the parent tocks (Atherton, 1964; Bufclec, 1965; 
Chinner, 1965); in such cases the zonal boundaries loose 
their significance as signatures of P - T conditions, 
In the case of present area the bulk composition of 
the clastogenes of the various formational units has been 
nearly uniform and the higher grade is restricted to older 
members of the sequence (see Table - 5), which were 
apparently under a higher confining pressure and at deeper 
level. It is therefore reasonable to place the garnet isograd 
in the area approximately as an isotherm (see Richardson and 
Powell, 1976). In general the P - T level characterised by 
development of chlorite, biotite and garnet in the rocks of 
the Lunavada Group represents low grade of regional 
metamorphism (see Winkler, 1976), 
Metamorphic recrystallisatipn and scheme of paraqenesis : 
Table-6 gives the mineralogenlc population lying 
within the clastic field^. The recrystallisation of the .rocks 
Ikio 
is related to the deforroational and thernval history of 
the area. Four planes of tectonic anisotropy have been 
recorded from the area, namely AS_, AS_, AS^ and AS. 
related to AD and AD. defornHtive episodes of the 
Aravalli Tectonic System (1981). The matamorphic 
recrystallisation history and the scheme of paragenesis 
(Table - 6) have been worked out on the basis of petrographic 
fabric, contact relationship of porphyroblasts and Si - Se 
relationship. The metamorphic histor/ of the area can be 
assigned to fits phases, v/hich have been designated as 
M phase, H^ phase, M_ phase, M. phase and M^ phase in 
descending order of antiquity. 
M. Phase ; 
Quartz and sericite appear to have been the earliest 
minerals which responded to recrystallisation during the 
earliest phase of AD-, it resulted in the development of 
M II 
AS^ foliation parallel with bedding (AS = AS-)i" The ' 
metamorphism led to slight elongation of quartz grains and 
rotation of sericite flakes parallel to plane of stratifica-
II 
tion. The AS_ foliation is recorded from the oldest sequence 
in the area and is related to the gravitational creep,- the 
pressure and temperature conditions corresponded to the low 
grade division (see Winkler, 1976) during M- phase, 
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«2 Phase : 
The progression of deformation led to the development 
of ASg foliation which is the most pervasive and penetrative 
fabric element in the rocks of the Lunavada Group (PI. 14, 
Fig. a; and PI. 15, Fig. a). The metamorphicJ recrystallisa-
tion was initiated syntectonically to AS- foliation. The 
earliest minerals to undergo changeswere quartz and sericite, 
The allogenic quartz and sericite recrystallised,their 
clastic outlines modified and quartz acquired sutured 
contacts, strain shadows and elongation in the X^pl^ne of 
strain (PI, 12, Fig, a), Sericite recrystallised parallel 
to ASg foliation with rugged terminations. The sericite 
flakes developed end-on mineral fabric resulting in the 
development of AS- foliation in the rocks (PI, 14, Fig, a), 
Chlorite and muscovite appears to have recrystallised 
during this phase of metamorphismo The sericite and magnetite 
in the clastogenes gave rise to chlorite and some of the 
sericite grew in size to form muscovite. During this phase 
of metamoirphism allogenic biotite-I in -che parent sediments 
remained stable and co-existed with ch]orite-I and 
muscovite. Biotite-I underv/ent rocrr'^tallisation as 
manifested by the strain shadows in some of the sections 
(PI, 16, Fig. b) and development of prismatic crystals 
of biotite-II with rugged terminations and inclusions of 
quartz and sericite (PI, 14, Fig. b). Iron oxide 
13 
recrystallised to magnetite, Calcite, where present, 
unde2n(\?ent recrystallisation and actinolite was developed 
in impure arenites (PI, 17, Fig, b), 
M Phase : 
The AS- foliation in the older sequence of the 
Lunavada Group exhibits development of crenulation 
cleavage/AS_i.Syntectonic to these crenulations (AF_ folds) 
garnet has developed in the rocks of Wardia and Nahali 
formations, as is evident from Si - Se relationship 
(PI. 16, Pig, a)o During this phase the bulk mineralogical 
composition oCtiwtock•as biotlte,quartz, chlorite, besides 
magnetite, sericite, etc, 
The common reactions involved in the development of 
garnet in regional metamorphism are j-
i. biotite + quartz garnet + orthoclase 
ii. chlorite + quartz garnet + H„0 
In the Lunavada rocks absence of potash feldspar in 
the garnet-biotite zone and paucity of chlorite in the 
vicinity of garnet indicate that the porphyroblasts of garnet 
originated from chlorite and quartz (see Tilley, 1926; 
Atherton, 1968), The garnet underwent rotation during M_ 
phase as evident by recrystallisation of quartz and sericite 
in the pressure shadow region (PI. 18, Fig, a), 
132 
Retrogression of biotite to chlorite along 
cleavages and peripheral contact of porphyroblasts 
perhaps was achieved during waning of M^ phase of 
metamorphism, 
The change from biotite to chlorite-IJ involve 
addition of water from 4,5% in biotite to 12.9% in chlorite 
(see Schwartz and Todd, 1941). The M^ phase of nvetamorphism 
in the Lunavada rocks took place at a time when pore water 
must have exhausted. Retrograde metamorphism is often 
associated with hydrothermal activity for which the re is no 
evidence in the Lunavada rocks of Kadana Reservoir, It 
appears probable that water was provided for the alteration 
of biotite to chlorite-II along the cleavages and periphery 
by the generation of garnet at the expense of chlorite-I 
and quartz during M^ phase. The contention is corroborated 
by the fact that the reaction (involving retrograde change 
of biotite to chlorite) remained limited to cleavages and the 
peripheral contacts of biotite grains (PI, 18, Fig. b) due 
to limited supply of water from crystallisation of garnet 
porphyroblasts, syntectonically to AF_ folding in the area 
(PI. 19, Fig. a). 
M Phase ; 
The imprint of this phase have not been recorded by 
the rocks in any significant recrystallisation. Locally in 
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the rocks of the area (Bhukia and Chandanwara formations) 
syntectonic to AD. deforraative episode of the Aravalli 
Tectonic System, AS. foliation has developed as close-
spaced fracture cleavage. Petrographic expressions of this 
planar tectonic anisotropy in the area has been rotation of 
sericite flakes at acute angles to the domirgunt fabric 
represented by preferred orientation of sericite along AS^ 
foliation development of microfractxires and slight 
elongation of quartz grains along AS. foliations 
(PI. 15, Figs, a & b). 
Mj- Phase : 
This is the last phase in the metamorphic evolution 
of the area manifested by static recrystallisation of garnet 
and chlorite-III as indicated by Si - Se relationship in the 
rocks (PI, 19, Fig, b). The garnet and chlorite-III, 
recorded from the rocks of the area are independent of any 
stress field. The static recrystallisation of chlorite-III 
and garnet was possibly achieved by rise of isotherm under 
epizonal conditions (see Winkler, 1976). 
The rise of geoisotherm in the area post-tectonic 
to Aravalli deformation around 0.9 b.y, has been recorded 
which led to the emplacement of Godhra granite (Gopalan, 
et al., 1979). 
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Chapter V 
MOFPHOLOGY AND GEOMETRY OF THE STPUCTURAL FABRIC 
In the present study the morphology and geometry of 
the folds, planar tectonic anisotropy, linear fabrics 
associated with fold generators, joints and faults in the 
area are described and discussed. l^ For a better understanding 
of the structural evolution of the area in space and time, 
the nomenclature adopted for describing the structural 
fabric of the study area is based on the position of 
structural elements in the regional tectonic sequence, 
The structural elements associated with the Udaipur and 
Lunavada groups have been assigned to the AD_, AD_ and AD^ 
Reformative episodes of the Aravalli Tectonic System (1981). 
NOMENCLATURE OF THE STRUCTURAL FABRIC « 
Tectonic System : 
The Preeambrian rocks of the northwestern part of 
the Indian Shield have been assigned to the Bhilwara, 
Aravalli and Delhi Tectonic Systems(1981). The basic 
assumption in this grouping has been that the rocks of the 
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Bhilwara Supergroup became cratonised prior to the Aravalli 
sedimentation and were exposed during the Aravalli 
sedimentation. Similarly, the Aravallis were exposed 
at the time of Delhi sedimentation. The rocks of the 
Bhilwara, Aravalli and Delhi supergroiips exhibit evidence 
of plastic deformation. It is, therefore, obvious that 
they were deformed prior to their cratonisation^ because, 
surface rocks behave as brittle elastic substances and 
would not have elasticoviscous flow, AE a corrolary, it 
may be assumed that the structural elements which are 
spatially associated with the Bhilwara, Aravalli and Delhi 
supergroups are temporally related to the Bhilwara, Aravalli 
and Delhi Geological Cycles, Hence, the structural elements 
associated with the Bhilwara, Aravalli and Delhi supergroups 
have been included into Bhilwara, Aravalli and Delhi Tectonic 
Systems^ However, there are certain exceptions where the 
younger orogenies"are overprinted in the older sequences, 
Deformative Episode ; 
It has been observed that within a particular 
geological cycle the older rocks involved in the cycle 
have more deformative imprints than the younger ones. The 
total deforrration of a tectonic system represents separate 
pulsations of compressive stresses with-ijP% trejectories 
either remaining constant or at times changing. The 
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deformations manifesting individual pulsations have been 
assigned to separate deformative episodes within the 
tectonic system. The structural elements such as folds 
and planar and linear tectonic anisotropies, which are 
kinematically related, have been accommodated within the 
same deformative episode. The style, morphology, and the 
intensity of the elements vary, depending upon the strain 
rate and physical state of the rock during deformation, 
but they show general correlation in local orientation and 
temporal distribution within an episode. 
Alpha numeral scheme of nomenclature has been adoptSct-
for describing the tectono-chronology of the deformative 
episodes in a tectonic system. It takes into account the 
tectonic system to which it belongs and its temporal status 
in the deformative events of the system for example AD-; 
where 'A' stands for Aravalli Tectonic System, 'D* for 
deformative episode and '1* signifies the position of the 
episode in the tectono-chronology of the Aravalli Teetonic 
System. The succeeding deformative episodes representing 
later pulsations of the compressive stresses of the Tectonic 
System have been designated as AD-, AD and AD. respectively, 
Nomenclature of Elements ; 
The nomenclature introduced for folds, cleavages and 
lineations that are kinematically related with the folds of 
different deformative episodes, are AF-, AS-, A/v, etc, 
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The letters F, S and ,'i) refer to the structural elements 
concerned i.e. F for folds, S for planar tectonic anisotrop}^ 
and it' for lineations having tectonic anisotropy with the 
fold axes. The prefix 'A' refers to the tectonic system 
i.e. Aravalli Tectonic System. The suffix '3' refers to the 
Reformative episode with which the oliTmsurt ±B kinematically 
and dynamically related. The elements that constitute the 
structural fabric of the area comprise foliations, lineations, 
folds, joints and faults which are referable to AD_ and AD. 
deforrrative episodes of the Aravalli Tectonic System, 
MORPHOLOGY OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS : 
Foliation 
Many terms such as foliation (Darwin, 1846 in 
Whittan, 1969; Fairbairn, 1935); rock cleavage (Mead, 1940; 
Swanson, 1941; Billings, 1954); fissility (Van Hise, 1896 
in Whitten, 1969); flov/ cleavage; fracture cleavage (Leith, 
1923); axial plane cleavage; strain slip cleavage (Ramsay, 
1967); slaty cleavage (De Sitter, 1954); schistosity 
(Darwin, 1846 in Whitten, 1969; Harker, 1932) have been 
used in literature to describe planar tectonic anisotropy 
in tectonites. These terminologies imply genetic connotation 
However, in the present study to avoid the genetic 
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implications, the planes of mechanical inhomogeneity have 
been described under the general term foliation, which 
represents planar structures defined by the preferred 
orientation of component grains or fragments (micro-lithons) 
in deformed rocks (see Whitten, 1969; Spencer; 1977) and 
designated as 'S' planes following Sander (1930). Depending 
upon their mutual cross-cutting and temporal relationships, 
the different 'S' planes have been designated as AS^, AS_, 
AS. etc. in conformity to the norms of nomenclature adopted 
in the present study. 
ASg Foliation % 
The pervasive and penetrative fissility in the rocks 
of the Vareth Formation of the Udaipur Group, kin^matically 
related to AF„ folds and dynamically associated with AD^ 
deformative episode, has been recorded on map as AS„ 
foliation. It is ;.defined by the preferred orientation of 
sericite and chlorite porphyroblasts which have their flat 
faces aligned parallel to /( - / ^ plane of strain, 
Corresponding to the axial plane of AF^ folds. The mean 
orientation of the AS foliation is N26^ - S26°W, 
dip 76 /N64*^; poles to AS_ foliation occur as point 
diagram (Fig. 18 a) in the area. The genesis of this 
foliation possibly involved mechanical flattening of quartz 
grains, which show strain shadows and undulose extinction, 
recrystallisation and growth of chlorite along A i A o P^ -^^ ^ 
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The orientation of sericite possibly reflects combination of 
mechanical rotation of the allogenic flakes and recrystalli-
sation along the plane of flattening. Occasionally, this 
foliation is manifested as transposition cleavage, defined 
by laminations of quartzose layers, which by mechanical 
rotation and attenuation have aligned with the planar 
tectonic anisotropy e.g. in the area around Vareth and 
Ukreli. 
II 
AS Foliation : 
In the rocks of the Wardia Formation a foliation is 
developed parallel to the bedding. This plane of mechanical 
inhomogeneity which exhibits parallelism with the bedding 
II 
in rocks of Lunavada Group (ASQ) has been mapped as AS^ 
II 
foliation. It is kinertetically related with the AF^ folds 
in the area. This foliation is defined by preferred 
orientation of sericite and elongation of quartz grains in 
the plane of fissility. Some of the biotite grains are 
aligned with the foliation, others are isotropic in 
disposition. The foliation is superposed over the 
bedding surfaces and in most of the places it has either 
obliterated the bedding or coincides with it, 
AS- Foliation j 
The most pervaSive and penetrative set of foliation, 
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that strikes parallel to the axial plane of AP^ folds, 
is defined as AS- foliation. This foliation is highly 
variable in its exogenic expression and morphology. It 
appears as a closely spaced fracture cleavage (in the rocks 
of Bhukia and Bhawanpura formations) in the areas around 
Bhukia and Simlia villages. It occurs as flow cleavage 
(in the rocks of Bhawanpura and Ghandanwara forrretions) 
near Bhawanpura and Dad. It is developed as slaty cleavage 
(Hills, 1963) in Nahali, Ghandanwara, and Kadana formations, 
in areas around Arthuna, Ghandanwara, Nahali, Bhatar and 
Kadana and as schistosity (in the rocks of the Kadana 
Formation) around Divda and Rajanpur villages. The foliation 
strikes generally from N-s to NNE-SSW and dips steeply 
towards West or WNW. It, hox-^ rever, exhibits azimuthal 
rotation about AP, generator (Fig, 18b), in areas of 
superposed deformation, as in Shergarh Synform, 
when ASo foliation is represented by fracture 
cleavage it has usually 30 to 50 planes per centimeter. 
The fractures are distinct and separated from one another 
by thin microlithons having no mineral anisotropy along 
these failure surfaces. Under microscope the fracture 
surfaces appear rough, irregular and discontinuous. 
Sericite exhibits feebly developed parallelism with the 
fracture surfaces, possibly due to slip along the fracture 
planes, 
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Where AS^ foliation is developeel as slaty cleavage, 
flow cleavage or schistosity, it is defined by the anisotropy 
of mineral fabric which exhibits parallelism with the plane 
of mechanical inhomogeneity. The slaty cleavage, flow 
cleavage and schistosity are differentiated on the basis 
of their exogenic morphology. The three types of planar 
tectonic anisotropics have been distinguished, on the basis 
of the effeot of mechanical shearing, slipping and the extent 
of recrystallisation. In areas where mechanical effects are 
predominant over the recrystallisation, the fissility appears 
as slaty cleavage; where the degree of recrystallisation is 
higher and the fissility is defined by the lepidoblastic 
structure of sheet minerals (biotite, sericite and chlorite) 
and slight elongation of quartz grains, it is introduced 
as flow cleavage. The flow cleavage has been referred to as 
schistosity when there is an increase in grain size of 
porphyroblastic minerals. Thus, the slaty cleavage, flow 
cleavage and schistosity, which are the manifestation of 
degree of recrystallisation represents various stages in the 
evolution of the plane of mechanical inhomogeneity developed 
in kinematic harmony with the AF^ folds of the area, 
AS Foliation : 
It is a crenulation cleavage (see Knill, 1960; 
RiclBrd, 1961) developed parallel to the axial palne of 
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AF- folds, which occur as puckers over AS_ foliation. It is 
exogenically manifested as close spaced fractures at places 
penetrative but generally discreet. Locally, at outcrop 
level e.g. around Peisawara village, it becomes pervasive 
and penetrative obliterating the earlier foliation (AS^ flow 
cleavage) and rendering the schist and phyllites of 
Bhawanpura Formation to the status of slate. This provides 
an interesting example of tectonic retrogression with 
progressive structural defornation. The AS-, foliation is 
developed along the hinge of AP- puckers. At places, the 
attenuation of fold limbs has resulted in orienting the 
sheet minerals (chlorite and sericite) parallel -to the 
plane of mechanical inhomogeneity defining the AF^ foliation, 
Morphologically, it is the same as slip cleavage (White,1949; 
Brace, 1953; Billings, 1954); shear cleavage (Mead, 1940; 
Wilson, 1946); strain-slip cleavage (Bonney, 1886 in 
Whitten, 1959); cataclastic cleavage (Knopf, 1931) and 
transposition cleavage of Weiss (1949), 
AS Foliation : 
The closely spaced fracture cleavage, kinematically 
and dynamically related to AF. folds, has been designated 
as AS^ foliation. This foliation at the outcrop level is 
pervasive and penetrative in the rocks of Shergarh synform. 
To an unaided eye it is morphologically expressed as 
closely spaced (1 mm and less apart) planes of mechanical 
1 4 . 
inhomogeneity. However, under microscope, the cleavage 
exhibits films of sericite showing preferred orientation 
at low angles to the plane of mechanical inhomogeneity. 
The foliation strikes WNW-ESE, and dips steeply to 
subvertically towards NNE. Sometimes it exhibits vertical 
dips. However, locally the strike is NW-SE with steep 
northeasterly dip (Fig. 18 c). This foliation is superposed 
over the earlier AS„ foliation in the area. 
Lineation s 
Cloos (1946; 1953) and Mc Intyre (1950) used lineation 
as a descriptive and non-genetic term to connote external 
and interaal linear fabrics of rocks. Jones (1959), Turner 
and Weiss (1963) and Whitten (1969) favour usage of the 
term to linear fabrics penetrative in hand specimens as well 
as in small exposures. Hills(1963) considered all linear 
components, sui generis having linear habit as lineation, 
Cogenetic linear elements may have variable morphology, 
geometry and orientation in poly-deformational regimes 
( see Ramsay, 1967 ), Therefore, in the present study, 
the linear elements having with variable morphology but 
exhibiting tectonic anisotropy with the fold axes, with 
which they are kinertBtically and dynamically related, 
have been regarded as lineations, independent of scale and 
penetrative character of the fabric. In conformity to 
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Sander 's usage (Spencer, 1977) the l inea t ion disposed 
p a r a l l e l to b-axis of fold ( b =^) has been recorded 
as /8 l inea t ion and designated as Aj@ , pp^, A/i^ * Afi, and A^^ 
in conformity to the norms of nomenclature adopted in the 
p resen t study, 
A/B„ Lineation ; 
The linear components of the tectonic elements, 
kineriHtically related to b-axis of AFj fold have been 
designated as AjS>^  lineation. It is nanifested as b-axes 
of the mesoscopic folds and defined as intersection of AS^ 
foliation with the bedding (S ) in the ultrabasic rocks 
o 
as well as in the metasedimentary sequence of the Vareth 
Formation around Kochri, Vareth, Dad and Ukrel i . The 
l i nea t ion has an average plunge,75°/N14°W and l imi t of 
v a r i a b i l i t y of plunge of AjS« is from 56*^  to 86*^  and 
azimuthal d ispersa l l i e s between N65°W to N40°E (Fig. 18 d ) . 
II 
A0^ Lineation : 
THe AjJJ, l i n e a t i o n . i s developed as b-axis l inea t ion of 
II 
AF fold$ in the rocks of Wardia Formation, Being a non-
penetrative element in the^tectonic fabric of the area, it 
occurs as isolated linear element defined by the b-axes of 
mesoscopic AF_ folds in the area south of Wardia around 
Kadana dam and north of Barjoria, Locally, this lineation 
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i s defined as the in te r sec t ion of bedding (S ) with AS_ 
f o l i a t i o n a t the interface between the linibs and hinge of 
II 
AP folds exposed in the stone quarries at Wardia. A^w 
plunges gently towards southeast in the area between Wardia 
and Khokan^ ra, towards north around Kadana Dam and towards 
north-northwest in Barjoria (Fig. 19 a). 
,_ Lineation : 
The linear structure ^^ rhich are kinematically and 
geometrically related and disposed parallel to the b-axes 
of AF_ folds, have been mapped as Afik lineations. Morpholo-
gically, they are expressed as the intersection lineation 
of bedding (S ) with AS- foliation and the b-axes of the 
AF- mesoscopic folds. They are locally penetrative at 
outcrop level, A,^ lineation is conspicuously developed in 
the Bhukia area and plunging moderately to gently towards 
the north or south in the area {Fig, 19 b). In the hinge 
zone of Shergarh synform (AF. fold), it exhibits an azimuthal 
rotation about AF^ generator (Fig. 19 ci)^  
I 
AA^ Lineation : 
The lineation, which is developed as crenulation 
lineation on AS- foliation is defined by the b-axes of 
AF- folds and by the intersection of AS„ foliation with the 
bedding . It is generally developed in the limbs of AF^ folds, 
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The A!\ plunges gently to sub-horizontally and exhibits 
low axial direction stability of AF^ puckers in the area 
(Pig. 19 d). 
A''^  Lineation : 
The b-axis lineation of AF. folds has been designated 
as APu lineation. For the purpose of analytical rigour, the 
intersection lineation of bedding and AS^ foliation has been 
taken geometrically iso-azimuthal to b-axis lineation of 
AF^ fold in the area. The A\ shows low axial direction 
stability in the area around Bhukia and plunges moderately 
towards west-northwest or east-southeast depending upon 
the slant of the limbs of earlier AF^ folds over which 
the AF. fold is superposed (Fig, 20 a), 
Geometry and Style of Folds : 
The rocks of the area were folded on mesoscopic and 
macroscopic scales. These folds have been classified and 
termed as AF-, AF- and AF. corresponding to the three 
deformative episodes of the Aravalli Tectonic System on 
the basis of their mutual cross-cutting relationship in 
the regional tectono-chronology (1981), The AF^ folds, 
which are dynamically and kinematically related to AD^ 
It 
deformative episode, have been further defined as AF^/ 
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AF^ and AF- on the basis of their style, geometry, temporal 
relationship and orientation, 
AF2 Fold I 
The AF- folds have been recorded from the rocks of 
the Vareth Formation of the Udaipur Group. In the regional 
tectono-chronology these are deemed to be the oldest folds 
mapped in the area. The geometry of these folds is manifested 
on macroscopic scale in the deformed ultrabasics. 
These folds have cylindrical plane geometry with 
rectilinear hinges. But in areas where they are cross-folded, 
the geometry changes to non-«cylindrical, non-plane with 
curvilinear hinge. The interlirrib angle varies from 20° to 
60 , thus in terms of tightness they may be grouped into tight 
to open fold (see Fleuty, 1964), The attitude of these folds 
Conforms to steeply inclined to upright and sub-horizontal 
to moderately plunging folds (see Fleuty, 1964), The 
orthogonal thickness of the folded layer is more in the 
hinge region than in the limbs. The relative behaviour of 
the outer, and inner arcs of these folds varies,in some 
cases the rate of change of curvature is unifrom in others, 
the inner arcs are more acute than the outer arcs of the 
folds. Thus the behaviour of the form surface of AF„ 
folds conforms to Class IC folds and Class 2 folds of 
the fundamental classes of folds (see Ramsay, 1967), 
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^ 3 Folds : 
The first folds of the Lunavada Group referred to as 
II 
AF- have been recorded from 2 km, southeast of Wardia, 
Barjoria and the right abutment of Kadana Dam. The geometry 
II 
and orientation of AF_ folds show extreme variations in the 
area though they are characterised by homogeneity of style 
localised axial direction stability, which is nearly normal 
to the local direction of palaeoslope in the area (Fig. 20 b) 
These folds occur as rootless intrafolial folds 
(Turner and Weiss, 1963) within the older lithounits and 
as intraformational folds (Hill9,1963) within the younger 
lithounits of the Lunavada Group 
In the older lithounits of Lunavada Group southeast 
ri 
of Wardia, the variable attributes of AF_ folds corresponds 
to moderately to gently inclined and sub-horizontal to 
gently plunging folds (Fig. 20 c). Locally, they have 
acquired reclined geometry (Naha, 1959; Sutton, 1960? 
Turner and Weiss, 1963). They are tight to isoclinal folds 
(see Fluety, 1964; Tremlet, 1976) with cylindrical plane 
geometry; occurring as tectonic inclusions of isolated 
closures in structural harmony with bedding foliation 
II 
(AS = AS^). The geometry of the folded arc exhibits weakly 
I 
converging isogonal pa t te rn (Fig. 21 a ) ; t i s l ess than 1 
I 
but exceeds cos^v in the limbs (Fig. 22) . The t and . p l o t s 
of the folds l i e within the f i e ld of subclass IC (Fig. 21 b) 
I- ' 
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but T' andji^ p^lots of these folds lie within the field of 
Class 3 and than swing to the field of Sxibclass IC 
(Fig. 21 c) of fundamental classes of folds (see Ramsay, 1967), 
The position of the cuirves of t' and cos c^  corresponding 
II 
to AF_ folds in the rocks of Wardia Formation is also 
anomalous. The plots for the limbs A, C and D follow the 
relationship t' exceeds cos^C but in the hinge zone cos .(^(^  
exceeds t'. The t' and cosoC plots of limb B follow a constant 
relationship, i.e. cosaC exceeding t' (Fig.zz ). The overall 
It 
^ ^ '^ 3 folds shows that the curvature of the 
inner arc is more acute than the outer arc and the orthogonal 
thickness t'oC is less than t . However, these folds do not 
o 
exhibit any known text-book pattern corresponding to a 
definite class of the fundamental classes of the folds, 
II 
The initial geometry of AF- folds corresponds to 
parallel fold model, as exhibited by the petrified geometry 
of the intraformational folds (Hills,1963) near Barjoria 
and the right abutment of Kadana Dam. The variable attributes 
II 
of these AF_ intraformational folds correspond to sub-
horizontal to gently plunging and steeply inclined geometry 
(after incorporating dip correction in the tectonites). These 
folds exhibit progressive tightenina from open to close and 
overturning of their limbs in the direction of tectonic 
transport which show parallelism with the a-axes of cross 
bed dip azimuth in Barjoria and Kadana Dam areas. The fold 
arcs follow convergent dip isogons, with nearly uniform 
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orthogonal thickness along the folded arc. The dip isogons 
ri 
are normal to S and makes angleg(^ with AS^ plane at Kadana 
II 
Dam. The isogonal characteristics of AF intraformational 
(open, steeply inclined to upright) folds in Kadana Dam 
and Barjoria follow parallel fold model corresponding to 
Subclass IB of fundamental classes of folds (see Ramsay, 1967), 
II 
The overall geometry of the ?T^ folds as seen at 
Wardia «bould be assigned to flattened parallel fold model 
II 
(see Ramsay, 1962), The nlots of the AF fold represented 
by limbs C & D in famscile (Pig, 21 a) suggest variations in 
/ A p/A -1 from limb to hinge, when^f becomes / 40^ the plots 
lie beyond the curve where t' = cosdC (Fig. 23). The 
compound geometry of these early folds in the Lunavada 
Group is possibly due to the combined effect of shear 
stress parallel to stratification, caused by creep/epidermal 
glide due to the instability of the basin margin and 
lithostatic stress contributed by the body forces of the 
superincumbent strata over the epidermally glided tectonic 
II 
inclusions of AF_ folds, 
AF Fold s 
The AP is dominant fold element recorded on a 
macroscopic scale from Bhiliri, Bhukia, Bhana Simla, Kadana 
Dam, etc. Absence of these folds on mesoscopic scale is 
rather significant. The AF_ folds have been imprinted on 
all formational units of the Lunavada Group. The slip folds 
15C 
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(Hill§/1953; Turner and Weiss, 1963) recorded from Salakari 
on mesoscopic scale are perhaps younger and appear to be 
kinematically related to wrench fault tectonics in the 
Kadana Reservoir area, 
The AP_ folds are cyclindrical, plane folds with 
rectilinear hinges. In areas where they have been cross 
folded by later AP. folds, the geometry changes to 
r 
noncylindical nonplane fold with curvilinear hinge. They 
are open to close folds with interlimb angle varying from 
40^ to 100° (see Fleuty, 1964). 
These folds are sub-horizontal to moderately plunging 
and steeply inclined to upright around Bhukia but becomes 
steeply plunging to vertical around Kadana Dam (Pig. 24 b), 
and the fold arcs exhibit high wave length/amplitude ratio. 
Like AF" fold the form surface of these folds is defined by 
S (bedding); but they are distinguished from AFil folds by 
their larger interlimb angle and higher wave length/ 
amplitude ratio. 
AF'g Fold J 
The AF ' folds are developed on mesoscopic scale as 
puckers with form surfaces defined by AS- or AS'' 
foliations„ These are temporally post-tectonic to AP folds 
as exhibited by the mutual cross cutting relationship 
between AS- foliation and AS' crenulation cleavage 
(see Knill, 1960). Geometrically, the AF'^ folds are 
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asymmetric to overturned, with steeper limbs having positive 
geotropy. They are cylindrical plane folds with rectinlinear' 
hinges; in terms of tightness they are close to open with 
inter-limb angle varying from 35° to 100° (see Fleuty, 1964). 
The puckers exhibit uniformity of curvature in the form 
surfaces, defining the outer and inner arcs of these folds 
and correspond to Class 2 folds (Ramsay, 1967). The fold 
attitudes (Fig, 25 a) vary from gently plunging and gently 
inclined to reclined (see Pleuty, 1964), 
The axial direction stability of these folds is low in 
areas of superposed .-deformation (Pig. 19 d), 
AF^Fold s 
The AF. folds are temporally post-tectonic to AF^ 
folds and are kinematically related to the WNW-ESE trending 
ChampanerS (see Gopinath^ 1977). These have been tentatively 
assigned to the AD, deformative episode of the Aravalli 
Tectonic System (1981)» The imprints of this deformation 
are manifested on macroscopic, scale in the Lunavada Group 
of the Kadana Reservoir area. 
Geometrically, tha AF. folds have noncylindrical plane 
geometry, with curvilinear hinge. The folds are open with 
higher ratio of length of the projection of limb to length 
of the projection of the hinge zone, on the join of the 
adjacent inflexion points, than in case of AF_ folds (see I^ reey^  
1967). Thus for the same inter-limb angle the parameter P^ 
180 
(see Ramsay, 1967) will be higher for AF, fold than for 
AP fold. The form surface of these folds is defined by-
bedding and AS" foliation. The profile section is asyrametri6 
w ith polyciinal box geometry (see Hills,1963; Ramsay, 1967). 
The polyciinal style changes to single hinge type along the 
hinge zone towards th:; outer arc of/v^ synform. The plunge of 
the fold axes and dip of the axial surface lie within 
moderately plunging and steeply inclined to upright field 
(Pig. 24 a). 
Macro-Fabric & Orientation of Folds in Kadana Reservoir Area; 
The major architectural pattern of the structural 
fabric of the Kadana Reservoir area is brought out by AF-
and AF. macrofolds. The style and geometry of folds 
corresponding to AD^ and AD. deformative episodes have 
already been described. The orientation and spatial 
disposition of the major structural units have been 
synthesised which for descriptive purpose have been named 
after the villages/localities where they are fairly well 
developed. The Inportant structural units of the macrofabric 
in the area are defined as follows :-
AF folds of the Kadana Dam area, 
AF_ folds of Shergarh area, 
Bhana Simal synform, 
Minagarh antiform, 
Shergarh synform 
16. 
AF^ Folds of Kadana Dam Area : 
The quartzite ridges, which occur as natural 
fortification fringing the Kadana Lake display the 
morphology of the AF_ folds on the rjight abutment of the 
Kadana Dam, The Kadana Dam folds are kinematically related 
to the major synformal structure. Their geometrVo correspond 
to asymmetric, tight cylindrical nonplane surfaces with 
rectilinear hinges. Their axial surfaces are curviplanar in 
StC section and axial traces trend NNE-SSW. The limbs trend 
NNW-SSE to NNE-SSW, dip subvertically at steep angles of 
75° to 85° towards ESE and WSW, These are steeply inclined, 
upright to near neutral folds (Fig. 24 b) plunging 78 to 
85° towards S10°E to S4^W (Fig. 25 b). Their profile sections 
represents non-periodic asymmetric waves with curved median 
surface. The folds exhibit sinistral drags. By virtue of 
their location in the hinge zone of a synformal structure 
it is unlikely -that the shear stress of AD_ deformation 
Could have modified the geometry of these folds, as the 
shearing stresses would have been zero at the hinge. The 
asymm.etricity of these folds is possibly the result of the 
shearing stress with sinistral movement, kinematically 
related to AD- deformative episode, 
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AP^. ..Folds of. Sherqarh Area : 
Tha AF- folds developed in the Shergarh Synform, have 
been studied in three sub-areas namely (i),Davera sub-area, 
(ii) Bhiliri sub-araa and (iii) Bhukia sub-area. The sub-
area boundaries have bean dravrn on the basis of homogeneity 
of structural trends of stratification, which constitute 
the form surface of AF^ folds in the area, 
AF» Folds of Davera Sub-Area s 
Holomorphic folds (see Beloussov, 1962) referrable to 
AF_ are discernible in the area around Davera. They are 
present on tha macroscopic scale as plana cylindClcal 
folds with monoclinic symmetry. I15U closures the folds 
exhibit non-cylindrical geometry. The profile sections are 
asymmetric, anrrplitude and wave length ratio is low, the 
folds are open with inter-limb angle varying from 90° to 
100°. The axial plana has N5°W - S5°E to N-S trend and the 
folds are steeply inclined to upright and gently plunging 
(Fig. 26 a). The structural tend of the form surface 
(bedding) is N-S with moderate dips of 30° to 60 in 
westerly and easterly directions. The fold axes plunge 24 
in N3°W direction (Pig. 25 a). 
IG^ 
AP, Fold of Bhil^ri Sub-Area s 
Between Bhiljfri and Markhola, the AF_ folds are 
located in the hinge zona of the Shergarh Synform. Th(3iSe 
folds like those of Davera sub-area, are seen on macroscopic 
scale as holomorphic, parallel, plane cylindrical elements 
which tend to be non-cylindrical at closiire. The profile 
sections are asymmetric (see Turner and Weiss, 1963) with 
low amplitude wave length ratio; the form surface (defined 
by the bedding) is non-periodic asymmetric with curved 
median surface (Ramsay, 1967) in the area around Markhola 
(Fig. 26 b). The form surface exhibits open to close 
profile with inter-limb angles varying between 60° and 110 , 
The tightness of these folds increases towards the inner 
arc of the Shergarh Synform. The folds are steeply inclined 
and sub-horizontal to gently plunging (Pig. 26b). Tha 
orientation of the axial surface veers from the North-South 
trend ir-.the Davera sub-area to N16°E: - S16°W in this 
sub-area. The strike of the form surface varies from 
N10°E - S10°W to N30°E - S3 0°W and the dip amounts from 
2 0° to 70 in westnorthwesterly and eastsoutheasterly 
directions.Around Markhola these folds appear doubly 
plunging with Ayg plunging 2° to 3 0° towards northnortheast 
and southsouthwest (Pia. 26 b) 
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AF_ Folds Bhukia Sub-Area : 
In Bhukia sub-area AP^ folds are present on macroscopic 
scale as holomorphic elements. The ai±>-area is characterised 
by Northeast-Southwest trending structural fabric. Bhukia 
Synform and its complimentary antiform south of Bhukia 
constitute the macrofabric of the sub-area, 
The Bhukia synform is non-plane non-cylindrical fold 
with curviplanar axial trace extending from Tembu to Nano 
Bhukia over a length of 4 km. The envelop of the axial 
surface trends NBS'^ E - S55°W. The syhform corresponds to 
close geometjry with inter-limb angle 50 -60 . The limbs 
follow strike N55°E - S55°W and N60°E - S60°W dipping 
75°/S35°E and 55VN3OSJ. The synform plunges 40°/S53°W. 
The profile section is asymmetric with higher amplitude 
wave length ratio than in the AF- folds of the adjacent 
Bhilri sub-areaJ^ough the Bhukia synform in its totality 
exhibits non-plane, non-cylindrical geometr^ ,^ yet its 
individual segments exhibits cyclindrical plane geometry. 
The synform is moderately plunging andi steeply inclined 
(Fig. 26 c). 
The complimentary Bhukia antiform has been mapped 
South of Bhukia. The geometry of the fold is brought out by 
the closure where the fold is open with inter-linib angle 
of 95°, The antiform is subhorizontal and steeply inclined, 
AP plunges 9'^ /S48°W and axial plane trend N50°E-S50°W, 
dipping 8G°/S40°E (Pig. 26 d). The morphology of the 
16 V 
antiform has been obscured by alluvial cover. However, there 
are indications to believe that the axial trace of the 
antiform possibly extends up to Ubapan over a strike length 
of about 1, 5 km. in the northeast. 
Bhana Slmal Synforrn : 
The quartzite band that constitutes natural fortifica-
tion around Bhana Simal valley with a closure towards south, 
defines the geometry of the Bhana Simal synforrn. The 
Synforrn is gently plunging, upright, close fold with inter-
limb angle varying from 50 to 70*^ , The tightness of the 
fold decreases towards its nose. The axial surface strike 
N5°W - S5°E, dipping 86° towards N85°E with generatrix 
plunging 30° towards N3 W (Fig, 27 a). The profile section 
is asymmetric, the western limb dipping at 60 -80 towards 
east and eastnortheast. The eastern limb has moderate dips 
of 30 -50 towards westnorthwest. In the hinge zone the dips 
become shallow (20°-30*). The axial trace of the Bhana 
Simal synforrn, which is traceable from Bhana Simal to 
Mahi river over a strike length of about 5 km? the 
continuity of the structure north of Mahi river has been 
brought out northwards through Salakari forest over a 
strike length of another 10 km. up to east of Kochri. In 
the regional tectonochronology, the position of the Bhana 
Simal synform in uncertain, Oia the basis of spatial 
18a 
disposition and apparently complimentary rel'ationship with 
adjacent AP_ Minagarh antiforra, in the present work the 
synform has been tentatively assigned as AF^ fold, 
Minagarh Antifo_rm : 
To the east of Bhana Simal synform and north of the 
Salakari lineament an antiformal axial trace has been 
mapped between Kunda and Minagarh Dungar, The antiform 
exhibits non-plane cylindrical geometry with curvilinear 
axial trending N10°E - S10°W around Kunda, which veers 
to NE-SW at Minagarh Dungar. The antiform is steeply 
plunging and upright. The limbs exhibit asymmetric profile, 
the western limb dips 70°-80 towards WNW and the eastern 
limb dips moderately 45 -55° towards ESE, At closure in 
Minagarh Dungar the limbs become tight with s\abvertical 
dips. This tightening of the Minagarh antiform is possibly 
the result of the superimposition of AF. strain of Shergarh 
synform. The flexture-slip of Shergarh synform (AP^) 
operated on the Minagarh antiform (AP^), the slide was 
restricted and the strain was adjusted by the tightening 
of the limbs,- A A3 fabric ia not developed in the antiform 
to demonstrate development of the obligue shear, in all 
probability during AD. deformation at hinge of the Minagarh 
antiform obligue shear operated together with the simple 
shear which resulted in the tightening of the fold at 
closure (nose) and folding of AF^ axial trace about 
WNW-ESE axis at Minagarh Dungar (Pig. 27 b). 
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The major stiructural feature of the Bhukia subsector 
is a AF. synform having hinge at Shergarh. The synform 
has been evolv6dy^ bout a N70°W-S70°E axial trace. The 
geometry of the fold is defined by quartzite hills and 
strike ridges of meta-subgraywackes and meta-protoquartzite, 
The northern limb of t?'a structure has been traced from 
Arthuna to Shergarh in N16°W-S16*^ E direction, dipping 48° 
towards S74°W (Fig. 28 a). The southern lirrib of the fold 
continues from Shergarh to Minagarh hill in N80°W-S80°E 
direction, dipping 48° towards NlO°E (Fig. 28 b). The hinge 
zone of Shergarh synform tren^ N50°E-S50°W, dipping 48° 
towards N40 W (Fig. 28 c). At Minagarh the continuity of 
the fold is punctuated by the AF^ closure of Minagarh 
antiform. The Shergarh synform is having polyclinal box 
geometry, the axes are seen at Tinira and Shergarh plunging 
34° towards N26°W and 32° towards N48°W respectively 
(Pig. 28 d). It is open cylindrical plane fold with 
lov\e 
rectilinear hinges. The hinge, is broad and rounded and 
hi«ge c^ pnp extends from Chhapra to Tinira. The inner arc 
of the folded surface is more acute than the^  outer arc, 
giving a converging isogonal pattern, corresponding to • •-
class-I fold (Ramsay, 1967). 
Effects of superposed deformation in Shergarh Synform : 
The AP_ folds have generally north-south to NNW-SSE 
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trending axial traces, having double closures towards north 
and south plunging at lovr angles of S^ -SO'^ . The axfiSl t:> ?. e 
of the AFg gets rotated from N-S to N60®E -. S60°W about 
AF generator of Shergarh synform (Pig, 29 a). Spatially 
the rotation from north-south to NE-SW is discernible 
south of the line joining Shergarh and Bhilri. In t)ne area 
south of this line in the hinge zone of Shergarh' synform 
(AF.), the AF folds due to superposed deformation, becomes 
non-cylindrical, non-plane with curvilinear hinge. The A-Ojo 
shov7 rotation from N3°W to N65°E; due to superposition of 
AF^ folds in the area around Bhukia (Pig. 29 a)» The 
Superimposed shear has led to tightening of the AP, folds, 
the dihedral angle vary from 100°-120° in Davera sub-area 
to 5 0°-60° in Bhukia sub-area. The imprint of later AF, 
fold over earlier AF- folds having easterly and wi3sterly 
dips has resulted in opposing plunges of A/'^ ^ with low 
axial directional stability (Pig. 29 b). No major 
interference patterns of multilobe forms are seen in the 
area, perhaps due to the fact that AF folds are developed 
as very large scale structure as conpared to APg folds, 
Their wave lengths have ratios-varying 1 : 20 to 1 : 25. 
This disparity in their wave lengths possibly prevented 
development of complex interference patterns though the 
geometry of the two sets of folds correspond to type 2 
interference patterns of Ramsay (1967);* 
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J_oi_nts_ s 
The joints encountered in the area, occur more 
comi-rionly than any other structural element and are almost 
ubiquitous in their distribution. They represent petrified 
geometry of brittle failure in the rocks of all the 
formations and are manifested most prominently in the 
quartz-arenite beds. They are studied in order to find 
out any possible genetic connection between strain pattern 
and stress distribution, Hoviever, no genetic distinction 
has been possible, for separating tension and shear joints 
because of superposed deformation. It could neither be 
ascertained which joints vrere in existence when the rocks 
were subjected to cross folding. As parts of the area would 
go under submergence, it was felt desirable to document the 
joint sets, as the details might be useful with improved 
understanding of the stress distribution of the area, 
The joints are both open and tight. The open joints 
are common in the quartz arenite beds specially in the 
peripheral ridge of the Kadana Reservoir, At places the 
displacements measuring 1-5 cm. along the joint plattes 
were recorded. It may possibly be the effect of cross 
folding over existing joint sets, v/hich are kinematically 
related to earlier deformation. The density and spatial 
continuity of the joints show considerable variation. 
They are more pronounced in the quartzite; spatially some 
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of the major joints are traceable from 30 ra to 100 m, 
whereas minor joints die out within 1 m to 2 m. The nature 
of joints surfaces varies from smooth to undulose and some 
of the surfaces developed slickensides and plumose 
structures. 
The spacing, orientation and density of the fractures 
occurring as joints exhibit random fabric. To bring out 
some pattern out of the isotropic picture emerging from 
the plotting of joint data for different areas namely, 
Shergarh,Bhana Simal, and Kadana (Figs, 30 a, 30 c & 31 a ) , 
maxima of polar concentration of joints were plotted and 
planes corresponding to these maxima were constructed 
to obtain the joint sets. (Figs. 30 b, 30 d & 31 b ) , 
The sets obtained for the structural units of the area 
possibly belong to more than one system, but lack of 
data for interpreting tectonochronology of joint sets 
inhibit any attenpt on chronology of these microlineaments 
into joint systems. The prevalent sets developed and 
recorded in the area are given in Table-7, 
Table - 7 
Shergarh synporiru 
do 
do 
N6°E -S6°W 
N4l*^E-.S4lS 
N70°B-S70°W 
Structural Unit 
1 
S tr ike 
Direct ion 
2 
Joint set 
Dip 
Amount D irec t ion 
3 4 
80' 
2 4^ 
86^ 
N84°W 
N49^W 
N 2 0 ^ 
contd, 
1 7 V 
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SYNfroBAd 
CARDINAL POLES AND TRACE OF 
JOINTS,SHERGARH SYwe«3«l€l 
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.ana S imal synfjOrrm-
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
S a r s o d i a n t i f o r m 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
S t r i k e 
D i r e c t i o n 
N3 4°E-S34°W 
N2 0°E-S2 0°W 
N75°E-S75°W 
N5 0°E_S5 0°W 
N^1°E-S61°W 
N51°E>S51°W 
N62°E-S62°W 
N86°E_S86°W 
N2 0°E-S2 0°W 
N13°E-S13°W 
N o r t h - S o u t h 
N o r t h - S o u t h 
N11%-S11°E 
N14^W-S14°E 
N58°W-S58°E 
N23*^W-S23°E 
N39^W-S39°E 
N78°VJ-S78°E 
N78°W-S78°E 
N 1 3 ^ - S 1 3 ^ 
N26^E-S26°W 
N22^E-.S22°W 
N2°E -S2^W 
N65°E-S65°E 
N 7 9 ° E - S 7 9 ^ 
N60°E~S60°W 
N6% -S5°E 
N32S^-S32S: 
N84°W-S84°E 
N46°W-S46°E 
N88%-S88°E 
N46°W-S46°E 
J o i n t s e t 
Amount 
. 32° 
74° 
67° 
6° 
21° 
6° 
53° 
75° 
74° 
79° 
60° 
7 8 ° 
42° 
71° 
55° 
65° 
55° 
77° 
47° 
82° 
3 0 ° 
65° 
6 0 ° 
8 0 ° 
5 2 ° 
8 0 ° 
69° 
7 4 ° 
60° 
25° 
o 
42 
o 
14 
Dip 
D i r e c t i o n 
S56°E 
S70°E 
N15°W 
N40°W 
N29°W 
S39°E 
S38°E 
S4°E 
N70°W 
N77°W 
West 
West 
N79°E 
N76°E 
N32°E 
S67°W 
S51°W 
S12°W 
S12°W 
N77°W 
N64°W 
S68°E 
S88°E 
N25°W 
N11°W 
o 
S30 E 
S84°W 
S58°W 
o S6 W 
N44 E 
o 
N2 E 
0 
N44 E 
ccmtd, 
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S a r s o d i a n t i f o r m 
do 
do 
do 
N o r t h e r n p a r t of 
S a n t r a m p u r synform 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
S t r i k e 
D i r e c t i o n 
N57°W-S57°E 
N46°W-S46°E 
N77°W-S77°E 
N78°W-S78°E 
N24°E-S24°V7 
N3 O^E-S 3 0% 
N12°E_S12°W 
N5 0°E-S5 0°W 
N2 0°E-S20°W 
N2 0°E-S20°W 
N o r t h - S o u t h 
N25°E-S25°W 
N12°W-S12°E 
N1S°W-S18°E 
N57°W-S57'^E 
N68°W-S58°E 
o o 
N8 W -S8 E 
N78°W-.S78°E 
N66°W-S66°E 
N85*W-S85°E 
o o N5 W -S5 E 
J o i n t s e t 
Amount 
83° 
87° 
7 0° 
55° 
78° 
55° 
34° 
60° 
68° 
10° 
10° 
84° 
80° 
62° 
60° 
42° 
66° 
86° 
76° 
78° 
10° 
Dip 
D i r e c t i o n 
N33°W 
N44°E 
S13°W 
N12°E 
N66°W 
N60°W 
S78°E 
S49°E 
N70°W 
N70°W 
West 
S65°E 
S78°W 
S72°W 
S33°W 
N22°E 
N82°E 
N12°E 
S24°W 
S5°W 
N85°E 
Fault & Shear controlled Linears : 
In the area under report four major tectonic linears 
are present, which have been designated as Salakari, Sarmi 
Muvada, Dhani Choti Pass and Nawagaon linears (Pig. 32), 
1 8 vi 
Morphotectonically these linears are controlled by faults and 
shears in the area, 
Geomorphic expression of these tectonic linears aifS 
straight drainage channels, wind gaps, topographic depressions, 
linear ridges and minor fault and fault line scarps in the 
area. Structurally these are characterised by shift in trends 
and lithology along the strike slip component of the faults 
e.g. along Salakari and Sarmi Muvada linears. The photo-
expression of the faults and shears in the area are linears, 
which are indiscreet, non-penetrative, straight or curvi-
linear. The linears cross even rough topography without any 
deflection because of the vertical to sub-vertical dips of 
faults and shears. 
Salakari Linear : 
It is traceable as continuous linear between Salakari 
and Dungar over a strike length of about 16 km. It trends 
roughly N60°W-S60°E betvjeen Salakari and Dhani Choti Pass. 
In Dhani Choti Pass the trend veers to N65%-S65°E which 
further eastwards near Dungar becomes N75°W-S75°E, 
The linear is developed as wrench in the area between 
Dhani Choti Pass and Sarmi Muvada but further east and west 
it is developed as a shear. In the area examined no distinct 
tearing of beds was discernible. The termination of lithology 
across the Salakari linear around Bhana Simal is function of 
sedimentation and not of tectonics (iqbaluddin, 1977 &). 
18 
Between Dhani Chotl Pass and Bureti the Salakari 
linear is represented by 300 m wide fractured zone in 
in. 
quartzite but in^competent meta-semipelites it narrows down 
to about 10 m. The effect of wrench and shear in the 
quartzite is manifested by joints, developed as close spaced 
fractures. The bisectrics of their dihedral angle roughly 
conform to the trend of Salakari linear (Pig» 33 a). The 
genetic relationship between the joints and wrench in the 
area can be brought out by the intensity and close spacing 
of joints in the viscinity of the linear. 
Locally,in the fractured zone along Salakari linear 
development of fault breccia is seen. It comprise of 
randomly oriented irregular fragments of quartzite, varying 
in size from less than a centimeter to over 6 centJLmeter, 
These autoclasts are cemented by medium to coarse- grain 
admixtiire of quartz and silica. The breccia represents 
a jumbled mass of quartzite fragments with high percentage 
of voids. Generally in this breccia no rotational movement 
is discernible. Only .In few outcrops the autoclasts appears 
to have been slightly rotated under a shear couple. It may 
be stated that though evidence of shearing is seen in a 
fev^  outcrops manifested by slight rotation of fragments but 
evolution of breccia has basically been . controiXed by 
opening of tension gashes and is genetically different 
from Crush Breccia and Crush Conglomerate (see Hills,1953). 
Southeast of Bhilbar along Salakari linear, enchelon 
failure zones occurring 4 m to 6 m apart are present, 
-f—^-.. 
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These failure zones exhibit a sort of zoning with about 1 m 
thick brecciated core surrounded by a 2 m wide fractured zone, 
Locally in these failure zones tension gashes are developed 
trending NW-SE dipping 70°/NE, The acute angle relationship 
of the tension gashes with the shear zone suggest a sinistral 
sense of movemgnt of the couple. 
The wrench daylighted in a ^road cutting near Bhilbar 
is developed as 10 m wide shear zone in meta-semipelite, 
In this zone a locally penetrative fracture cleavage has 
superposed bedding, it trends N60°W-S60°E, dipping 70°-80°/ 
S30 W, Field observations do not provide any conclusive 
evidence to suggest if it represent 'Sheeting* or close 
spaced 'Pinnate shears' (see Hills,1953). 
Morphotectonics of Salakari linear between Salakari 
and Sarmi Muvada and west of Dungar is controlled by thin 
shear zones. In Mahi river section near its confluence with 
the nala from Sarmi Muvada the geology controlling the 
Salakari linear is exposed. Here the linear show spatial 
correlation with fault zone trending N70'^-S70°E, dip 60°/ 
S20°W, Along this fault, locally, displacement of beds is 
seen with a strike slip component of 30 cm; in this outcrop 
as elsewhere ,in the area, the sense of relative movement 
along the failure surface is sinistral, 
The morphotectonics of Salakari linear between Salakari 
and Sarsodi is controlled by the axial direction of AF. folds. 
In this area no wrench and shears were observed, 
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The extension of the Salakari linear in the area west 
of Dungar along Walai nala is controlled by joint set 
trending WNW-ESE, dipping 70°-80°/NNE. 
From the above description it will be seen that it is 
a physically ill-defined zone, Titfi trend is well established, 
both structurally and geomorphologically, but itSe dip of the 
failure' surface controlling the linear is nntter of 
conjecture. Cardinal direction of dip of the shean . zone 
has been conceived tovjards NNE i.e. .upstream of Mahi river, 
on the basis of local geomorphology and it has been inferred 
to be sub-vertical due to rectilinearity of its trace in 
areas of uneven topography. 
Nawagaon Linear : 
It is traceable as geomorphic linear between Nawagaon 
and Dhani Choti Pass over a strike length of about 8 km, 
roughly trending V/NW-ESE .'enechelon to the Salakari linear. 
The trend of this linear is not absolutely straight, local 
changes in reli!§f have caused slight.undulations, however, 
broadly it is rectilinear. 
On ground the linear is defined by the local 
development of a micro-scarp, trending N65'^W-S65°E, dip 
65°/S25°W around Jher. The scarp face is a composite 
surface carved out in quartzite by East-West, 60°/South and 
N60°E_S60°E, 65°/S30°W trending joint sets. In the area 
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around Jher no brecclation is seen along the Nawagaon linear. 
However, higher recrystallisation slickensides along joint 
planes and physiographic break in the quartzite in north of 
Jher manifested as micro-scarp, are suggestive of structural 
failure along the linear. 
Between Jher and Dungar the cruartzite is much fractured 
due to intense and close spaced tension joints trending 
N30°W-S30°E and N65°W-S65°E. In the area the intensity of 
jointing decreases away from the, linear,.SpatdLal Gorfreira.tion 
between the tension jointing and Nawagaon linear can perhaps 
be taken as evidence of genetic relationship between them, 
In Jher a line of four springs is seen along this 
linear within a distance of about 30 m. These springs had 
a total discharae of about ^ ©usee in the month of May, 1976. 
It is interesting to record that the western most spring 
had luke v/arm water (35 C). Though in summer months the 
temperature difference between the spring water and stream 
water is not much but it is said that contrast becomes 
significant in winter months, 
Locally in Dungar the fractured zone along this linear 
is developed as tDpographic depression, along which linear 
development of trees is seen. At places change in soil 
texture from dark ian loam to sandy loam and rubble covered 
soil is seen across the Nawagaon linear under stereo-models, 
Between Bureti and Dungar this linear has controlled 
development of shallow water-table conditions. 
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The rectilinearity of Nawagaon linear, tension jointing 
in guartzite along the linear, presence of springs, one with 
luke-warm water and shallow water-table conditions along the 
linear are suggestive of a zone of structural failure, 
Through no definite sense of dislocation is seen in the area, 
but enough evidences in tha form of differential recrystalli-
sation, quartz veins (sv;eat in type) and tension jointing 
are present, which support strain development in a tensile 
stress field. The plane controlling th3 evolution of Nawagaon 
linear trend roughly WNV7-ESE dip 60°/SSW and geometrically 
is an antithetic element to tha failure surface controlling 
the Salakari linear, 
Sarmi Muvada Linear : 
It is developed as micro-linear in Sarmi Muvada along 
the eastern limb of Bhana Simal synform extending over a 
strike length of 1 km trending in WNW-ESE direction. The 
linear is controlled by a N70°W-S70°E, dip 7 O V N 2 0°E fault 
plane. 
The fault is characterised by the development of 3 m 
to 4 m thick fault breccia and fractured zones of even 
thickness both along the foot wall and hanging wall sides 
of the fault plane. The strike slip component of the fault 
is about 5 0 m. The fault is normal vrith down-throw towards 
north and it exhibits a dextral sense of movement. The 
fracturing and fault breccia along this fault were evolved 
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due to development of tension gashes in a strain field 
characterised by X i > / o > ^- '^ h® fault breccia comprise 
irregularly shaped fragments of quartzite,occurring as 
jumbled mass cemented by silica and quartz grains, with a 
high percentage of voids. The autoclasts in the breccia have 
acquired different geometric shapes depending upon the 
prominence of the local fractures. The development of this 
fault zone is cliaracterised by positive dilation which 
suggest tension has been the predominent factor in the 
evolution of this element, 
Geometrically it occurs as second order fault in 
relation to Salakari linear which occurs as first order 
structure. 
Dhani Choti Pass Linear i 
« 
It occurs as micro-linear emerging from Salakari 
linear from near Dhani Choti Pass extending over a strike 
length of about 2,8 km in N80°E-S80*^ direction. 
Exogenically, the linear is generally covered by 
rubble and is expressed as gullies and saddle across 
quartzite ridges in the area. Ground-truth checked in a nala 
near Kuhda revealed it to be morphotectonically controlled 
by a 2 m to 3 m thick fractured zone. The strain effects in 
the area are manifested by close spaced irregular tension 
fractures, internal recrystallisation of silica, at places 
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forming sweat-in type of quartz veins, which occur along 
fractures and joints (Fig. 33 b) in the zone, 
Crudely defined slickensides are seen in the outcrop 
near Kunda, but it is not clear enough to give any directional 
sense of movement. The slickensides indicate that slight 
movement has taken place during process of fracturing but by 
and large strain release has »been the dominent factor in 
the development of the fractured zone controlling the 
geomorphic evolution of Dhani Choti Pass linear. 
Geometrically it occurs as second order fault like 
Sarmi Muvada in relation to the primary first order 
Salakari linear. 
KINEiMATIC MODEL FOR STRUCTURAL FABRIC OF LUNAVADA GROUP t 
The rocks of Lunavada Group were deposited in a 
marginal basin successor to AD- deformative episode of the 
Aravalli Tectonic System. The structural fabric corrprising 
AF"^, AF-, AF' and AF. folds and their accompanying 
foliations and lineations v/ere evolved during AD^ and AD. 
deformative episodes of the Aravalli Tectonic System (1981). 
Four successive phases of deformational episode have 
been identified and described as follows ;-
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First Phase j 
The earliest deformation in the Lunavada Group is 
manifested as AF'' folds, AS'' foliation and A^'^ lineation. 
These have been recorded from Wardia, Kadana and Barjoria, 
The AS"- foliation is present in the area as bedding foliation 
(AS = AS"-,). The AF"„ folds are upright to overturned in the o 3 3 ^ ^ 
Kadana area (see Iqbaluddin and Shah, 1976) while around 
Wardia they occur as flattened parallel folds corresponding 
to clas§ IC (see Ramsay, 1967). The AS", foliation is present 
as axial plane foliation around Wardia, The A6"^ exhibits 
orthogonal relationship with palaeoslope in the Kadana 
Reservoir area (Fig. 20 b). 
The orientation and geometric relationships of the 
AF" , AS" and Pfif*-. fabric elerrents in the Lunavada rocks 
indicate that the movement plane was initially controlled 
by flexural bending of AS (bedding) initiated by basinal 
instability, triggered by synsedimentaticiral palaeoseismic 
activity (Iqbaluddin and Shah, 1976; Iq.oaluddin, 1978b).The 
seismicity in the initial stages developed seismites 
(PI. 11 a) and subsequently generated sliding process in the 
sediments. The slide was controlled by pelaeoslope direction, 
initially the slide generated upright to asymmetric folds with 
AW'_ having orthogonal relationship with local palaeoslope 
direction (Fig. 20 b), in extreme cases the cohesion was lost 
resulting in the development of olistostromes (PI. 10 b). 
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The folds were gradually overturned down the palaeoslope. The 
slide mechanism led to progressive tightening and increase in 
amplitude of the folds. The AF'' eventually became unstable 
under gravity and acquired reclined geometry (Fig. 20 c). The 
progression of slide generated slip along AS (bedding) which 
led to attenuation of limbs, resulting in the development of 
rootless as well as disjuntive geometr^ ^ of AP"_ folds. The 
rotation of sheet mineral in the direction, of slip led 
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to the development of AS - foliation. 
The strain geometry of AF" and AS" was subsequently 
modified by superimposed pure shear, corresponding to field 3 
of the strain ellipse (see Ramsay, 1967), as a result the 
rootless AF" folds were flattened in the \ \ plane of 
finite strain ellipsoid under the impact of lithostatic 
stresses. The superimposed pure shear modified the AF'' 
buckle folds to flattened parallel fold model of class IC 
(see Ramsay, 1967). The effect of pure shear on AS", foliaticn 
was rotation of sheet minerals in the^^ ^ „ plane of the 
strain ellipsoid as a result of which the shear cleavage 
acquired attributes of axial plane foliation, 
Second Phase ; 
The second phase of deformation in the Lunavada Group 
is manifested as AF folds, AS^ foliation and A.ja lineation. 
The AF folds have developed as fla^are slip folds, the folds 
arc generally open, upright with moderate plunge of AJSL, 
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except in Kadana area where AJUL acquired sub-vertical 
disposition due to superimposed strain of AD. deformative 
epis&de (Pig. 24 b). The folding was accompanied by the 
development of AS- (axial plane) foliation, 
The bedding (AS ) acted as slip surface during the 
genesis of AF- folds. The AS„ foliation is developed as 
axial plane foliation of AF folds, morphologically expressed 
as slaty cleavage and schistosity. The kinematics of AS-
foliation involved mechanical rotation and flattening of 
the minerallogenic population and recrystallization of new 
minerals with fabric anisotropy in the plane of fissility. 
The tectonic fabric involved solution injj^ ^ direction and 
recrystallisation and flattening in^ ^ \p plane of strain 
ellipsoid. 
The cardinal orientation of AS_ foliation in the area 
is NNE-SSW with subvertical disposition. The axial plane 
foliation has orthogonal relationship tocr~i trajectory in 
tectonites (see Sharpe, 1947; Born, 1929; Fourmarier, 1951 
in Whitten, 1969; De Sitter, 1954; Goguel, 1962). Prom the 
NNE-SSW cardinal orientation and sub-vertical disposition 
of AS- foliation, the following stress plan will emerge which 
controlled the kinematic evolution of AP_ folds and related 
structural fabric. 
•^ 5^^^ ^ WNW-ESE subhorizontal 
" NNE-SSW horizontal 
WNW-ESE subvertical 
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The east-south-easterly directed sub-horizontal 
-^— . trajectory led to H;he buckling of bedding with slip 
surface lying in the bedding plane. The progressive 
defornation of AS led to changes in the }\. )\^^ plane of 
incremental strain ellipsoid, facilitating mechanical 
rotation ef sheet minerals and recrystallization in^ ^^ yH n 
plane in accordance with Riecke's principle. The flattening 
It 
strain resulted in tightening of AF_ and rotation of AS^ 
foliation in the ^i )]L? Pl^ne of finite strain. 
Third Phase : 
The third phase of deformation is manifested as AP' 
puckers, AS' crenulation foliation and A?5' lineation, 
The development of the crenulation foliation has the same 
kinematic significance as axial plane foliation (see King, 
1956). 
The dying out of the stresses responsible for AF^ 
folding led to the generation of a secondary stress field 
possibly caused by release of the elastic component of the 
flattening strain of AF^ folding. In the secondary field 
the...^ -. ,^ -— 2 and •=?"• _ coincided with the rl AJ^ 2 ^ "^ -'j^ o 
directions of the strain ellipsoid corresponding to AF, 
folding (as the direction of maximum positive elongation 
of the priirary AD field coincided with the naxiimim negative 
elongation of secondary AD^ fieicl. 
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The directional correlation between Afiu and A0' and 
near parallelism in the strike of AS_ and AS' foliations 
suggest that the strain ellipsoid corresponding to AF* 
puckering had coincidence in the fi^ direction and /i^ and 
/^ ~ directions of AF* coincided with//_ and /i^ directions 
of AP_ Strain ellipsoid. The AF' puckers which are developed 
as kink bands and chevron folds, developed as flexture slip 
folds in a strong anisotropic medium characterised by closely-
developed AS- foliation which acted as glide surface during 
compression (see Peterson and Weiss, 1966), The sharpening 
of hinge and asymmetry of the limbs of AF• puckers facili-
tated the shearing of the li.-ubs where AS^ subtended near 
orthogonal relationship with^ r^"-] (of AF' field). The flexure 
slip mechanism which initiated the AS'- crenulation foliation 
became dead and was replaced by shear mechanism (see Pairbairn, 
1949; Wickham and Anthony, 1977; Anthony and Wickham, 1978; 
Sarkar, 1982) during the third phase of deformation in the 
Kadana reservoir area. The kinenetic plan was such that the 
b-kineaatic axes of second and third phase were co-directionai 
while a-kinematic axis of third phase was parallel to 
sub-parallel with the c-kinematic axis of the second 
deforiTHtive phase during the structural evolution of the 
Lunavada Group. 
Fourth Phase : 
The last phase of structural deformation in the area is 
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dynamically related to the AD. defornative episode of the 
Aravalli Tectonic System. It is manifested as AF. folds, 
AS. foliation and A^^. lineation, 
-The fourth phase in the structural evolution of the 
Lunavada Groups has follovring characteristic features s-
i. The AP. folds are developed only on macroscopic scale, 
having polyclinal box geometry, 
ii. The AF folds are developed strongly in the quartzite 
bands and are significantly absent from meta-
subgraywacke, schist, phyllite, etc. The dip of AS 
is steep in the quartzite and gentle to moderate in the 
meta-subgraywacke, schist and phyllite sequence, 
iii, AS. foliation is developed at angles to axes of AF. fold 
(ahergarh synform). The foliation exhibit variation in 
the dip and strike within the structural unit(ohergarh 
synf orm ). 
The kinematic plan of the AD. deformative episode 
correspond to near surface deformation under low tectonic 
regime as manifested by morphology of AS. foliation. In the 
near surface conditions the shearing stresses will be zero, 
and.-3—- will be horizontal (see Anderson, 1951), 
The AP. folds are developed in the quartzite while AS. 
foliation is strongly developed in the associated meta-
subgraywacke, schist and phyllites. The selective development 
of the fabric elements in different lithologies is possibly 
related to the viscosity contrast and competence differences 
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of the layered rocks. The quartzite bands define the geometry 
of AF. folds in the Lunavada Group, The viscosity contrast in 
the quartzite and the enclosing medium (meta-subgraywacke, 
Phyllite and schist) led to buckling of competent beds (see 
Dieterich and Carter^ 1969; Dieterich, 1970), The enclosing 
medium lacked the contrast within itself, which possibly 
explains absence of AP. folds in the meta-s\ibgraywacke, schist 
and phyllite sequence in the area. The absence of low wave 
length structures corresponding to AD deformative episode 
is possibly controlled by the orthogonal thickness of the 
quartzite. The wave length of folds in buckling are controlled 
by the thickness of competent layer (see Biot, 1964; Ramberg, 
1964). The AD. deformation possibly took place at low strain 
rate, as suggested by the behaviour of Lunavada rocks as 
viscous fluids during the deformation (see Ramsay, 1967). 
The kinematic plan of AD. deformation as inferred from 
the orientation of the AP, fold will correspond roughly to 
north-northeasterly horizontal-^ r*"- trOujectory, The viscosity 
contrast in the rocks led to variations in the intensity 
and orientation of AS. foliation, under deformation controlled 
by flexure slip mechanism. The angular rela-cionship of AS . 
foliation with polyclinal axes of cogenetic AF^ fold is due 
to tectonic milieu of the Lunavada Group (deformation at low 
strain rate under near surface condition). In; areas of 
superposed deformation the later foliation is always 
crenulation foliation (see Ramsay, 1967). During the AD. 
deformation the Lunavada rocks were siibjected to flexure 
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slip folding. The lack of viscosity contrast in the 
meta-svibgraywacke, schist and phyllite sequence restricted 
slip along buckled layers. The strain increments were 
adjusted by development of slivers at small angles to 
Al X2 P^^^® °f strain ellipsoid (see Ramsay, 1967; Whitten^ 
1969; Williams, 1977), The slivers which developed as planes 
of mechanical inhomogeneity, acted as slip surfaces for the 
incremental strain, which is manifested by fabric an isotropy 
of sericite flakes at acute angle to AS. foliation. The 
development of strain slip along the slivers resulted in the 
change of flexure slip folding to strain slip mechanism in 
the less viscous sequence. During the deformation the 
movement picture progressively changed but the intersection 
lineation of bedding (AS ) and AS. foliation coincided with 
the b-kinematic axis of strain ellipsoid. 
The steepening of dips in the conpetent quartzite beds 
is due to development of obfeique flexural slip under 
horizontally directed •<-!*- ^ trajectory with the progressive 
deformation the kinematic plan gradually altered, generating 
oblique flexural slip in the corrpetent quartzite bands. It 
resulted in rotation of b-kinematic axis in the X < )v 5 P^ '^^ ® 
of strain ellipsoid leading to steepening of dips in the 
flexural slip regime, while in the strain slip regime the 
shear was accomrmDdated along the slivers vrithout disturl^ ing 
the directional stability of b-kinematic axis during the 
AD. deformation. 
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Chapter VI 
CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR THE GEOLOGICAL EVOLUTION 
OF THE LUNAVADA GROUP 
STRATIGRAPHIC POSITION s 
The metasedimentary sequence developed in southern 
Rajasthan and northeastern Gujarat (which forms subject 
of the present study) was mapped as part of the Aravalli 
system by Gupta and Mukherjee (1938). These rocks were 
considered southern extension of the type Aravalli sequence 
of Girwa of Udaipur (see Heron, 1953), The present study has 
brought out that the Precambrian rocks developed in the 
Kadana Rsservoir area (which includes parts of former 
princely states of Kadana, Lunavada, Sant and adjacent 
areas of Dungarpur and Banswara) exhibit structural 
discordance with the type Aravalli sequence of Udaipur, 
The Aravalli rocks developed in the Kadana and adjacent 
areas have been assigned to Lunavada Group of the Aravalli 
Supergroup, Stratigraphically the Lunavada Group has been 
considered as younger than the flysch like sequence of 
Udaipur Group. The Lunavada Group exhibits stJnactural 
discordance with the underlying sequence of the Aravalli 
Supergroup. It represents epiorogenic sedimentation in a 
successor basin. 
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SEDIMENTARY MODEL : 
Tectonic framework of Lunavada Basin : 
The Lunavada sedimentation took place post-tectonic 
to AD deformation of the Aravalli Tectonic System, The 
deposition and deforrration of the Jharol Group and coeval 
sequences resulted in the redistribution of positive and 
negative tectonic topography (see 1981). The theatre of 
sedimentation migrated towards the open southern end of the 
Aravalli geosyncline and a successor basin was formed west of 
Banswara in which sinking of the basin floor and migration of 
the strand towards west and southwest were the most domindnt 
factors, during the Lunavada sedimentation, 
Clastic Supply : 
The basin received clasticSfrom the newly risen tectonic 
lands of Aravallis. The sediments were transported by the 
rivers originating in the Aravalli lands. The elastics 
comprising boulders^ , pebbles, gravel, sand, silt and clay were 
deposited as cones at the exits of the youthful rivers. The 
cones fan out at their confluence with the sea, as submarine 
fan, along an active margin. 
The textural parameters of the cones had size sorting, 
The conglomerate being restricted to the proximal end of 
the cone and the finer elastics progressively increasing 
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towards the distal' part, as is evident by development of 
conglomerates and medium grained quartz arenites in the 
older sequences of Kalinjhira and Wagidora fornations of 
the Lunavada Group, The Lunavada sedimentation followed 
a model somewhat similar to Hiiralayan Bengal model (see 
Graham et al., 1975; Prakash et al,, 1980), The tectonism 
along active margin of Lunavada area perhaps led to rapid 
subsidence and frequent changes in the palaeo-drainage 
during Lunavada sedimentation, akin to the present day 
Kosi basin (see Ahmad, 1963; Arogyaswami, 1971) which 
facilitated dispersal and migration of fans along a migratory 
strand during Lunavada sedimentation, 
The morphogeney in the Precambrian geosynclines was 
rudimentary (see Harpum, 1960; Iqbaluddin and Moghni, 1980). 
The relief in the provenance of the Lunavada was low, which 
resulted in the deposition of relatively finer elastics, 
The conglomerates being restricted at the mouth of the rivers 
debouching in the successor basin. 
Sedimentary Facies : 
The dynamics of sedimentation of the in coming material 
in the basin •'••eiB controlled by winds, waves, tides, and 
currents ranging from normal to stormy conditions. 
The entire sequence shows a fining upward succession, 
characteristic of tidal environments (tidal flats, sand flats, 
mud flats, mixed flats). The individual structures 
characteristic of modern tidal flats such as vra-vy, lenticular 
and flaser bedded units, bipolarity of flow and development 
of reactivation surfaces etc. (see Klein, 1970; Sellwood, 
1975) have been recorded from the Precambrian siliciclastics 
of Lunavada area (see plates 1 a & b, 2 b, 3 a & b, 4 a), 
The area possibly represents a marginal zone between a tidal 
and open meritic environment, Incontrovertable evidence of 
diurnal rise and fall of sea level is lacking in the area, 
However, the bipolarity of flov; and development of 
reactivation surfaces are suggestive of the changes in flow 
regime. The traction current dominated coastal environment 
has been interpreted as tidal (see Thompson, 1975), The 
Lunavada rocks of Kadana reservoir represent largely marginal 
zone between a tidal and open sea environment; like any 
frontier area the tidal signatures in the Lunavada elastics 
were masked by wave induced processes (see McCave, 1971). 
The minerallogenic population of the Lunavada Group 
suggest recycled orogen provenance fQr arenaceous meta-
clastics of Lunavada Group (Fig, 15). The dominance of sand 
and intermediate cfuartz content in the Lunavada sequence 
suggest sedimentation along an active continental margin 
(see Dickinson and Sucesk, 1979), The bedding characteristics, 
internal organisation, external inhomogeneties of stratifica-
tion and rhythm of sedimentation are suggestive of cyclic 
sedimentation corresponding to tidal mollasse (see 
Thompson, 1975), 
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DEFORMATION AND METAMORPHISM : 
First Phase of Deformation 
The sedimentary sequence deposited along an active 
continental margin experienced basinal instability-
manifested as seismic impulses. The fault graded seismites 
and soft rock defornations in the Lunavada rocks are 
palaeo-seismograms^ which are indicative of the sliding 
process (PI, 10 b, l l a & b ) in the Lunavada theatre of 
sedimentation (Iqbaluddin and Shah, 1976? Iqbaluddin, 1978b) 
The earliest deformation in the Lunavada rocks 
manifested as AF'* folds and bedding foliation;developed as 
a result of creep of the sedimentary pile down the palaeo-
slope. The creep was initiated possibly by the seismic 
impulses along an active continental margin. The orthogonal 
relationship between palaeoslope and A'3 - lineation, near 
reclined geometry of AF'' folds and parallelism between 
bedding and AS",, foliation suggest that shearing stress 
was the dominent factor in determining the kinematics of 
deformation, 
^ . 
Phase : 
The earliest deformative event was synchronous with 
the first phase of metamorphism in the area. The shearing 
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stresses which led to development of AP'' folds rotated 
sericite flakes in the Lunavada rocks. Subsequent pure shear 
led to flattening strain, which resulted in elongation of 
quartz andisericite in the^-jl' jj plane of strain ellipsoid, 
The plastic deformation during the M- phase took place under 
the superincumbent load of the sedimentary pile, 
Second Phase of Deformation : 
The second phase of deformation took place under a WNl'J-ESE 
<2r~ -^ trajectory, with3r-2 horizontally and ••=?— subvertically 
disposed. The stress environment was compressive, and 
deformation took place in near surface conditions as evident 
by the dominance of the flexural slip mechanisia which 
controlled the kinematics of sedimentary prism during 
deforriHtion (see Fourmarier, 1953 in Whitten, 1969). The 
deforrrBtion led to buckling of the sedimentary priSm into 
open to close, sub-horizontal to moderately plunging, upright 
to steeply inclined AF^ folds, about NNE-SSW generators and 
a strongly developed AS- axial plane foliation, 
M^ Phase s 
The changes in the ,</ H ^ plane of incremental s t r a i n , 
f a c i l i t a t e d mechanical ro ta t ion of s e r i c i t e and 
r e c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n of the clastogenic mineral assemblage 
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in the S^i /)p plane of finite strain in accordance with 
Riecke's principle. The sericite developed lepidoblastic 
structure, quartz recrystallized and developed strain 
Shadows; chlorite-I developed at the cost of sericite and 
magnetite, muscovite grew from sericite, calcite where 
present underwent recrystallization and actinolite developed 
in impure areniteSo Biotite-I co-existed with chlorite-I. 
It underv/ent recrystallization and developed strain shadows, 
in response to the deformative stresses. 
Third Phase of Deformation : 
The waning of the WNW-ESE compressive stress led to 
the generation of a secondary stress field orthogonal to 
the principal compression, possibly caused by the release 
of the elastic component of the flattening strain of second 
phase of folding^ the'^ :™' trajectory coincided with the 
ri . strain direction of AP^ folds. The sub-vertically 
disposed'^3— trajectory during the third phase of Lunavada 
deformation led to development of AP'^ puckers by flexure 
slip mechanism along AS- foliation. With the progression 
of deformation the flexure was replaced by shear mechanism, 
which led to development of AS,' crenulation foliation 
(see Fairbarin, 1949; Wickham and Anthony, 1977; Anthony and 
Wickham, 1978). 
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M. Phase : 
Syntectonic to third deformation M phase of metamorphism 
took place. Garnet developed from chlorite-I and quartz, 
under shearing stresses, which operated in a lithostatic 
environment provided by the load of the se<iimentary prism. 
The wailing of compressive stresses led to retrogression of 
biotite along margins and cleavages to chlorite-II, 
Fourth Phase of Deformation : 
During the fourth phase ,the deformation followed a 
flexure slip plan under a low strain rate. The-TT—- trGgectory 
acted horizontally in NNB - SSTri direction, the deformation 
took place in near surface compressive stress environment, 
The competent beds of quartzite during the fourth phase 
of deformation underwent steepening by rotation of 
b-kinematic axis in the r} ^ r'p plane of strain ellipsoid, 
in the flexural slip regime. The incompetent enclosing 
medium (meta-subgraywacke, meta-protoquartzite, phyllite, 
etc,) accoijimodated the shear by development of slivers along 
whiah movement took place which led to development of AS . 
foliation, without disturbing the directional stability of 
b-kinematic axis during the fourth deformative episode of 
the Aravalli Tectonic System. 
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M. Phase : 
— 4 •• •• " 
The fourth phase of Lunavada deformation coincides 
with the M. phase of regional metamorphism during which 
sericite flakes underwent rotation at acute angles to AS-
foliation in respone to shear along the AS. slivers and 
quartz grains developed microfracturing, elongation and 
flattening in AS. foliation plane, 
M Phase : 
The last phase of metamorphic recrystallizatlon in the 
Lunavada Group has been static as evident by Se-Si relation-
ships in chlorite-III and garnet porphyroblasts. The static 
recrystallizatlon of chlorite-III and garnet was achieved 
under epizonal conditions by rise of geoisotherms. The area 
underwent geoisotherrrHl rise around 0,9 b,y, as indicated by 
emplacement of post-tectonic Godhra granite (see Gopalan 
et al,, 1979). The Mc metamorphic phase in the Lunavada 
Group has been post-tectonic to the Aravalli Geological 
cycle (see 1981). 
In short, geological evolution of Kadana Reservoir 
area represent saga of tidal sedimentation in a successor 
basin, along an active margin in which the wave action 
and subsidence of the basin floor were the dominant factors 
in the development of the sedimentary prism, 
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The prism was deformed in near surface compressive 
stress environment with horizontal to sub-horizontal 'T^ 
trajectory. The metamorphic recrystallization took place 
under epizonal conditions, during v;hich P & T level of the 
metamorphic assemblages corresponded to green schist facies, 
The deformational environment was dominontly flexural slip, 
at places it developed into shear mechanism due to lack of 
viscosity contrast in the meta-sediments. The lithospheric 
heating of the northwestern Indian shield around 0,9 b,y. led 
to static recrystallization of chlorito-III and garnet in the 
area. 
20 V 
EPILOGUE 
Geology, places a premium for the respect extended 
to desolate outcrops, their monologue when read in • 
totality, tells the history of sedimentation, deformation, 
metamorphism and geomorphic evolution in as certain details, 
as probing of their chips in more hostile environs of 
laboratories. 
The present study is a deviation from current academic 
trend which tend to lay emphasis on laboratory studies for 
understanding the geological processes? it is basically a 
field oriented thesis, 
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EXPLANATION OP PLATES 
PLATB-l 
Figure-a Cross bedding in laminated meta-protoquartzite. 
Note development of Festoon type, trough geometi 
in b-c section and development of reactivation 
surface, 
Coin for scale :-2.5 cms„ 
Location : Kadana Colony, Mahi river bed, 
Panchrrahals District, Gujarat, 
Pigure-b Laminated bedding in meta-protoquartzite and 
meta-subgraywacke sequence. The laminations are 
characterised by uniformity of thickness and 
lateral persistance. Note cross stratification 
towards the bottom of the photograph and 
synsedimentational microfaulting towards the 
top of the photograph. The subgraywackes 
(medium grey phototone) exhibit massive bedding, 
Tree for scale s 2 meters 
Location : Khuta, 
Banswara District, Rajasthan. 
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PLATE-2 
Figure-a Thin and thick bedding in the quartz arenite beds. 
Thin bedding is developed in the eastern corner 
of the photograph, characterised by uniformity 
of thickness and lateral persistance. Note the 
splitting of beds with intercalations of sub-
graywackes near the observer. 
Observer for scale • 175 cms. 
Location : Kadana, 
Panchraahals District, Gujarat. 
Pigure-b Flaser bedding defined by siltstone layers 
(medium grey phototones) which occur as inter-
calations within the fine grained meta-
protoquartzite (dark grey phototones). Note the 
lenticular!ty in stratification and development 
of flasers, 
Scale : 15 cms. 
Location ; 2 km west of Chandanwara Port, 
Banswara District, Rajasthan, 
PLATE-3 
Pigure-a Go-set cross beds in meta-protoquartzite sequence 
Note the planar geometry of the foresets and 
trough geometry of the back sets in the middle 
229 
central part of the photograph forming Herringbor 
structure. The reactivation surface is defined by 
erosional lamellae, 
Location : Narpura, 
Banswara District, Rajasthan. 
Pigure-b Very thin bedding characterised by sub-equal 
thickness lateral continuity and uniformity of 
beds. Note differential erosion along stratifica-
tion in the meta-subgraywacke sequence. Ripple 
drift cross laminations occur as intercalations 
within the very thin bedded sequence. 
Location : Chandanwara, 
Banswara District, Rajasthan, 
PLATB-4 
Figure-a Planar cross beds defined by quartz arenite layers 
(lighter phototone) occurring within the proto-
quartzite sequence. Note development of torrential 
cross beds at steep angles to bedding towards the 
base of the laminated sequence. The reactivation 
surface is developed at the top of the fore-set 
layers. 
Pencil for scale : 14 cms. 
Location : Khuta, 
Banswara District, Rajasthan. 
O ' 1 
Pigure-b Current ripple marks in the quartz arenite lav* 
Note the rounded ripple crests and their sinus 
nature due to interferring ripple pattern, 
Hammer for scale : 35 cms. 
Location : Chikli, 
Dungarpur District, Rajasthan. 
PLATB-5 
Pigure-a Solemarks occurring as load cast having polyg'" 
geometry developed in guartz arenite bed. 
Scale : 15 cms. 
Location j Vareth Nani, 
Panchmahals District, Gujarat. 
Pigure-b Torose load casts. Note elongated pinch and 
swell along the strike of the cast in quartz 
arenite beds of Kadana Formation, 
Observer for scale t 165 cms. 
Location : Kadana Dam, 
Panchmahals District, Gujarat, 
PLATE-6 
Pigure-a Scour fill channel. The channel fill (medium 
grey phototone) is having cross cutting 
relationship with the stratification in aaeta-
23-. 
subgraywacke and meta-protoquartzite sequenco, 
Note the contrast in the fill and scour text^ " 
Scale : 15 cms. 
Location : 1,5 km southeast of Narpura, 
Banswara District, Rajasthan. 
Pigure-b Rill marks developed in quartz arenite beds P 
bedding plane inhomogeneity. Note the random 
pattern of current trails bifurcating upstrer 
in close association with whirl balls. 
Pen for scale ; 15 cms. 
Location : Quarry Hill, Kadana Dam, 
Panchmahals District, Gujarat. 
PLATE-7 
Figure-a Eddy mark and v/hirl ball. Note the developme: 
of spiral ribs preserved as crown around vjh-^' 
occurring in the centre of the crown. The spj 
nature of the current trails in the crown is 
suggestive of clockwise eddy currents. 
Pen for scale ; 14 cms. 
Location ; Quarry Hill, Kadana Dam, 
Panchmahals District, Gujarat. 
Pigure-b Eddy marks with whirl ball. Note the anticlc 
and clockwise movement of the current trails 
the stationary nature of the vortex of the er"" 
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currents as indicated by coarser isolated whirl 
balls. 
Pen for scale s 14 cms. 
Location ; Quarry Hill, Kadana Dam, 
Panchmahals District, Gujarat. 
PLATE-8 
Figure-a Groove and striation cast in quartz arenite bed 
Note the straight linear geometry and isolated 
character of these sole marks in the photograph, 
Coin for scale i 2.5 cms. 
Location : Vareth Nani, 
Panchmahals District, Gujarat. 
Pigure-b Flufee cast in quartz arenite beds. Note the 
rounded bulbous character of the up-current. 
ends and flaring nature of the down current 
ends in the imbricate flute casts. 
Pen for scale t 14 cms. 
Location ; Vareth Nani, 
Panchmahals District, Gujarat, 
PLATS-9 
Pigure-a Flame s t ruc tu re and load c a s t . The flame i s 
c o o 
defined by fine grained semipelite (darker 
phototone) intruding the quartz arenite beds 
(lighter phototone), Note lack of homogeneity 
in the skewness of flames. The quartz arenite 
bed exhibit bedding plane inhomogeneity as 
load cast, 
Pen for scale ; 14 cms. 
Location ; Kadana Dam, 
Panchmahals, District, Gujarat, 
Pigure-b Epiglyphes on the superface of quartz arenite 
Note the sub-circular shape and isolated nature 
of the structure (dark phototone). The epiglyph 
lack any directional property and appears to be 
moulds of load casts presumably formed by vara 
in the hydroplastic behaviour of the quartz ai 
layer under impact of super-incumbent load, 
Observer for scale j 175 cms, 
Location s Intake well, Kadana Water Supply 
Kadana, 
Panchmahals District, Gujarat, 
PLATB-10 
Figure-a Reverse load casts defined by plumes of quart? 
arenite (dark phototone) penetrating the meta-
siltstone and meta-subgraywacke (medium grey 
<co'i 
phototone). Note the flatness of the subface anc', 
irregularities in the superface of the quartz 
arenite layer (dark phototone), 
Scale ; 15 cms, 
Location t 1.5 kms southeast of Narpura, 
Banswara District, Rajasthan, 
Pigure-b Olistoliths cornprising fragments of subgraywack^ 
(lighter phototone) isotropically distributed ir 
stiructureless pelitic matrix. Note the folded 
nature of the fragments and undeformed beds at 
the superface above the pencil in the photograph-
Pencil for scale : 14 cms. 
Location : Kiar Nani, 
Panchmahals District, Gujarat, 
PLATE-11 
Pigure-a Seismites, note segmented, soupy and undisturbei' 
zonesof fault graded beds. Segmented zone exhibit 
normal and reverse faults. Note micro unconform: 
and flaser bedding in the segmented zone. 
Pencil for scale j 12 cms. 
Location : Khuta, 
Banswara District, Rajasthan. 
23^^ 
Pigure-b Olistoliths, note structural discordance betwee:. 
the sediments caused by sliding process, 
Pencil for scale : 14 cms. 
Location s Khuta, 
Banswara District, Rajasthan, 
PLATE-.12 
Pigure-a Quartzite showing mosaic texture. Note xenoblar 
porphyroblastsof quartz (light and medium grey 
phototone) showing sutured contacts. Note 
prismatic crystals of biotite and large 
porphyroblast of garnet, 
(+ nic, X 33), 
Pigure-b Large garnet porphyroblast showing diffused 
boundaries (dark phototone), Note inclusions of 
quartz (light phototone) within the garnet whici 
are in structural harmony with the framework in 
quartzite, suggesting garnet crystallisation toe' 
place post-kinematically to AD^ deformation, 
(+ nic, X 33), 
PLAT2-13 
Pigure-a Meta-siltstone, note fine silt size grains of 
quartz exhibiting disrupted framework and loose 
23 i ) 
Pigure-b 
packing, Plar^Er tectonic anisotropy significantly 
absent. 
(+ n i c . , X 33). 
Meta-protoquartzite,. note equant grains of quar 
(light and medium grey phototone) define 
stratification extending from bottom-right corn'-
to top-left corner of the photograph. The 
xenoblastic porphyroblast (dark phototone ih the 
central part of the photograph) represents 
chlorite-2. 
(+ nic, X 33), 
PLATE-14 
Pigure-a Meta-subgraywacke exhibiting 'salt and pepper' 
aggregate of quartz, chlorite and sericite, 
Biotite occurs as large porphyroblast (dark 
phototone) with rugged terminations and 
inclusions of quartz (light phototone). The 
bedding is defined by grain size variation roughs 
from right to left in the field of the photogre^ '^ 
ASo foliation defined by preferred elongation of 
quartz; oriented from top-left to bottom-right 
comer of the photograph, 
(+ nic, X 33), 
23V 
Pigure-b Bi6tite~II occurring as large porphyroblast with 
rugged terminations showing a sort of sieve 
structure formed by inclusion of quartz and 
sericite. 
(+ nic, X 33), 
PLATE~15 
Figure-a Quartz-chlorite-sericite schist exhibiting 
•salt and pepper" aggregate of quartz, sericite 
and chlorite. Note bedding defined by compositior 
lamination of quartz and sericite rich lamellae 
extending from bottom to top in the field of the 
photograph, AS- foliation defined by preferred 
orientation of sericite and chlorite flakes and 
elongation of quartz grain, visible from right tc 
to left in the field of the photograph, AS. 
foliation defined by the preferred orientation 
of minerals (at acute angle to AS^ foliation) 
seen towards the bottom of the photograph, 
(+ nic, X 33), 
Figure-b Quartz-sericite schist exhibiting well developed 
AS^ and AS. foliations. Note the development of 
sericite flakes at high angle to the dominant 
fabric in the field of the photograph. The AS_ 
23 u 
foliation extends roughly from top-right to 
bottom-left corner of the photograph. AS. is 
manifested by sericite flakes aligned at high 
angle to AS-, foliation roughly from top to bottom 
in the field of the photograph. 
(+ nic, X 75). 
PLATB-16 
Figure-a Garnetiferrous quartz-sericite-biotite schist 
showing well developed AS- foliation and large 
porphyroblast of garnet. Garnet is syntectonic 
to AS'T foliation as it is evident from Si-Se 
relationship, 
(+ nic, X 33). 
Pigure-b Garnetiferous quartz-sericite-biotite schist 
showing biotite-i. Note fracturing, strain 
shadows and absence of inclusions in biotite. 
(+ nic,, X 33), 
PLATE-17 
Figure-a Garnetiferous quartz-sericite-biotite schist 
exhibiting straight trails of quartz and sericite 
inclusion in biotite-II. Note the xenoblastic and 
2 3 J 
defused boundary out l ines of b i o t i t e - I I 
porphyroblast, 
(+ n i c , , X 33), 
Figure-b Actinolite quartzite exhibiting granoblastic 
mosaic of quartz and acicular porphyroblast of 
actinolite, 
(+ nic, X 33), 
PLATB~18 
Figure-a Garnet porphyroblast showing r e c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n 
of quartz and s e r i c i t e in the pressure shadow 
region during M^  metamorphic phase, indicat ing 
ro ta t ion of garnet during the metamorphic 
evolution of the rock, 
(+ n i c , X 33). 
Pigure-b Development of ch lor i t e~I l from b i o t i t e along 
cleavages and the peripheral contact of b i o t i t e 
during M, metamorphic phase, 
(+ n i c , X 75). 
PLATE-19 
Figure-a AF^ fold defined by bending of AS„ (lighter 
phototone of quartz grains). Note the development 
24 J 
of c h l o r i t e - I I in b i o t i t e along cleavage, 
(+ n i c , X 33), 
Figure-b Garnet porphyroblast showing s t a t i c r ec rys t a l l i s a -
t ion during M,- metamorphic phase. Note Si-Se 
re la t ionsh ip , having s t r a i g h t t r a i l and i r r egu la r 
boundary out l ine of garnet porphyroblast (dark 
phototone), 
(+ n i c , X 33), 
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